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ABSTRACT

High-temperature (HTc) SQUID magnetometers are used in the biomedical field of magneto-
cardiography (MCG). The use of MCG enables a much earlier diagnosis of potentially danger-
ous conditions than the use of electrocardiography (EeG). For the use of MCG, high-quality
HTc SQUIDs are necessary. These SQUIDs can only be realised if the design and fabrication
processes are well defined and understood. In this thesis an extensive literature review on the
design process explains all the concepts necessary to understand and design a high-quality HTc
SQUID. Then the fabrication process is redefined and characterised.

The SQUIDs are fabricated with YBCO thin films on MgO substrates. The relevant steps
in the process are the pulsed laser deposition (PLD), UV lithography and argon ion milling.
The characterisation of the fabrication process is based on a statistical method called Design
of Experiment (DOE). This enables more information to be obtained about the fabrication
process than before. For the PLO process the important parameters are determined and an
initial optimisation is done. During the characterisation process it is proven that the use of
ozone during PLO has a positive effect on the quality of the YBCO thin film. On the PLD
apparatus the substrate heater and laser-beam profile is improved. The UV lithography process
is analysed and a DOE is proposed for optimisation. A temperature bath is added to the process
to enable better reproducibility. An rf multicusp ion mill is built for argon-ion milling, this
device is tested and shown to provide the required etching capability.

SINOPSIS

Hoë-temperatuur (HTc) SQUID magnetometers word in die biomediese rigting vir magne-
tokardiografie (MKG) gebruik. Met MKG kan 'n mens potensieel gevaarlike toestande heel-
wat vroeër diagnoseer as wat moontlik is met elektrokardiografie (EKG). HTc SQUIDs van hoë
kwaliteit word benodig vir MKG. Sulke SQUIDs kan slegs vervaardig word as die vervaardig-
ing en ontwerpsprosesse goed gedefinieer en verstaan word. In hierdie tesis verduidelik 'n om-
vattende literatuurstudie oor die ontwerpsproses al die konsepte wat nodig is om 'n SQUID van
hoë kwaliteit te verstaan en te ontwerp. Verder word die vervaardigingsproses geherdefinieer
en gekarakteriseer.

Die SQUIDs word vervaardig met YBCO-dunfilm op MgO-substrate. Die relevante stappe
tydens die vervaardiging is: gepulseerde laser deposisie (PLO), UV-litografie en argon-ioon-
straling. Die karakterisering van die vervaardigingsproses is gebaseer op 'n statistiese metode
genaamd "Design of Experiment" (DOE). Hierdie metode laat 'n mens toe om meer inligt-
ing oor die proses te verkry as wat voorheen moontlik was. Gedurende die karakterisering
word bewys dat die gebruik van osoon gedurende die PLO-proses 'n positiewe invloed op die
kwaliteit van die YBCO-dunfilm het. Die PLO-apparaat se substraatverwarmer en laserstraal-
profiel word verbeter. Die UV-litografieproses word geanaliseer en 'n DOE word voorgestel
vir die optimisering daarvan. Daar word 'n temperatuurbad by die proses gevoeg om die her-
haalbaarheid te verbeter. 'n "Rf multicusp ion mill" word gebou, die toestel word getoets en
daar word aangetoon dat dit die nodige etsvermoë het.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In this thesis the successful development, re-definition and characterisation of a fabrication process for
high-temperature SQUIDs are described. A comprehensive literature review on Josephson junctions,
SQUIDs and the biomedical application of SQUIDs are presented, introducing recent research and find-
ings. Some of these results have not yet been included in any textbooks. The rest of the thesis focuses
on the fabrication of high-temperature YBCO SQUIDs, especially the, up to now poorly characterised,
pulsed laser deposition (PLD) process. This includes an extensive literature study on SQUID fabrication.
This is followed by an introduction to experimental design and the technique used to characterise and
optimise the PLD process. Then the actual characterisation process is described followed by the results
and the analysis of the results. In this last section a description of the manufacturing and testing of an rf
multicusp ion mill are also presented. This information and the practical achievements serve to develop
and enhance the capacity for superconducting research at Stellenbosch University as well as adding to
the field of academic knowledge.

The University of Stellenbosch has been involved in superconducting research since 1989 and with high-
temperature superconductors since 1997. Most of the research were done in the field of superconducting
digital logic, with a smaller amount of research on high-temperature superconductors. Although rela-
tively little work has been done on high-temperature superconductors, the facilities for the fabrication
seemed to exist. Some effort has also been put in to optimise these facilities [26,25, 128].

One of the possible application areas of SQUID technology in the biomedical field is magnetocardiog-
raphy. In the South African context magnetocardiography would be extremely useful, both for research
and emergency medical treatment. In chapter 5 it will be shown that the magnetocardiogram have many
advantages over the traditional electrocardiogram and that the high-temperature SQUID is a good can-
didate for the measurement of magnetic heart signals.

With this in mind the thesis started out as a study into the biomedical applications of SQUID sensors,
with the aim to develop a SQUID magnetocardiograph. However, it turned out that the work already

8
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 9

done at the University of Stellenbosch on the fabrication of high-temperature superconductors has been
insufficient for establishing the capability to routinely fabricate high-temperature SQUIDs.

Therefore this thesis establishes a foundation for the development of SQUID magnetocardiography sen-
sors. This foundation consists of a knowledge base of SQUID technology, a well-characterised fabri-
cation process and the necessary education of technical staff to obtain competence and institutionalised
knowledge.

The knowledge base was established through an extensive literature study on all the aspects of the design
and fabrication of a SQUID capable of detecting biomedical signals from the heart. This knowledge is
presented in this document as background, as well as a foundation on which further (PhD) research can
be based.

The redefinition, enhancement and characterisation of the fabrication process constitute the bulk of the
practical work done in this thesis. An experimental design approach was used. This experimental design
approach maximises the amount of data gathered per experiment during the characterisation process. It
also gives a good indication of the reliability of the results. This experimental design methodology is
established for the characterisation of processes and the initial results are given, confirming the success
of this methodology.

The education of the technical staff was a continuous process. Although not specifically discussed, this
is considered one of the important contributions of this thesis.

This thesis will have the following structure. Firstly, a brief account of the basics of superconductivity is
presented. This is followed by the theory of Josephson junctions and SQUIDs. The theory includes the
basic design considerations as well as the different types of junctions and SQUIDs. Then biomagnetism,
its theory, its application and the specific use of SQUID magnetometers in this area will be given. This
is followed by a description of the work done to establish the fabrication process. This work includes the
characterisation and modification of the PLD process and the characterisation of the photolithography
process. The building, testing and characterisation of an argon-ion (Ar-ion) mill will also be described.
Then an evaluation of the existing SQUID designs will follow. Finally the results and conclusions will
be presented. The thesis ends with suggestions for future research projects.

Stellenbosch University http://scholar.sun.ac.za



Chapter 2

Superconductivity - a brief introduction

This chapter is a brief introduction to the field at superconductivity, consisting of a brief history followed
by the fundamental concepts of superconductivity.

2.1 A brief history of Superconductivity

Superconductivity is a very young field as its development was determined by the development of cryo-
genic technology. Therefore with the advent of the liquefaction of helium came the discovery of the first
superconductors .

2.1.1 Low-temperature superconductivity

Superconductivity was discovered in 1911 by Heike Onnes, the same person that first succeeded in lique-
fying helium. He found that mercury loses all resistance at 4.2K [2]. This was followed by the discovery
of a multitude of other metallic elements and alloys. At this time, however, any practical applications of
superconductivity were impossible, because these superconductors lost all their superconductivity in a
very low magnetic field.

In 1933, Walter Meissner and Robert Ochsenfeld discovered that magnetic flux is expelled from a su-
perconductor. Later this was called the Meissner effect [3]. This effect was the first evidence that
superconductivity was fundamentally a magnetic phenomenon. Their discovery was followed by the
London phenomenological theories of superconductivity, the work of the London brothers Heinz and
Fritz London, published in March 1935 [4]. The Gorter-Casmir "two-fluid model" was also developed
during this period [1, pp 7]. The London brothers were also the first to realise that superconductivity is
in essence a macroscopic quantum mechanical phenomenon.

10
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CHAPTER 2. SUPERCONDUCTIVITY - A BRIEF INTRODUCTION 11

Next came the development of the BCS theory in 1957, named after the researchers Bardeen, Cooper

and Schrieffer. This was a microscopic theory describing the behaviour of superconductors under all

circumstances. Their breakthrough came through realising that electron pairing occurred in the ground

state. This phenomenon was later known as "Cooper pairs" [5].

On the more practical side, Alexei Abrisokov proposed in 1952 the separation of superconductors into

two types. Type I superconductors were the pure metal superconductors and Type II the metal alloy

superconductors. Type II superconductors were the first practically usable superconductors, because

they allowed much higher field strengths and their associated currents than Type I superconductors. The

first high magnetic field superconductive alloy was developed by Bernd T. Matthias and Ted Geballe. It

was a tin niobium alloy and in 1960 Eugene Kunzler and his associates tested this material up to a field

of 88 kG [1, pp 14-15].

Also in 1960, Ivar Giaever discovered single-electron tunnelling through an isolating barrier [6]. This

was followed by the theory of Brian Josephson in 1962. His theory predicted that a de current would

flow through an isolating barrier with no applied voltage. He also predicted that an oscillating current

would flow when a small de voltage is applied across the barrier [7].

2.1.2 High-temperature superconductivity

The age of high-transition-temperature (HTc) superconductors commenced in April 1986 with a report

by Alex MUller and Georg Bednorz on superconductivity in lanthanum-barium-copper-oxide at 30K

[8]. The discovery of the familiar yttrium-barium-copper-oxide (YBCO) was made by the Wu-Ashburn-

Torng team in 1987 [9]. In the years that followed various other substances were discovered, including

thallium and bismuth compounds. Thallium provides very stable superconductors below 125 K and

bismuth is an extremely suitable compound for superconducting wires and other large-scale applications

[1, pp. 30-37].

Despite the success of these high-temperature superconductors the BCS-theory (dealt with in section

2.2.5) does not apply in the same way that it does to low-temperature superconductors. At present there

is no accurate theoretical description for the superconductivity in high-temperature superconductors.

2.2 Fundamental considerations

The discussion in this section will be limited to low-temperature superconductors. However most of the

macroscopic principles apply to high-temperature superconductors as well.

Stellenbosch University http://scholar.sun.ac.za



CHAPTER 2. SUPERCONDUCTIVITY - A BRIEF INTRODUCTION 12

2.2.1 The Meissner effect

All superconductors have zero de resistance and pronounced diamagnetic properties below a transition

temperature Tc. This phase transition point is determined by the temperature as well as the size of the

magnetic field perpendicular to the surface of the superconductor. For every superconductor there is a

critical magnetic field He, with an associated current density Jc, that will destroy the superconducting

properties if either is exceeded. When in a superconducting state, all magnetic flux are expelled from a

superconductor and the internal static electric field is zero. This property distinguishes superconductivity

from a phenomenon such as negligible resistance in a normal metal. To distinguish these two we will

first consider the case of a normal metal with negligible resistance and then a true superconductor.

Consider a conducting cylinder with its long axis parallel to the magnetic field. Faradays's law,

aB
b. x E =--at (2.1)

describes the relationship between the applied vector magnetic field B and the resulting electric field

vector E. From the relationship

J=aE (2.2)

where J is the vector current density, it can be seen that an infinite conductivity a would require that the

electric field E = O. This would lead to

aB =0at . (2.3)

This means that the magnetic induction inside the perfect conductor cannot change. Any magnetic flux

present inside the conductor at the time of its resistance becoming negligible would thus be trapped [1,
pp.42-45].

Superconductors are different - they expel the flux (as long as the magnetic flux is smaller than the

critical flux He) when entering the superconducting state. The superconducting behaviour can still be

described by Maxwell's equations, but with an important addition, covered in section 2.2.3.

2.2.2 The Two-Fluid model

The current transport in the superconducting state is the result of the flow of a combination of paired

electrons and unpaired electrons. As the temperature of the superconductor falls below Tc the ordinary

electrons "condense" into superconducting pairs (also see section 2.2.5).

Stellenbosch University http://scholar.sun.ac.za



CHAPTER 2. SUPERCONDUCTIVITY - A BRIEF INTRODUCTION 13

For temperatures above 0 K only apart of the electrons participate in the superconducting behaviour. As

the temperature approaches 0 K however, the number of unpaired normal electrons dwindle as more and

more of the electrons go into pairing mode. At OK all the electrons are in the paired state.

The density of normal electrons compared to superconducting electrons is expressed as

(2.4)

where ns is the superelectron density and no is the normal electron density. T is the temperature for

values ofT::; Tc, with Tc the critical/transition temperature [10, pp. 94-97].

2.2.3 The London equations

In accordance with the two-fluid model, the total current flowing in the superconductor is the sum of the

normal and superconducting components and is written as

(2.5)

The normal electron current J n obey Ohm's law (2.2). The supercurrent J s on the other hand is described

by the first London equation (2.10). This equation is derived below.

Consider an electron with mass m and charge q in the presence of an applied electric field E. Newton's

law combined with Lorentz's equation state that

dv
F =m- =qE

dt
(2.6)

where F is the force on the electron and v is the electron velocity. The current density J is nev, where
n is the number of electrons. Thus, in (2.6)

dv _ 2_ (dJ) _ i_E
dt - nq dt - m (2.7)

which gives

qE
mdJ
nq dt

(2.8)

and finally
dJ
dt

(2.9)
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CHAPTER 2. SUPERCONDUCTIVITY - A BRIEF INTRODUCTION 14

where A = nc;)2. From this the equation known as the first London equation can be written as

(2.10)

where J == Js, the supercurrent density in equation 2.5

The second London equation stems from the Meissner effect discussed in section 2.2.1. From Maxwell's

equations the following relationship can be derived:

(2.11)

with A = fA (the London penetration depth), where /-lo is the permeability of free space [10, pp. 60].VIiO
The London brothers postulated that, for a superconductor, this should be changed to

(2.12)

where the time derivative of the magnetic flux density ~~ is replaced by the magnetic flux density B to

allow for the expulsion of flux, which (2.11) didn't allow. Working backward from this equation we find

that

v x (AJ) =-B (2.13)

[10, pp. 79-80].

2.2.4 The Macroscopic Quantum Model

"Superconductivity is an inherently quantum mechanical phenomenon that manifests itself on macro-

scopic scales", according to Fritz London [10, p. 219]. This important realisation made it possible to

derive the London equations treated in the previous section. It is also largely this fact that accounts for

the strange behaviour observed in superconducting materials.

The macroscopic quantum model is based on the coherent phenomenon between superelectrons which

enables all carriers to be described by a single macroscopic wavefunction

w(r, t) = vn*(r, t)ei9(r,t). (2.14)

Using this equation, the entire ensemble, when subjected to an electromagnetic field, can be described

using an equation similar to Schrëdinger's equation for a single particle. This allows the macroscopic
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supercurrent to be expressed as

AJs = - (A(r, t) - ; \10(r, t)) (2.15)

where q* is the superelectron charge and O(r, t) is a real function representing the phase of the macro-

scopic wave function. A(r, t) is the magnetic vector potential from Gauss's magnetic law and A ==
n.~:)2 is the isotropie London coefficient. The time derivative of equation 2.15 yields the first London

equation as

~(AJ ) = E - _1_\1 (~AJ2) .at S n*q* 2 S

This equation includes the effects of the magnetic field created by the motion of carriers. Taking the curl

of equation 2.15, we find the second London equation (equation 2.13).

(2.16)

The final important result from the macroscopic quantum model is that of flux quantisation. This is

found by integrating the supercurrent equation 2.15 around a closed path:

Ic (AJs) . dl + Is B . ds = n<Po· (2.17)

Equation 2.17 proves that the magnetic flux in a closed superconducting loop can only change by integer

multiples of a flux quantum <Po, where <Po = ~.

2.2.5 The BeS theory

The BCS theory was the first theory that was able to predict the behaviour of low-temperature super-

conductors under all circumstances. When the temperature falls low enough, the electrons move into a

ground state where they form so-called Cooper pairs or superelectrons. This is called the extraordinary

ground state.

The Cooper pairs have twice the mass of normal electrons and consist of two electrons with opposite

spin and momentum. This means that the net spin and momentum of these pairs are zero. Therefore they

tend to move in exactly the same way. This explains why all the electrons can be described by a single

wave function and why the electrons never experience scattering or resistance. To reduce the momentum

of a single Cooper pair the momentum of all the other pairs need to be reduced simultaneously.

Cooper pairs are formed because, in the ground state, the electrons experience an attractive force instead

of a repulsive one. As the free-moving electrons move in the crystal lattice, the positively charged atoms

cause a localised attraction between an electron and the atoms. This causes a temporary net-positive

charge in that area, which attracts the other electron of the Cooper pair to its partner.
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Not all electrons in a superconductor form Cooper pairs. Electrons with enough energy to raise into the

next state are not bound into Cooper pairs. This is consistent with the predictions of the two-fluid model

(section 2.2.2).

A certain amount of energy is needed to break the bond of a Cooper pair and raise the electrons into the

next energy state. In the BCS theory, this energy is described as the energy gap 6.. The BCS energy gap

exists only in superconducting materials and not in normal metals. The smaller the energy gap, the lower

the critical temperature of the material, since it can only become superconducting once thermal agitation

does not raise the electrons to an excited state.

Temperature, however, is only one of the three limiting factors determining whether a material is super-

conducting or not. The other two factors that could raise the electron energy high enough are applied

magnetic flux He and current density Jc.

The idea of a Cooper pair introduces another parameter called the coherence length é. This determines

the range of coherence between the electrons, i.e. the mean distance between electrons in a Cooper pair.

This parameter was first introduced by the Ginzburg-Landau theory and can be expressed as

e(T) '" eGL ~ O.74eOV 1 ~ T
Tc

(2.18)

where ~o is the coherence length in a pure metal at 0 K. The coherence length is dependent on the mean

free path of the electrons. This changes with the amount of impurities in the metal [25, pp. 15-17].

2.2.6 Type I and II superconductivity

As mentioned in section 2.1.1 there are two distinct types of superconductivity.

Type I superconductors are always pure metals with perfect diamagnetic properties, but easily quenched

in magnetic fields below 1000 G. Since currents generate magnetic fields, this also implies a low

current-carrying ability. The exact amount of magnetic flux that would cause the superconductor

to normalise is determined by how far the temperature is below the Tc. Type I superconductivity

is characterised by an abrupt change from non-superconducting above Tc to superconducting with

total diamagnetism below Tc. There is a single critical magnetic field He. As long as these condi-

tions apply there is no de resistance inside the material and no internal magnetic field (except in

certain special circumstances) in an applied magnetic field.

Type II superconductors allow flux to penetrate the superconductor in the form of an internal array

of normal state flux tubes. These tubes are called "vortices", because they are surrounded by a

circulating supercurrent. This frees the energy that is used in Type I superconductors to expel the
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magnetic flux and enables much higher levels of applied magnetic flux and also higher current

density. Type II superconductivity shows a more gradual change in magnetic properties and three

regions can be distinguished: Heb He2 and He3. For the magnetic field smaller than Hel, the

material is in a perfect diamagnetic state and all the flux are expelled. In the range Hel -+ He2

the material is in a mixed state, the resistance is still zero but the internal magnetic field is nonzero

and penetrates the material in the form of flux vortices. This phenomena has important implications

for the noise performance and the critical current of superconductors (see section 3.3.3). When a

superconductor is cooled in a magnetic field, field lines normal to the surface can become trapped

in vortex tubes, which have the ability to move around in the superconductor. Therefore it is very

important to stabilise these tubes. In the range He2 -+ He3 a superconducting sheet remains on

the surface of the superconductor [1, pp. 45-46,79-82].

2.2.7 High-temperature superconductors

According to the theory of low-temperature superconductivity, the maximum temperature of supercon-

ductors is about 30 K, but this was proved invalid by the discovery of high-temperature superconductivity.

Most high-temperature superconductors are copper-oxide perovskites. As mentioned above, high-temperature

superconductivity cannot be described by conventional superconducting theory, although most of the

macroscopic relationships apply.

Most of the work in this thesis will deal with high-temperature superconductors, especially with YBCO.

Yttrium-Barium-Copper-Oxide is one of the most common high-temperature superconductors and is

most commonly used in the manufacturing of high-temperature SQUIDs.

The superconducting properties of YBCO depend strongly on the oxygen content. The molecular struc-

ture of YBa2Cu307-6 is either orthorombic (for {J < 0.6) or tetragonal (for 0.6 < {J < 1.0). In the

tetragonal state YBCO is not superconducting. In order to obtain superconducting YBCO thin films of

a high quality a lot of care must be taken in the production process. The manufacturing of the thin films

will be discussed in Chapter 6 and the various factors influencing the quality of the thin film in section
6.1.

2.3 Summary

In this chapter we briefly covered the basic principles of superconductivity. The most important equa-

tions are those of the London brothers and the macroscopic quantum model. These will be used in the

next chapter to analyse the behaviour of Josephson junctions.
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For more information on the topics discussed in this chapter, the books by Orlando et al [10] and Doss
[1] can be consulted.
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Chapter 3

The theory of Josephson junctions

The Josephson effect is responsible for most of the applications of superconductors as we know it today.
A SQUID consists of one or more Josephson junctions connected in a superconducting loop. In this
chapter the various types of Josephson junctions will be discussed. This will be followed by a discussion
ofthe tunnelling junction, this type of junction is the easiest to analyse and provides a good understanding
of the junction phenomenon. Then a closer look will be taken at high-temperature Josephson junctions.
Although the tunnelling junction theory predicts the behaviour of these junctions to a certain extent, there
are still many discrepancies. The different high-temperature junctions and their fabrication will also be
discussed, followed by a comparison of their properties.

3.1 Josephson Junction structure and types

Low-temperature Josephson junctions can be divided into two main types: tunnelling junctions and prox-
imity junctions, also called weak links. The tunnelling junction is formed by a Superconductor-Insulator-
Superconductor (SIS) junction. The weak link is formed by various methods, like Superconductor-
Normal-Superconductor (SNS) junctions, point contacts and microbridges, to name just a few [25, pp.
31]. In high-temperature superconductors there are uncertainty as to the type of junction (see section
3.2.2 for more detail).

3.2 Junction theory

The tunnelling junction's name stems from the fact that the electrons tunnel coherently through the
insulating layer separating the two superconductors. In weak links, the Cooper pairs move through the
barrier region by the proximity effect. The effect of both types of conduction can be described by the

19
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same basic equations, see section 3.2.1.1. The main difference as far as application is concerned, lies in
the capacitance of the junctions. Because it is considered more intuitive, the tunnelling junction will be
used to explain the Josephson effect.

3.2.1 Thnnelling junctions

A tunnelling junction consists of two superconductors separated by a thin isolating layer. In figure
3.1 the basic tunnelling junction is shown. Tunnelling occurs when the separate wave functions of the
Cooper pairs penetrate the junction to such an extent that they interact. This is called coupling. When
the coupling energy of the wave functions rises above the thermal activation energy, the phases of wave
functions become locked. Consequently Cooper pairs can pass from one conductor to the other without
energy loss. Unlike normal electron tunnelling, there is no excitation involved - it can even occur without
a voltage applied across the junction. When a voltage is applied to the junction, the pairs can still tunnel.
The phases are not locked together, however, but slip relative to each other at a constant rate determined
by the applied voltage [11, pp. 159].

/Insulalor

Superconductor Superconductor

Magnitude of the wavefunction

Figure 3.1: A basic superconductor-insulator-superconductor (SIS) tunnelling junction

In the following sections the mathematical equations for this tunnelling will be described. Then the
behaviour of these junctions in certain circumstances will be predicted.

3.2.1.1 The basic Josephson junction

The behaviour of the so-called lumped junction can be obtained by assuming that the current density is
uniform and restricted to be lower than the Josephson critical current. It is assumed that the temperature
is low enough that all the current is carried by Cooper pairs.

The equations for the macroscopic quantum model are

1 [ CPo ]Js(r, t) = -A_ A(r, t) + 211"V'O(r, t) (3.1)
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and

!O(r, t) = -~ [~~:+ q*¢(r, t)]

where equation 3.1 is the supercurrent equation describing the current density of the superelectrons in

a single piece of material. In this equation A is the magnetic vector potential and 0 is the phase of

the quantum mechanical waveform. The energy-phase relationship (3.2) shows how the phase of the

wavefunction changes in time and how this change is influenced by the energy of the superelectrons.

Here cP is the scalar electric potential (for the derivation see [10, pp. 219-239]).

(3.2)

These equations enable us to relate the current density of the current through the Josephson junction, to

the magnetic and electric fields across the junction. This relationship can be expressed as

Js(r, t) = Jc(y, z, t) sin <p(y, z, t), (3.3)

where J s is the current density as a function of position and time. The critical current density Jc can be

expressed as
eliyln1n2

Jc = 22m( sinh] t)'

where li is the reduced Planck's constant, nl and n2 is the electron density on the two sides of the

(3.4)

insulator and a is the thickness of the insulator. ( is known as the decay length and is a property of the

insulator. This is something different than ~, the coherence length of the superconductor. The factor ip is

known as the gauge invariant phase difference and is given by

27l' /2<p(y, z, t) = 01(y, z, t) - 02(y, z, t) - <I>o 1 A(r, t) . dl, (3.5)

where Ol and O2 are the phases of the quantum mechanical wave function on the different sides of the

insulator. The voltage-phase relationship is

o<p(y, z, t) = 27l' (2 E( ) . dl
at <I>o Jl r, t , (3.6)

where E is the electric field across the insulator.

The relationship for the lumped basic Josephson junction can be derived as follows:

By integrating (3.3) for a uniform current density, the current-phase relation is found to be

i = Ic sin <p(t). (3.7)

The gauge invariant phase difference is still given by (3.5). The voltage-phase relation can be obtained

by noting that f12 E(r, t)· dl in equation 3.6 is simply the voltage across the junction. Therefore equation
3.6 becomes

d<p 27l'
-=-v
dt <I>o

(3.8)
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[10, pp. 398-406].

This model can be extended to the short Josephson junction by allowing the current density and gauge

invariant phase difference to vary. The short junction can be modelled as two Josephson junctions that

are a very small distance apart and connected by a superconductor on both sides. This gives an analysis

similar to that of a SQUID (see section 4). From this analysis and the assumption that the self-field from

the currents is negligible, the total current through the junction is expressed as

sin 7r~J

i(eI>J, rp(O)) = Ic ~o sin(rp(O)),
~o

(3.9)

for a constant Jc over the area of the junction. Here cpJ = Boheffd is the flux through the junction and

I, = Jewd is the maximum critical current through the junction. The maximum supercurrent that can be

put through the junction is a function of rp(O) and occurs when sin rp(O)= ±l. This can be expressed as

sin 7r~J
~o

7r~J

~o

(3.10)

and is shown in figure 3.2. This modulation of the maximum current is a typical phenomenon for high-

temperature Josephson junctions because they usually have relatively large junction areas.

o
Aux through the Junction

Figure 3.2: imax (eI>J) for a Josephson junction with I, = 20J.LA.

The modulation can be understood by examining the plot of Js(z) for the Josephson junction (see figure

3.3). As the external flux density is increased from zero, the phase rp(z) varies linearly with the size of

eI>J according to the relationship
27reI>J z

rp(z) = ~d + rp(O)

where d is the width of the junction [lO, pp 420-426]. The supercurrent J, varies with sin rp(z, t).
Thus, as the applied flux increases, the supercurrent is modulated in space with a sinusoidal function

(3.11)
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of increasing frequency. This causes flux vortices to appear in the junction. The vortices consist of
circulating currents. These Josephson vortices are the cause of the interference pattern seen in figure 3.2.
They are also the cause of noise, especially in high-temperature superconductors.

"7"---+-1'
~H++H++H++H~H+Y

-r-.--t--'i'
~H++H~H+rH+H~~

(a) (b)

-r-.--t--'i'
~H++HHT~+HH+H+~

(c)

Figure 3.3: The current density distribution for imax{ <P J) for a single short Josephson junction [10, p.
425] (a) <pJ = 0 (b) <pJ = 1/2<Po (c) <pJ = <Po.

3.2.1.2 Junction Resistance and Capacitance

Even at °K there are normal electrons due to the breaking up of Cooper pairs by the applied voltage.
At temperatures above °K normal electrons exist in accordance with the two fluid model. In order to
accurately model the behaviour of a Josephson junction, the tunneling of the normal electron needs to
be addressed as well. This tunneling is modelled by allowing for two additional channels to conduct the
excess current: the capacitive and conductive channel.

The first channel is capacitive because of the parallel structure of the junction. The insulator is seen as
an ideal insulator with a permittivity e. In the second channel conduction takes place through tunnelling
of normal electrons through the perfect insulator [10, pp. 450).

For tunnelling junctions the capacitance can be found through the normal parallel plate formula

G = éoé~A
d

(3.12)
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[11, pp. 193]. The conductance is represented by a piecewise-linear model

G(v) = { RS9\T) if lvi < 2t:.(T)je ,
L otherwise

(3.13)

where G(v) is the conductance as a function of voltage. The sub-gap resistance Rsg(T) gives the re-

sistances for temperatures greater than 0 K. The exact resistance is a function of the ratio of normal

electrons to Cooper pairs. The condition for this region is that the absolute voltage should be lower than

the sub-gap voltage 2~r). If the voltage is higher, the conductance can be modelled by a resistance Rn.
Rn can be found from the so called IeRn product. This product is constant for each Josephson junction

and is determined by

(3.14)

where 2~o is the steady-state voltage when the current is slightly greater than Ic at 0 K [10, pp. 453-456].

For other (non-tunnelling) junction types the situation is more complicated. For metal barrier and copla-

nar junctions the capacitance is very small compared to the conductance. Although the conduction of

metal barrier and coplanar junctions have different mechanisms, they are usually modelled by a constant

conductance [11, pp. 192-195].

If we assume that the conduction is constant, we can simply replace G(v) with ~. This is called the

resistively shunted junction (RSJ) model, the RSJ model is one of the most common models used for the

analysis of junction. If the conduction is assumed non-constant, as mentioned in the above, the model is

called the non-linear resistively shunted junction (NRSJ) model. Figure 3.4 shows both these models. If

we implement the RSJ model, we find the second-order differential equation for the current through the

junction as

(3.15)

This equation will be used in the next section to evaluate the responses of the Josephson junction to DC

and AC driving sources.

3.2.1.3 Response to various sources

The response of a Josephson junction to various driving sources will now be considered. In this section

only the basic arguments and the results will be presented. For a more complete discussion see Orlando

et al [10, pp. 458-470].

Response to a de driving source The model in (3.15) driven with a DC current source can be written

as
i . dip ~r.p
Ic = sin r.p + dT + (3c dT2 (3.16)
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where
t

T=-
TJ

«Ilo 1
TJ = 21T IeR

(3.17)

(3.18)

and
/3e = Re = TRC.

TJ TJ

Here /3e is called the Steward-McCumber parameter. /3e is the ratio of the capacitive time constant to

the time constant TJ, which is associated with the basic Josephson junction. For /3e « 1 and /3e » 1,

(3.19)

the equation can be solved; /3e « 1 can be solved in the limiting case of the Josephson time constant

determining the behaviour and /3e » 1 can be solved in the limiting case of the capacitive time constant

determining the behaviour. The typical behaviour of a SQUID for /3e « 1, /3e » 1 and /3e ~ 1 is shown

in figure 3.5 [10, pp. 458-466].

Response to an ac driving source With an ac driving source the solution for (3.15) becomes more

complex and numerical solutions are required.

3.2.2 High transition temperature junctions

In low-temperature superconductors the fabrication of a layered structure like an SNS or SIS junction is

reasonably easy. In high-temperature superconductors however, the fabrication of these extrinsic junc-

tions is very difficult. Some of the difficulties are the requirement of a fully epitaxial layer structure, the

short coherence length of the Cooper pairs (1-2 nm in the ab-direction and 0.2 nm in the c-axis direction)

and the sensitivity of the superconductor to structural and chemical changes.

Because of these difficulties, most of the junctions in high-temperature materials make use of special

properties of the material to create intrinsic Josephson junctions. These properties include the intrinsic

Josephson effect in the c-axis direction and the existence of grain boundaries which supplies a junction
layer.

Because of the complicated nature of these junctions, the detailed transport mechanism has not yet been

identified for most Josephson junctions. Furthermore, the transport mechanism can vary strongly within

a few lattice constants because of variations in the oxygen content or because of oxygen disorder, strain

or chemical reactions. Possible transport mechanisms include direct tunnelling, resonant tunnelling,

hopping or diffusion. The type of tunnelling depends on things like the amount of degradation of the

material and the length-scale of the degraded region.

Most of the material presented below are based on an extensive literature study done by Gross et al [12].
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<'IJ>

(a) (b)

Figure 3.4: The (a) RSJ and (b) NRSJ models

<'IJ>

21l/ru

<'IJ>

Ic
(c)

Figure 3.5: Average voltage versus current for a) /3c «: 1, b) /3c » 1 and c) /3c ~ 1 .
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(0)

Ic
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3.2.2.1 Classification of Junctions

Because of the lack of know ledge of the transport mechanism, it is difficult to divide the high-temperature

Josephson junctions into the usual categories of tunnelling junctions, proximity effect coupled junctions

or constriction junctions. A better classification of the junctions would be according to the interface. This

would divide junctions into three groups: junctions without interfaces, junctions with intrinsic interfaces

and junctions with extrinsic interfaces.

Junctions without interfaces These junctions have no well defined interface and the Josephson effect

is achieved by weak coupling. Constriction junctions like nano-bridge junctions and weakened structure

junctions fall into this category. The weak coupling is achieved through local damage to the junction.

This is done through focused electron-beam or ion-beam irradiation. Because of the strong sensitivity

of the material to structural changes as well as to oxygen deficiency this irradiation leads to degradation

of the superconducting properties in the targeted region. The weak coupling can also be achieved by

concentrating the local current sufficiently to destroy the superconducting properties in a certain region.

These junctions are based on single-layer technology, therefore they are simple to fabricate. They also

have the advantage of no topological constraints as well as a controllable Jc. However the junctions do

not yet show long term stability and the IcRn products at 77K is still too low for practical application.

Junctions with intrinsic interfaces These are the most common type of high-temperature Joseph-

son junctions and consist of three main types of grain boundary junctions (GBJs): bicrystal junctions,

step-edge junctions (SEJ) and epitaxial grain boundary junctions. The weak link behaviour of grain

boundaries results from an insulating layer at an oxygen deficient and disordered grain boundary inter-

face with a thickness in the order of a few nanometers. The critical current density is determined by the

orientation of grains and the coupling between the grains. This current density is very sensitive to the

misorientation angle of the grains.

The bicrystal junction is perhaps the most common GBJ -it consists of a single crystal substrate which

is cut at a certain angle after which the edges are then fused back together. The critical current density

decays approximately exponentially with an increasing misorientation angle. The IcRn products of these

junctions are in the order of 400j.t V at 77K and the spread of their characteristic parameters is about 10-

15% on the same chip.

For step-edge junctions the step edge is manufactured by milling a substrate to create a sharp step before

the deposition of YBCO. This step causes one or more grain boundaries across the step which can be

used to create a Josephson junction. For step-edge junctions in MgO, it seems that the grain boundaries

are mainly regions of disorder, with no oxygen deficiencies. The thickness of these regions increases as

the step-edge angle increases. The bicrystal and step-edge junction will be discussed in more detail in

section 3.3.
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The epitaxial grain boundary junction is asymmetric 45° junctions fabricated by the in-plane rotation of

the HTS film by using an extremely thin epitaxial template layer.

Junctions with extrinsic interfaces In these junctions artificial barriers are used. The most common

junctions are ramp edge junctions. The fabrication requires advanced multilayer fabrication technology.

However, quite uniform junctions have been produced by some researchers [12].

3.2.2.2 Common Properties

Most Josephson junctions that couple along the ab-plane have the following properties:

• Vc« 7r;;O , typically Vc < 500 /-tV at 77 K, where Ve is the voltage associated with the Josephson

critical current.

• /3e < 1- this means most junctions are overdamped with non-hysteretic current-voltage curves.

• The current-voltage curves can usually be modelled by the ReSJ (resistive and capacitively shunted

junction) model.

• The temperature dependence of the critical current is almost linear over a wide range of tempera-

tures.

• Vc <X (Jc)P where p é:::::: 0.5.

• The junction shows a large amount of low-frequency 7 noise due to fluctuations in the critical

current and the normal resistance.

• SR = I~T <X Rn which means that the normalised fluctuations of the normal resistance scale
linearly with the normal resistance.

• The critical current Jc is spatially inhomogeneous on the length scales from a few micrometer

down to the nanometer range.

Most of these properties have been proven by different researchers on various types of high-temperature

superconducting materials. Properties like the scaling behaviour of [eRn are in contrast with the SIS-

type junctions where [eRn is independent of Je and equal to 7r;;o. The high 7 noise at low frequencies is

also a unique property to high-temperature superconductors. It is suggested that this noise is related to

the same phenomenon responsible for the [eRn behaviour because it shares the same scaling behaviour

[12, pp. 2932]. In the next section a model that might explain this behaviour is presented.
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3.2.2.3 Transport Mechanism and Models

Most high-temperature Josephson junctions were considered to be proximity effect coupled SNS-type

Josephson junctions, because of their low LR; and their overdamped RSJ model-like current voltage

curves. However, the phenomenon considered in the previous section cannot be explained by this simple

model. Research have shown that only a few junctions fit this simple proximity effect theory [13].

Models have been suggested that include the effect of the finite boundary resistance i.e. the SINS and

SINIS models. Constriction-type models like ScNS and SNcNS have also been proposed, where c

denotes the constriction. These models are covered by Gross et al [12] and will not be discussed in

this section.

A completely different approach is based on the tunnelling type transport mechanism. This model as-

sumes an isolating barrier that contains a large density of localised states. These states force quasi-

particle tunnelling to take place through resonant tunnelling. In contrast with this Cooper pairs can only

tunnel directly, due to Coulomb repulsion. The resonant channel is viewed as an intrinsic resistive shunt.

This model explains the low values and the scaling behaviour of the IeRn product. The trapping and

releasing of charge carriers in the localised sites result in a fluctuation of the barrier height and this effects

both the critical current I, and the normal resistance Rn. It also results in increased low-temperature

noise. This is exactly what is observed for most high-temperature junctions [12].

To understand how this theory describes the scaling property, the behaviour of bicrystal junctions will be

investigated. It was found [lOS] that IeR~·5 = canst. According to the tunnelling type transport model,

the normal current flow has two components; a direct tunnelling current and a resonant tunnelling current.

If the direct current dominates, the relationship IeR; = canst holds; if resonant tunnelling dominates,

the relationship is IeRn = canst. The IeR~·5= canst serves as evidence that both types of current flow

are present. The normal current conduction in this case is given as

Gn = Gdo exp( -2ad) +Gro exp( -ad) (3.20)

where I/a is the decay length of the wave function, d is the barrier thickness, Gn is the conductance

with Gn = Land Gdo and Gro are the amplitude of the direct and resonant tunnelling respectively. The

superconducting current, however, can be assumed to flow only by direct tunnelling. The critical current

can thus be written as

L;= Cexp(-2ad) (3.21)

where C is the amplitude of the supercurrent. Substituting equation 3.21 into equation 3.20, we get

(3.22)
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This result compares well with the experimental results obtained by Minotani et al [105] for misorienta-

tion angles between 24 and 33°. The results for a misorientation angle of 36.8° deviate from this theory;

it shows a linear relationship between I, and Gn which indicates that LR; = canst.

3.2.2.4 Determining the normal resistance

There are various parameters associated with Josephson junctions, of which the critical current I, and
normal resistance Rn are probably the most important.

To determine the normal resistance, a method of measurement is needed. It was suggested by Gross

et al [93] that, if an RSJ model is assumed, the current voltage characteristics can be fitted to an RSJ

model provided that the finite thermal noise current is included in the model. Using the RSJ model an

Rn can be chosen to fit the model to the measured curve. In HTc junctions Rn is almost independent of

temperature at temperatures between 4.2K and Tc.

The RSJ model can be assumed in most cases, especially for bicrystal junctions. These junctions usually

show RSJ-model-like behaviour. A typical example is the results of Minotani et al [104]. These results

show good agreement between the measurements on a 30° bicrystal junction and the RSJ model with

the excess current lex, the effect of the strip line resonance (formed by the inductance) included. The

inclusion of an excess current means that the junction current IJ is assumed to be IJ = Ie sin ¢> + lex·

The excess current lex is the I-axis intercept of the high voltage portion of the I-V curve extrapolated

back to zero voltage [35].

3.2.2.5 RSJ-Iike behaviour

Although the RSJ model can be frequently used to model the behaviour of an HTc GBJ, there are often

large discrepancies between the model and the actual junction behaviour. The magnetic modulation data

can be used as a measurement of how well the RSJ model will describe the behaviour of the junction. The

magnetic modulation data of a junction is used to determine the relationship between the uniformity of

the current flowing through the SNS Josephson junction and the shape of the I-V curve that is measured

on the junction. The magnetic modulation data are expressed in terms of a depth-of-modulation curve.

The depth of modulation corresponds to the uniformity of the current flowing through the junction. As

this current comes closer to a uniform current, the RSJ model becomes a better approximation of the

junction.

To see how this is possible consider a uniform current density through a junction. This current will result

in a Fraunhofer diffraction pattern for Ie versus B. The question is whether the inverse, although not

theoretically true, could be used to gather some more information about the uniformity of the current in

the junction.
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From this magnetic modulation data the depth-of-modulation curve is defined as:

M = [1 - Ie(min)] * 100%
Ie(max)

where Ie(min) is the first minimum and Ie(max) is the the value of I, at the central maximum. Theo-

(3.23)

retically this voltage modulation depth b.V can also be written as

(3.24)

where !3 = 2Lsle/if>o is the inductance parameter, kB is the Boltzmann constant and if>o is the flux

quantum. Perfect RSJ-like curves give 100% modulation. If the modulation factor (3.23) is plotted in

relationship to lex/ I., which is an indication of the type of curve, there is a 66,5% correlation. If the

junctions belonging to the separate samples are separated this correlation increases to 70% and 90%

for the separate samples. It is thus clear that there is a direct relationship between how the junctions

respond to an external magnetic field and their I-V curve shape. RSJ-like curves show large depth of

modulation; flux-flow-like curves show small depth of modulation and this small depth of modulation

implies non-uniform current [104].

From these observations the theory was formed that these non-uniform currents are due to micro-shorts

across the Josephson junction. It was concluded that RSJ-like curves are associated with a more uniform

current flow than flux-flow-like curves.

This research applies to SNS-type junctions, while our research focuses more on step-edge and bicrystal

junctions. We believe, however, that the same correlations could be made. This issue needs further

investigation. There are other ways, however, of determining the homogenity of the junction, one of

these are discussed in the next section.

3.2.2.6 Measures of junction quality

The field dependence on critical current gives a good indication of the homogeneity of the junction as

well as the field stability in SQUID magnetometer applications.

Vaupel et al [67] derived this dependence as a function of junction width for small junctions. The period

of field dependence for an ideal vertical Josephson junction can be written as

b.B = if>ot
o 2AW' (3.25)

where W is the width of the junction and A is the penetration depth. In small Josephson junctions W

is in the order of and smaller than the Josephson penetration depth A. Thus equation 3.25 is valid for

W = 2.5 J-lm ~ Aj down to W = 0.5 J-lm « A}, where Aj is the Josephson penetration depth.
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The dependence of the critical current on the applied magnetic field Ie(B) is measured in a magnetic field

perpendicular to the film surface. For small junctions w < Aj, the graph resembles a Fraunhofer pattern

with a period b.Bo. For thin films the flux focusing effects due to vortex trapping lead to deviation from

the ideal junction. In this case a dependence of

AB '" (1.9 ± 0.2)~0
u 0'" 2

W
(3.26)

was obtained.

For a 10J1m wide junction the period of the pattern is roughly equivalent to the magnetic field of the earth.

This would cause rotation of the junction in the magnetic field of the earth to result in large variation in

the critical current of the junction. The smaller the junction width, the better the stability in the earth's

magnetic field.

The effects of flux penetration into the junctions and flux trapping are also visible from the Fraunhofer

pattern of Ie(B) as shifts and partial suppressions of maxima. These suppressions were observed to

occur at external fields where exactly one flux quantum entered the effective junction area.

3.3 Junction properties and fabrication

3.3.1 Bicrystal Junction

As already mentioned bicrystal junctions are fabricated by cutting a single crystal and fusing the edges

back together at an angle. These junctions are purchased from specialised suppliers and are available

with certain common misorientation angles. The misorientation angle refers to the angle at which the

crystal is fused back together. This is one of the important factors in the fabrication of bicrystal junctions.

It was found that devices using 300 misorientation bicrystal junctions show better magnetic field noise

than devices with 240 junctions, for devices fabricated with the same layout.

This is mainly because the critical current of the 300 junction is approximately half the average value

of the 240 junctions, while at the same time having a comparable large IeRn product. This is only for

bicrystals on SrTi03; no similar results have been reported for MgO [54,49].

3.3.2 Step-edge Junction

A step-edge junction is much more complicated to manufacture than a bicrystal junction, but it has the

added advantages of freely positionable junctions as well as better control over the critical current of
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the Josephson junctions. Step-edge GBJ on MgO are known to provide good control of critical current
density. The excess noise levels (measured as critical current fluctuations) of the best MgO step-edge
junctions are comparable to (if not better) than that of bicrystal junctions [72, 67]. Step-edge junctions
with their tunable junctions also solve one of the biggest problems with de SQUIDs - the parameter
variation between the two Josephson junctions in the SQUID loop. In this section the exact method of
fabricating such a step as well as the various parameters influencing the resulting Josephson junction are
discussed.

3.3.2.1 Step preparation

rf SQUIDs based on single-layer step-edge Josephson junctions (SEJs) are superior to SQUIDs based on
other technologies. This is because of higher flexibility in design and ease of application. However, the
problem with this technology is the lack of reproducibility in the fabrication of stable SQUIDs [66,50].

Below the various parameters that must be considered for an optimal step are presented. The steps are
normally prepared using ion-beam etching (!BE). The ]- noise spectra and optimum operating tempera-
ture depend strongly on the !BE process used for step preparation. The optimum operating temperature
dependence is due to the influence of the step height and step sharpness on the critical current l; Firstly
the influence of the step angle and the tJh ratio of the step itself will be briefly discussed. The tJh ratio
is the ratio of the superconducting film thickness to the height of the step. This will be followed by a
discussion on the influence of the various !BE parameters on the step structure.

Dependence on step structure Foley et al [72] did a study on the influence of step angle on junction
behaviour. They found step-edge junctions usually have two junctions in series. The exception is step
edges with a step-angle of 19° where there is only one clear grain boundary with a tilt boundary along
the <102> crystalline plane. The lower edge of the slope has no observable boundary [71].

It seems that the Ie, Rn and Jc of MgO step-edge GBJs are mainly influenced by the c-axis tilt and
in-planar orientation (c-axis rotation) of the step. Three different types of step morphologies were found
to be associated with the different step angles (see table 3.1) There are, however, no distinct boundaries

I Type I morphology I angle I t(nm) I h(nm) I Jc(A/cm2) I
a deep trench 45° 200-350 300-500 2 x 103
b double junction 32° 200-350 250-400 4 x 104
c single junction 19° 200-350 300-500 1 x 104

TabeI3.1: Three different step morphologies and their associated step angles (taken from Foley et al [72,
pp. 3185 (Table 1)]).
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between these step morphologies, since the morphology of the lower step edge is very sensitive to the
orientation of the MgO in the ion beam.

Foley et al [72] found that for tJh>O.4,RSJ behaviour is always observed. They note that the previously
reported, strong influence of tJh on Jc is actually a result of the morphology, non-uniformity and the
quality of the YBCO film. They found that Jc is only dependent on the step angle. This differs from the
results reported by other researchers. For instance, Francke et al [38] reports that for tIh>0.85 the I-V
characteristics are flux-flow-like and for tJh<0.8 the characteristics are RSJ-like. The same behaviour
was also found by Vaupel et al [67]. They reported that for a tJh~0.5 the I-V characteristics show RSJ-
like behaviour and as the ratio decreases tJh<0.33, Tc decreases. Flux flow behaviour is observed for
tJh>0.67.

A possible reason for this discrepancy might be that both Francke et al [38] and Vaupel et al [67] used
SrTiO substrates with Ar-ion etching, and resist edges with angles of 80-85°. Foley et al [72] used
different angles and MgO substrates.

Foley et al [72] also found the best junction uniformity is achieved for step heights greater than 300nm.
This might be because the grain size of YBCO is in the order of 300nm. It was found that the higher step
angles had corresponding higher voltage noise, but that the critical current fluctuations were similar for
all junctions. It was also found that the deeper the step, the lower the optimum operating temperature of
resulting SQUID gradiometers [66].

Francke et al [38] found that the critical current density also differs for the two ranges, for tJh>0.85

( )

0.5
it is 0.10 MNcm2 and for tIh<0.8 it is 0.008MNcm2• The frequency dependence follows a 7
dependence.

Optimal IBE parameters Some of the essential factors to producing low 7 noise devices are: sharp
and clean steps, high film quality and reproducibility [37]. Fardmanesh et al [66] investigated the effect
of step structure on noise and reproducibility of rf SQUIDs, while Schubert et al [50] proposed an
alternative etching procedure that gives much higher reproducibility.

The various approaches and a brief discussion of their results are presented below. Fardmanesh et al
[66] prepared substrates with 200nm YBCO on LaAlO and SrTiO using PLO. They used two SQUID
structures for the measurements: the magnetometer structure with a 3mm washer diameter and a loop of
150x150j.lm2 (230pH), and the gradiometer structure with a 1.5mm baseline and a loop of 75x75 j.lm2

(490pH). The steps for the junctions were prepared with Ar-ion etching. Schubert et al [50] used only
LaAlO substrates with a washer-type rf SQUID similar to the one described by Zhang et al [79]. The
etching was done through chemical wet etching [80].

The following !BE parameters were used:
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Normal incident ion beam: Some substrate material were re-deposited on the side walls of the steps.
The thickness of this redeposition was found to be about 90nm and up to a few hundred nanometers
in height. This effect was less pronounced on SrTiO substrates than on LaAIO. The redeposition
reduces the yield of SQUIDs to less than a few percent and gives SQUIDs with a large spread in
noise behaviour in the low- frequency regime. The redeposition also causes high t noise in the
SQUIDs. The reason for this noise figure is found in a fence of redeposited material grown during
the ion-beam etching process which consists of amorphous substrate material [66,38].

!BE angle of 450: With the substrate rotation the result was clean substrates, with a higher yield and
lower t noise. But the optimum operating temperature (the temperature which gives the highest
signal voltage) of these substrates were higher than 77K due to the higher I,of the junction. They
also found a higher t noise. Both effects are due to a curved structure at the trench, caused by the
substrate rotation.

Combination of two etching angles: Using two etching angles with different energies, a sharp edge
with high yield and low t noise was obtained. First a stationary, angled ion beam along the
trench with a higher beam energy was used to obtain the desired depth. Then a rotating angled
ion beam was used to modify the surfaces of the steps. The flux noise was below 80 * for
LaAIO and below 60*for SrTiO [66]. Schubert et al [50] confirmed that the best results
were obtained through the use of a combination of the two ion-beam etching processes. They also
started by forming a trench, using a fixed ion beam which was adjusted parallel to the long edge
of the trench. They created a 270 nm deep trench using a fixed Ar-beam with 500 eV beam energy
and a current of 0.5 mA/cm2. The incident angle of the beam was 400 with respect to the substrate
surface. Then they cleaned the edge surface using a rotating substrate with a beam energy of 300
eV, a current density of 0.5 mNcm2 and an angle of incidence of 450. A drastic improvement in
the low-frequency noise performance was seen and the noise spread also reduced.

Alternative fabrication technique Up to now the assumed way in which a step is etched in a substrate,
is through ion-beam etching. However, there are other options -we briefly touch on one of these options.
It is a method developed by Nie et al [39] and it involves a lift-off technique.

In short, the process consists of dissolving the YBCO film underneath and lifting the top SrTi03 film off
(in fragments) from half the substrate surface.

In more detail the steps of the process are:

• A layer of YBCO film of 300 nm is deposited on a SrTi03 substrate by DC magnetron sputtering .

• Half of the YBCO film is covered with a mask (Shipley AZ 1350 photoresist), the other half is
dissolved with dilute phosphoric acid.
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• A SrTi03 layer is deposited by RF sputtering on the whole substrate. In this experiment the
deposition temperature was 760 °c and the sputtering atmosphere consisted of 5 x 102 mbar of
O2 and 2.5 x 10-1 mbar of Ar.

• The YBCO film underneath the SrTi03 was dissolved by phosphoric acid.

• With this process half of the SrTi03 layer could be lifted off, leaving the other half of the SrTi03
film stuck to the substrate surface.

• The substrate was covered with YBCO deposited by DC magnetron sputtering.

• Patterning was done by wet etching with dilute phosphoric acid.

The results of the Josephson junctions formed by this process are shown in figure 3.6. The Tc was 89-91
K.
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Figuur 3.6: I-V characteristics of a step-edge YBCO junction at 77K, where the step was fabricated by
the lift-off process [39].

3.3.3 Noise in junctions

According to Fardmanesh et al [66] the temperature-dependent 7 noise can be separated into two cat-
egories. The first type of noise is associated with the precipitate density that increases with increasing
temperature. This is speculated to be due to increasing flux hopping through the precipitates due to
thermal activation. The second type increases with decreasing temperature and is caused by precipitates
close to the Josephson junction, both due to the PLD process and due to redeposition caused by normal
incident IBE during the patterning of the YBCO.
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3.3.4 Interface engineered junctions

One of the challenges in manufacturing high quality SQUIDs is achieving a small spread of junction
parameters. A possible solution is to treat the interface in such a way that it creates a natural barrier
instead of using an epitaxially-grown barrier layer. Dittmann et al [33] and Horstmann et al [32] used
ion-beam etching in a ramp-type junction to damage the interface - this reduced the critical current
density. Ramp-type junctions, however, are more suitable for digital circuits. As this type of junction
requires a complex multilayer process, it will not be considered in this thesis.

There is, however, a method of creating interface-engineered junctions in a planar arrangement. This
is done through scribing by a high-brightness electron source. The electrons are used to selectively
damage an area on a microbridge in order to form a junction. However, the only reference found to this
method shows that the critical temperature is too low for practical application [92]. Itmight be useful to
investigate the use of this method.

3.3.5 The improvement of Josephson junctions

3.3.5.1 Ozone treatment

Sydow et al [31] found that ozone annealing treatment achieves a greater level of oxygenation in stressed
YBCO systems than the level provided by normal O2 annealing. Both, however, could be used to tune
the Ie and Rn parameters of the Josephson junctions.

The process consisted of samples mounted with silver paste to an alloy block that was heated with an
enclosed halogen lamp. The chamber was pumped down to 5xlO-6 Torr and then backfilled to slightly
over 1 atm. The ozone was provided by a commercial ozone generator creating an O2/03 mix with -2%
03, Upon cool-down the ozone flow was maintained until the sample was near room temperature.

For grain boundary junction, the ozone annealing increased the I,from 0.8mA to 1.78mA (at 4.2K) and
the R, was decreased from 1.63 to 0.57 n (at 4.2K), decreasing the IeRn product from 1.31 to 1.02mV.
This is thought to be caused by the fact that the GBJ consists of at least two components; a relatively
immutable barrier layer closely associated with the physical grain and regions of deoxygenated YBCO
on either side of the grain boundary. The first boundary does not change with increased oxygenation;
the second does change, having an impact on L; and Rn but not the IeRn product or the intrinsic RSJ
behaviour of the device. The operating temperature is not effected by the ozone annealing. From this it
was concluded that the effect of the ozone annealing is to increase the amount of completely oxygenated
YBCO material adjacent to grain boundary. Therefore the effective junction area is increased, which
increases Ie and decreases Rn while holding IeRn constant.
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For the interface-engineered junction the effect of the ozone treatment is that the Ie increases from 0.65

to 3.46mA while Rn decreases from 2.32 to 0.450. IeRn remains fairly constant, increasing from 1.51

to 1.56 mV (all at 4.2K). There is an increase in excess current but the RSJ behaviour remains almost

unchanged. A slightly higher uniformity of the junction characteristics was also achieved.

3.3.5.2 Trimming by degassing and ion milling

Related to the process of ozone treatment is the process of trimming a Josephson junction in order to

get a higher normal resistance, Rn. Since the spectral density of the flux noise should be inversely

proportional to Rn, this improves the performance of the junction. Another parameter affected by this

trimming is f3L, the SQUID parameter.

Before the trimming process is started the junction is first annealed in an oxygen atmosphere to ensure

that it is completely oxygenated (see section 3.3.5.1). When the trimming process start, the junction is

heated in an argon atmosphere; this allows diffusion of oxygen out of the junction, thereby lowering the

critical current, L: This step is repeated until the target critical current I, is reached.

Due to the scaling law IeRn cx:: 19 the lowering of Ie increases the normal resistance, it also lowers f3L·

This can be used to trim Rn to the highest possible value and f3 L to its optimal value which is between

0.5 and 1. It was found that during storing the critical current, Ie decreases by -25%. This should be

accounted for when using this optimisation technique.

In step-edge junctions it has been found that ion-beam etching can be used to raise the IeRn product. In a

step-edge junction the IeRn product is determined by the tIh ratio. By thinning the junction, the junction

thickness is decreased leading to an increase in the IeRn product. It was found that Rn can be increased

from IOn (as deposited) to lOOn and IeRn to ImV by additional ion milling [67].

3.3.5.3 Substrate re-use

Yu et al [36] investigated the degradation of the bicrystal line in a re-used substrate and the effect this

has on the junction quality. They found that the bicrystal line becomes deeper with re-using of the

substrate. This causes the IeRn product and Rn to drop. They also reported a meandering GBJ line (seen

in AFM images) consisting of various irregularly shaped islands. As a consequence of this, a single

grain boundary may be considered as junctions in parallel with different crystal orientations. This could

lead to inhomogeneous current distributions when current flows across the junction, which results in a

non-Frauhofer-like pattern. This is thought to be due to the interference of currents flowing across the

small junctions.
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3.4 Summary

In this chapter the basics of the Josephson junction were very briefly discussed (for more on this see

Orlando et al [10], as well as Knox-Davies [26] and Conradie [25]). Then we discussed high-temperature

Josephson junctions in more detail.

Important things that were mentioned are:

• The depth-of-modulation data can be used to determine how well the RSJ model will approximate

the junction.

• The period of the field dependence ~Bo determines the magnetic stability of the junction. This is

inversely proportional to the square of the width of the junction.

• Step-edge junctions are in many respects preferable to bicrystal junctions as long as they are man-

ufactured correctly.

• The best way of fabricating an SEJ is by using a two-step Ar-ion milling process.

• Ion milling together with ozone treatment can be used to tune junctions to a desired Rn value.

In the next chapter the use of junctions in SQUIDs will be discussed.
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SQUIDs

SQUID is an acronym for Superconducting QUantum Interference Device. It is currently the most
sensitive detector of magnetic field available. A SQUID consists of one or more Josephson junctions
connected in a superconducting loop. The basic SQUID as described by the RSJ model will be briefly
discussed. Then the high-temperature SQUID will be presented, both the theory and practical design
aspects.

4.1 Basic theory

4.1.1 The de SQUID

The de SQUID consists of two Josephson junctions connected in a superconducting loop. Using the RSJ
model and the assumption that the inductance of the SQUID loop is negligible, the current in the loop
can be expressed as

. I' 1~o dip
Z = SIn/tl + ----erR 271' dt' (4.1)

where

(7I'q,ext)I, = 2Iel cos ~ . (4.2)

The average voltage can be expressed as

(4.3)

where imax is the maximum amount of current that can be sent through the two basic Josephson junctions
in parallel. These formulas are only valid in the case of a negligible inductance. For most SQUIDs used

40
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in practice the inductance L cannot be neglected. The circuit behaviour is then covered by a set of
coupled, time dependent nonlinear equations that are usually solved numerically [lO, pp. 471-474]. The
numerical analysis can be done with simulation programs like WRSPICE [14].

4.1.2 The rf SQUID

The one-junction SQUID consists of a single Josephson junction in a superconducting loop. When
analysing the structure we find

. [27rCPex (I)]I = -Icsm ~ + f3L Ie (4.4)

where CPex is the external flux penetrating the superconducting loop and

(4.5)

Here L is the inductance of the superconducting loop [11, pp. 256-260].

This one-junction SQUID can be used as an rf-SQUID magnetometer. The magnetometer is formed by
coupling the one-junction SQUID to a tuned circuit that is driven by an rf current source (called a tank
circuit). As the flux applied to the SQUID is changed, the circulating flux increases until the applied flux
reaches ~ and then the junction opens to allow one flux quantum to enter the loop. This causes periodic
variation of the loading to the tank circuit, which leads to a change in the voltage across the tank circuit.
A feedback arrangement is used to determine the amount of flux (see figure 4.1). Using

(4.6)

where CPi is the flux inside the loop, the operation ofthe SQUID can be divided into two different regions.
When 27r<t1c > 1, the device is in the so-called hysteretic mode. As the eternal flux is varied the output
shows hysteretic behaviour. For 2n;/c < 1, the device operates in the inductive mode and the output is
more linear [Il, pp. 280-283]. The inductive mode is preferred for rf-SQUID operation. Usually the
critical current Ie is chosen so that LIe ~ CPo. The rf SQUID can also be modelled by the numerical
program WRSPICE [14].

4.2 The physical structure of a SQUID

In a SQUID loop the inductance will determine the hysteresis of the loop. The inductance also has an
influence on the thermal noise of the SQUID. To keep the inductance low, a SQUID loop should be as
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small as possible. In order to have a small sensor loop but a very sensitive sensor, a pickup loop is needed.
This loop usually couples inductively with the SQUID loop, although some high-temperature SQUID
configurations use a directly coupled pickup loop. Apart from the sensor some readout electronics are
also needed. There are various readout schemes but the most commonly used is either a flux-locked loop
or a current-locked loop.

The pickup loop can consist of a single loop, in which case the SQUID system is called a magnetometer,
but it can also consist of two or more loops where the shielding currents flow in such a way that a
magnetic field passing through both coils cancel and only the difference gets amplified (fig 4.2).

High-temperature SQUIDs are limited compared to low-temperature SQUIDs in that it is very difficult to
fabricate multilayer devices. We are confined to the use of planar gradiometers since there is no practical
HTc wire. This section will start off by describing the coupling of pickup loops to SQUID structures.
Then dc and rf SQUIDs will be considered. Finally some of the newer SQUID arrangements will be
presented.

4.2.1 Pickup loops

One reason for using pickup loops in SQUID magnetometers is that these devices are usually operated
in a static ambient field (like the magnetic field of the earth). Because of the Frauhofer-like dependence
of the critical current on the magnetic field (see figure 3.2), devices fabricated with large SQUID loops
tend to suppress the critical current. This can be overcome by reducing the junction dimensions to the
sub-micrometer range. A much simpler solution, however, is to use an external pickup loop and reduce
the SQUID loop dimensions [99].

There are two types of pickup loops: an integrated multilayer structure with inductive coupling and a
single-layer directly coupled magnetometer.

In the directly coupled pickup loop the loop injects the circulating current directly into the SQUID loop.
The coupling can be compared to an auto-transformer coupling. The directly coupled magnetometer is
simpler and cheaper to manufacture, but has very inefficient coupling to the pickup loop. Thus a larger

GO
Pickup loop

Figure 4.1: Basic configuration of an rf-SQUID magnetometer.
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pickup loop as well as low noise SQUIDs are needed for good magnetic sensitivity. By reducing the
inductance of the pickup loop, much higher effective areas can be achieved for directly coupled designs.
This can be done by fabricating multiple narrow pickup loops in parallel. For example, Dilorio et al [64]

used four pickup coils of 100 J-Lm each in parallel to reduce the inductance of the pickup coil. In addition,
by locating a separate flux dam in series with each pickup loop, the flux penetration and subsequent noise
can be limited. This will be discussed in more detail in section 4.5.

4.2.1.1 Flip-chip inductively coupled pickup loops

A variation on the integrated multilayer structure is the flip-chip inductively coupled pickup loop. Here
the pick-up loop is patterned on a separate substrate. This pickup loop is bonded to the SQUID with
the superconducting layers facing each other and a thin isolating layer in-between. Faley et al [97]
showed that this significantly reduces the effective SQUID inductance and provides better inductance
matching. In practical terms this means that the inductive coupling provides better flux sensitivity for a

given pickup-loop size.

For directly coupled loops the relationship between loop size and flux sensitivity can be approximated
by

1
Sdc ~-,

a
(4.7)

while for flip-chip loops
1

Sind ~ a3/2

where S is the flux sensitivity and a is the loop area in mm2.

(4.8)
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Figure 4.2: The gradiometer configuration for low-temperature SQUIDs.
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4.2.1.2 Pickup loop Hysteresis

44

For proper sensor design it is important to determine the magnetic field change limits beyond which
the pickup-loop response becomes either nonlinear or hysteretic. Vortices are created when type II
superconducting materials are cooled below their transition temperature in an external magnetic field.
They are also created when the applied field becomes large enough to make their formation energetically
favourable.

The concentration of the shielding current at the outer edge of the pickup-loop structure increases the
magnetic field strength at the edge, resulting in the nucleation of new vortices (primarily at the edge).
The Lorentz force from the current is the strongest on these nearby edge vortices and acts to displace
them further into the film [45].

Purpura et al [45] studied this magnetic hysteresis in high-Ti- test samples which had various pickup-
loop linewidths. They found that the circulating currents induced in the magnetometer pickup loops
varied linearly with the applied magnetic field up to a particular threshold value. Beyond this threshold
value the field response of the samples became hysteretic. Therefore flux penetration can be measured
by magnetic hysteresis [85]. Figure 4.3 shows this hysteresis for various linewidths. For higher values
of applied field, the bending at the ends of the hysteresis loops increase.

2500 r.-~-=~"""---r-o-~-'-'~-........,..~~--.--~~
:Magrietometer Experiment

2000

C> 1500
i!..
UI
Ui
Q) 1000
êii
iii
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I 500

o
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too-om MAGl
l00-l!m MAG2

o 200 1000400· 600 BOO

Peak-to-Peak Applied Magnetic Field (I!T)

Figure 4.3: Magnetic hysteresis as a function of line width [45].

It is clear from figure 4.3 that the amount of hysteresis depends on the linewidth. Itwas also found that
the flux vortices do not penetrate the pickup loops for linewidths smaller than 4 J.£m(see section 4.5).
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4.2.1.3 Second-order Gradiometers

A gradiometer is a device that is only sensitive to local magnetic field and cancels out far and uniform

fields.

Most SQUID gradiometers are first-order gradiometers. To realise a second-order gradiometer one usu-

ally has to use electronic gradiometry (for more on this see section 4.6).

Lee et al [101], however, considered the design of a second-order hardware gradiometer, using a directly

coupled SQUID structure with three loops (see figure 4.4). The right loop and left loop have the same

area and inductance. When a uniform field B is applied to either loop, a shielding current I = BAIL will

flow, coupling a flux <Ps to the SQUID loop, <Ps = aBALsl L. For the central loop the only difference

will be that the inductance will be Le instead of L and the fraction of SQUID inductance through which

the current flows will be £le instead of a. Thus, for a uniform field coupled to all three loops the output

will be zero if
Ae L 2a
A Le £le

where a and £le is the fraction of the loop through which the current flows for the side and center loops

respectively. Here the assumption has been made that the left and right loops are identical.

(4.9)

E Xc >

L,A L,A

Le,Ac

Ls

Figure 4.4: Schematic of a directly coupled second-order gradiometer,

In balancing it is easier to design a device with aeAel Le larger than 2aAI L and then trimm the centre

loop by adjusting a small piece of YBCO placed in the centre loop. Lee et al [101] calculated the

sensitivity of their gradiometer to be ~ 1.3 x 1O-9T 1m2 I y'HZ using the formula

(4.10)

where I is the distance between the centre of the left and right loops and the centre of the centre loop and

cPn is the SQUID noise. /'i, = ~(1 - ~), where x; is the geometric mean width of the centre loop. They

implemented this design and found the off-balance to be about 0.6% for a uniform field and 1.4% for a

first-order gradient.
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4.2.1.4 Alternative flux transformers

If it were possible to shield the SQUID magnetometer from an external magnetic field while just allowing

the magnetic field to be measured, a lot of the noise could be eliminated. It is not possible to use

a superconducting pickup loop because it not possible to fabricate high-Ti- wire at present. It might

however be possible to use a copper flux transformer. Firsov et al [100] investigated this possibility and

found that the flux transformer does not significantly increase the noise value of the magnetometer itself.

They estimated the gradiometer field resolution to be 6 x lO-uT / JHZ at 1kHz.

4.2.2 rf SQUIDs

Rf SQUIDs are inductively coupled to the readout electronic using a tank circuit. In this case the tank

circuit is a tuned circuit driven by an rf current source. Some of the critical parameters of these circuits

are: the pumping frequency fo, the quality factor Q and the coupling coefficient k. The requirements are

the highest possible fo, a high Q and k2Q > 1.

Some of the circuits suggested to achieve these requirements are: >'/2 resonators, modified microstrip

hairpin resonators and coplanar resonators. The >'/2 resonators have the advantage of high pumping

frequencies, but the field resolution is limited due to small SQUID loop areas. The microstrip hairpin

resonators solved this by allowing larger SQUID loops. Microstrip structures, however, contribute excess

low-frequency noise due to the usage of a metallic ground plane. Coplanar resonators solved this problem

by removing the ground plane. Zhang et al [82] investigated the use of coplanar resonators structures.

A typical coplanar resonator is a flip-chip assembly of a single-layer SQUID with a step-edge junc-

tion and a single-layer flux concentrator with a resonator. For a 14 mm diameter, it has a field sensitivity

of 16 - 20ff/VHz at 1kHz at 77 K, deteriorating to 60 - 80ff/VHz at 1Hz [40]. Figure 4.5 shows

a coplanar resonator integrated with a flux concentrator. The resonant frequency of this resonator is be-

tween 600 and 850 MHz, depending on the configuration. The frequency is determined by the angle ();

decreasing the angle increases the frequency. This is a non-linear dependence with a faster decrease for

small () values. The Q for this resonator is between 4000 and 5000 at 77K. Because of the high Q and

frequency a matching circuit between the readout electronics and the tank circuit is usually needed.
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Figure 4.5: Schematic of three flux-concentrator / coplanar-resonator configurations for different reso-
nant frequencies [40].

The SQUID and the resonator were coupled inductively via a flux concentrator (centre loop in figure

4.5). In this case a small diameter (3.5 mm) rf SQUID was used. The coupling coefficient k between the

SQUID with the concentrator and the coplanar resonator is given by k2 = Aeff / At,c. Here Ae!! is the

effective area of the SQUID loop and At,c is the area surrounded by the tank resonator. This coupling is

not effected by the variation of (J.

This structure, although much better than the modified hairpin resonator, still shows excess low-frequency

noise, which is probably the result of flux hopping in the large concentrator. The flux hopping could be

reduced by the use of a higher resonant frequency (with a corresponding smaller focusing area) or by

pinning the flux vortices.

4.2.3 de SQUID

The de SQUID is the most popular SQUID configuration for low-temperature SQUID electronics. The

de SQUID was discussed in section 4.1.1. As mentioned in section 4.2.1 the pickup loop is usually

coupled directly to the dc SQUID. This is also the case for the second-order gradiometer discussed in

section 4.4.

The design of the basic de SQUID has been treated in both the previous theses written at the University

of Stellenbosch, in Chapter 9 these designs will be critically analysed.

4.2.4 Alternative SQUID arrangements

Various other SQUID arrangements have also been proposed, for instance the three-junction SQUID

proposed by Enpuku et al [88]. An attempt was made by Schultze et al [49] to test and compare some of
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these arrangements.

For the three-junction SQUID they found that the voltage swing can be double the size of the two-

junction SQUID. However, because the period for one modulation is also doubled, there is no effect on

the flux-ta-voltage transfer function when the SQUID is used in a directly coupled magnetometer.

Another configuration tested by Shultze et al [49] is that of two de SQUIDs being connected in series

in a directly coupled magnetometer. When both SQUIDs have equal critical currents, the SQUID mod-

ulations superimpose. The modulation period remains the same; therefore the flux-ta-voltage transfer

function is enhanced.

A problem arises when the coupling inductance kLsQ of the two SQUIDs are different. Here k denotes

the part of the SQUID inductance LsQ, which carries the screening current from the pickup coil. A dif-

ference in the two coupling inductances causes a "beat" in the SQUID modulation. When the difference

between the two coupling inductances is smaller than 2%, more than 50 SQUID modulations with a large

voltage swing are available. Shultze et al [49] reported that 45% of the 18 SQUIDs they investigated

have identical critical currents and show a spread lower than 2% in the coupling inductances. When

more than two SQUIDs were tried, it was found that only about three SQUIDs always work together.

Apart from the fact that this is just a small improvement on two SQUIDs in series, there is also the

problem that an array with more than two SQUIDs can not be used in a directly coupled configuration.

The conclusion Shultze et al [49] reached was that the best configuration is a directly coupled pickup

loop with two de SQUIDs in series. As pickup loop they recommended a washer configuration.

4.3 Modelling

There are various models that can be used for the simulation of SQUID magnetometers. Some of the

models stem from material and physical considerations while others are more focused on equivalent

circuit models. Since the purpose of this thesis is both research and design, some consideration to both

types must be given.

It seems, however, that at present the equivalent circuit models are approaching usefulness while the

physical models are still in their infancy. Still even the equivalent models are at the moment more useful

for understanding the behaviour of SQUIDs than predicting and designing SQUIDs with required param-

eters. This is because of a lack of understanding of the influence of parameters during the manufacturing

process as well as a lack of understanding of the actual mechanism of high- Tc superconductivity.
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4.3.1 The RSJ model revisited

In the original RSJ model of low-temperature SQUIDs the Nyquist noise (thermal noise), originating in

the Josephson junction shunt resistance, is treated as a small perturbation in the equations describing the

dynamic behaviour of the SQUID. This means that the Josephson coupling energy,

(4.11)

is assumed to be larger than the thermal fluctuation energy, given by T/ = kBT. If we define I' ==
kBT / EJ as the noise parameter, it means I' ~ 1. Furthermore the magnetic energy per flux quantum is

assumed to be large compared to T/. This means f3f ~ 1, where f3 is the SQUID parameter. f3f can be

written as the ratio of the SQUID loop inductance L, over a fluctuation-threshold inductance Lp where

(4.12)

This gives f3r/f = Ls/ Lp and 1ff3def = Ls/ Lp. For low-temperature SQUIDs, L,must be much smaller

than Lp [103].

These assumptions, however, does not apply to high-temperature SQUIDs that are operated at 77 K. At

77 K, Lp is much smaller than at 4.2 K. For HTc SQUIDs f3f :2: 1 and I' are close to unity. This is

equivalent to a Josephson current being close to the thermal current Ith' where

(4.13)

Typically Ith ~ 3.3J1A at 77K. It could also be seen as the SQUID inductance L, being close to the

fluctuation-threshold inductance Lp which is typically Lp ~ 100pH at 77K . For rf SQUIDs with their

larger loop holes (for increased magnetic sensitivity) I' :2: 1 and Ls > Lp [106].

Therefore in the case of HTc SQUIDs it is more appropriate to use probabilistic equations like the

Fokker-Planck equation to describe the behaviour analytically [103]. This approach has been used by

Chesca et al [124] to predict the behaviour of rf SQUIDs. This approach gives an exact solution for

f3r/ ~ 1 and an approximate one for f3r/ < 3. These solutions are valid for I' > 1. This theory was

extended by Greenberg et al [122] and used to determine the l.; R.n, k and QL of the SQUID from the L,
and rf voltage versus frequency characteristics of the SQUID at low pumping power. The results were

checked by measurement, deviations in the order of 10% for I, and 15-25% for Rn was found [103].

Later Chesca et al [123] also solved the equations for the de SQUID (two-dimensional Fokker-Planck

equations), again only for f3dc < 1/1f and I' > 1. The solution predicts f30pt ~ 1/1ff. These restricted

ranges severely limit the usefulness of these solutions since the most practical de SQUIDs have I' ~
0.1 - 1 and f3 :2: 1. To address this problem, an approximate first-order solution to these equations was
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found by Greenberg et al [107] using a perturbation method. Their approximation is valid for any value

of j3 and I' as long as Q ~ 1, where Q = L/ Lp. This is fulfilled as long as L ~ 100pH. They predict the

transfer function of a symmetric dc SQUID as

_1_ av = e(-a/2) sin(2cpx)f(i, f)
RIc acpx

(4.l4)

where R is the normal resistance of the Josephson junction, V is the voltage across the SQUID, i = h/ I,
with h the bias current and CPx = 211'<Px /<po. The function f( i, r) can be written as

(4.15)

where

(4.16)

(4.17)

and
21 00 (_)nI2

(-211' JO)-l = -; + i ~ (i/2)2 + ~2f2'

Here In and In+1 are modified Bessel functions of the argument l/f : In(l/f), In+l(l/f). The sum-

mations are from n = -00 to n = 00, but it was found that N=100 gives sufficient accuracy. For the

equations for the asymmetric de SQUID, the reader can go to the references [107].

(4.18)

Although these equations give a better prediction than most numerical simulations, there are still about

70% percent of measured values that deviate substantially from the theory. However, the allowance this

approximation made for asymmetrical current proved that the asymmetrical current is not the reason for

the deviation of the measurements from the theory. Still this theory could be used to try and do some

predictions as to the expected behaviour of the SQUIDs designed at this University.

Chesca et al [124] also predicted that, when I'> 1, the SQUID energy resolution

SiJ!
ê = 2L

s
(4.19)

is a minimum at Ls ~ Lp, where SiJ! is the thermal flux noise

(4.20)

When comparing the prediction for the rf and de SQUIDs it seems that the rf SQUID should perform
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better than the de SQUID for high r > 1 levels, since the dependence of V~ on r is weaker than that of
the dc SQUID. V~ is the transfer function av/aif! [103].

4.3.2 Equivalent circuit models

One model that is used for directly coupled dc-SQUID magnetometers is the model developed by Mino-
tani et al [95]. This model is also used by Beyer et al [54] where there is an excellent diagram (figure
4.6) with the model in relation to the physical layout of the SQUID.

ï - - - - - - - - - - - - --j

it ~h: $vN:, ,

Figure 4.6: The equivalent circuit model of a directly coupled dc SQUID magnetometer with magne-
tometer layout [54].

The pickup loop is modelled as a parallel Lp - Cp - Rp resonant circuit, where Lp is the pickup loop
inductance, Cp is the stray capacitance across the pickup loop and Rp represents the rf losses of the
resonant circuit. The voltage source

v. - ~~ {I (27Tif!(t)) }SQ - - -cos2 if!o
(4.21)

represents the SQUID, where if!(t) is the flux threading the SQUID loop and Vp~is the peak-to-peak
modulation voltage without noise. L is the SQUID inductance, RNl = RN2 = 2RsQ are the junction
resistances and the junction noise is represented by VNl and VN2. From this circuit the V - if! curve can
be simulated. For the simulation, RSQ need to be determined experimentally while the inductance and
capacitances can be estimated from the circuit layout. Then Vp~and Rp remain as fitting parameters,
which can only be determined by fitting the simulated curve on the measured curve.
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4.3.3 Other useful equations

For the design of SQUID inductance, formulas like those of Jaycox and Ketchen [70] can be used but
only for a square washer-type SQUID. The Ketchen formulas are

A = 1.1dD and L = 1.25J.Lod (4.22)

where d and D are the side lengths of the hole and the washer respectively [49].

According to Enpuku et al the voltage transfer function is predicted by the equation

(4.23)

The accuracy of this model was confirmed by Dillman et al [98] on step-edge junctions, they found good
agreement between the predictions and the measurements for variation of both the resistance Rn and the
SQUID inductance L.

4.4 Parameter extraction

In order to use some of the model described in section 4.3 and in determining the accuracy of some of
the models, a way is needed to extract these parameters from the experimental SQUIDs.

According to Enpuku et al [102] the current fluctuations can be determined from the flux noise measure-
ments using the formula

(Llo)2 SID
Sif!(dc) - Sif!(ac) = ~ 19 ,

where S:t2 is the current fluctuation, L is the SQUID inductance, f is the frequency and lo is the critical
current. Sif!(dc) and Sif!(ac) are the flux noise determined with the de and ac bias methods.

(4.24)

4.4.1 de SQUIDs

For the dc SQUID the parameters can be extracted using the equivalent circuit model mentioned above
or using the formula in equation 4.23. Because measurement can be made directly across the parallel
junction pair the method in section 3.2.2 can also be applied to de SQUIDs.
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4.4.2 rf SQUIDs

For rf SQUIDs the extraction of parameters is much more tricky than that of the de SQUID because of
the inductive coupling of the SQUID. Zeng et al [108] introduced the use of SQUID amplitude versus
frequency curves (Af'Cs) and the use of the predictions of Chesca's theory to extract the parameters of
f3(Ic), ti; k2 and QL.

The rf SQUID together with its flip-chip flux concentrator and coplanar resonator was placed between
two single tum-copper coils. The coils were connected to a Network analyser through an attenuator
and a pre-amplifier (figure 4.7). It is important to have a high quality factor for the resonator, thus the
influence of the antenna coils must be minimised. To achieve this they were very weakly coupled to the
resonator. This means that no matching was used.

50 olm cable

Resonator
+SQUID

Figure 4.7: Experimental setup for the determination of the amplitude-frequency characteristics of an rf
SQUID [108].

Using this setup the two resonant frequencies Wl and W2 corresponding to an external magnetic flux value
of <Pe = n<I>o and <Pe = (n + 0.5)<Po were determined. These two frequencies must be determined very
accurately. This means that the rf power bias should approach zero. To achieve this the Af'Cs were
measured with a input power around 1 mW with an attenuation of -95 dB. All measurements must be
done in a shielded environment, with a field coil to enable the application of an external field.

An rf SQUID operating in non-hysteretic mode can be seen as a non-linear inductance, with the resonant

frequency and the damping rate dependent on the external magnetic flux and the external power level.
If the rf power is kept low enough, the external magnetic flux determines the resonant frequencies. This
gives two distinct peaks for the two magnetic flux values, situated around the resonator frequency wo.
For a SQUID operating in hysteretic mode the two fields have the same resonant values but different
amplitudes.

The SQUID parameters can be determined using the formulas

(4.25)
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(4.26)

and

q = 2k2,8x[1 + (g(l) - x(l - X2))jr]
(4.27)

where
-L

x = exp( 2L;)'

2wo - Wi - W2
0= ,

Wi - W2

l = !:.!_
LF'

Ql and Q2 are the loaded quality factors at nel>and (n + 0.5)el>,

(4.28)

(4.29)

(4.30)

(4.31)

and
_ _ ~ 13 2 _ __!_ 3 ~l4 __ 1_l5 _1_l6]

g(l) - l[l 2l + 72l 244l + 3600 1200 + 35280 . (4.32)

Thus with the values of Wo, Wi, W2, Ql and Q2, the parameters I', ,8, k, and Rn can be determined. When

checked against measured values of these parameters, which were obtained by destroying the loop, good

agreement was obtained.

An interesting result from this study was the experimental confirmation that rf SQUIDs remain in non-

hysteretic mode until ,8 ~ 3 which is much higher than ,8 ~ 1 for low Tc rf SQUIDs.

4.5 Reducing SQUID Noise

The noise in high-temperature SQUIDs is dominated by the uncorrelated motion of thermally activated

flux vortices that hop between pinning sites in the SQUID washer, with a wide distribution of time

constants, producing a 1jfspectrum. This is aggravated by cooling a SQUID in a low magnetic field

(50J-LT), and exposing the SQUID to a moderate magnetic field (100J-LT) after cooling.

A changing magnetic field applied to a magnetometer pickup loop will induce a circulating current. This

shielding current exerts a Lorentz force that can drive flux vortices into the washer. These vortices lead

to the degradation of the low-frequency noise properties of the device and also to a time drift in the

magnetometer output [53, 89].

Because SQUIDs are usually operated in high magnetic fields (Earth field) this flux-induced noise is

of much concern. For example, the temporary increase of the uniform magnetic field by 1 G for plain
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directly coupled SQUIDs (rf or de) can cause the noise spectral density to increase 10 times at 10Hz.
Even after the removal of this field, the noise can take hours to return to its original level [99].

In this section we will discuss various methods to reduce this noise.

4.5.1 Narrow linewidths

One way to eliminate this 7- noise is to design the device with narrow linewidths, so that vortices are
not trapped in the washer when cooling in magnetic fields below a certain threshold. Dantsker et al
[86] showed that SQUIDs with narrow lines, with linewidths nowhere greater than 4 /Jm, display no
increase in flux noise at 1Hz when cooled in static fields of up to 100 /JT. Slots and holes in the bodies
of SQUID washers also reduce the level of 7 noise, providing that the superconducting thin films are
of high quality, especially at the edges. This has been confirmed by quite a number of researchers
[43, 49, 45, 44, 51]. This is because the narrow linewidth prevents the flux vortices from penetrating the
SQUID washer. Also, in comparison with a solid-washer SQUID, an effective area gain of up to 24%
is possible depending on geometry and the number of slots[60].

A directly coupled magnetometer consists of a SQUID connected in parallel to a large-area pickup
loop. While noise due to vortex motion in the SQUID itself can be eliminated by using a narrow-
linewidth SQUID washer, it is still possible for the pickup loop to cause excess 7 noise in the device.

There are two ways in which the motion of vortices in the pickup loop might couple flux to the SQUID.
Firstly, vortex motion might couple flux directly by causing field lines to move into or out of the
SQUID washer. Secondly, vortex motion might couple indirectly to the SQUID through screening su-
percurrents. This indirect contribution of vortex motion in the pickup loop to flux noise in the SQUID
can be calculated using

S~n)(f) = 4NSr(f) <p~~:a~(~p ~ ~p) ,
ppp

where N is the number of uncorrelated flux vortices, each with a spectral density Sr(f) for radial motion.
Dp and dp are the outer and inner dimensions of the pickup loop, Lp and L are the inductances of the
pickup loop and the SQUID respectively and ad is the fraction of the SQUID inductance that the current

(4.33)

couples to.

For directly coupled loops, the large mismatch between L and Lp means that flux noise contributed by
the pickup loop is negligible in most cases. For indirectly coupled loops, however, the better matching
causes extra flux noise to couple. This noise can be removed by using the same method used for the
SQUID itself. Cho et al [53] repatterned a solid-washer magnetometer to convert the whole area of the
pickup loop to a mesh of 4 /Jm wide lines. They determined that the noise remains relatively flat for
cooling fields up to 100 /JT. The effective area of this repatterned device is also slightly larger than that
of the solid-washer devices.
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4.5.2 Flux Dams

There is also the possibility to limit the shielding currents in directly coupled magnetometers by flux

dams, so that no flux vortices penetrate the SQUID loop as the ambient field is increased. A flux dam

is a weak link or Josephson junction in the pickup loop of the magnetometer. Each flux dam limits the

maximum circulating current. Therefore the Lorentz force driving the vortices into the superconducting

material is also limited. When the current induced in the pickup coil exceeds a certain value determined

by the critical current of the flux dam, the flux dam junction enters the resistive state and damps the cir-

culating current. This protects the SQUID from exposure to large currents. The protection consequently

limits ]- noise and longterm drift coming from the vortex entry into the film edges. Low magnetic fields,

typically the fields to be measured, do not exceed the current limitations and as such they are not affected

by these flux dams [53,60, 89, 64].

The critical magnetic field that would inject flux quanta into the perimeter of a pickup loop is determined

by
1

n, = 1.17X ~0-6Vw [(Jc;03cI>0] 410g (l~R -1.75) ,

where R is the radius of the pickup loop, w the width, d the thickness and Jc the critical current density.

The Jc is typically 109 Nm2, which is a bit lower than regular Jc values because the critical current

(4.34)

density at the edge of the pickup loop is usually smaller than the average value. For most common

configurations this equation gives values about ten times less than the earth's magnetic field. Therefore

flux quanta will be injected into the films.

The exact choice of critical current for the flux dam depends on the required dynamic range and fre-

quency response of the magnetometer. The current must be much larger than the currents induced in the

loop by normal operation of the SQUID. It must also be several times larger than !lI, where M is the

mutual inductance between the pickup loop and the SQUID.

Another parameter that must be taken into account is the relaxation time of the current in the pickup

loop. When there is a change in the magnetic field too sudden or large for the feedback loop (in flux

feedback configuration) to track, the junctions will open and allow flux to enter the loop. The time it

takes for the circulating current caused by this extra flux to relax back to zero is called the relaxation

time. The relaxation time is given by
dl -VJ

dt Lp ,

where VJ is the voltage across the flux dam junction and Lp is the inductance of the pickup loop. This

(4.35)

can be approximated as
dl 8 T
dt ~ -4 x 10- lot (Als),

where T is the operating temperature and lo is the critical current of the pickup loop [89].

(4.36)
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Koch et al [89] found that, by using these flux dams, they could operate magnetometers in moderate
magnetic fields at performance levels that are competitive to similar-sized devices operated in a zero
magnetic field. They verified this for both flux-locked loop and bias current reversing. Ludwig et al
[51] used slotting of their 3 mm wide pickup loop into 150 parallel loops of 10/-Lmlinewidth. Since all
these slotted lines have to pass the grain boundary of the bicrystal substrate, they obtained 150 so-called
"flux dams". Ludwig et al reported: "devices with slotted pickup loops show significantly improved
performance when exposed to a magnetic field comparable with the earth's field. These properties make
them attractive for low-noise systems that can be operated in moderately shielded or even unshielded en-
vironment." Carr et al [60] suggested the use of flux dams in the SQUID loop as well as an extra 5/-Lm

loop with flux dams in parallel to the washer-type loop. This configuration had a better noise resistance
when cooled in an external magnetic field than both thin (5/-Lm) and solid-washer SQUID loops.

4.5.3 Other physical noise prevention measures

Although flux dams can reduce the 7 noise, Cho et al [53] have shown that in a directly coupled pickup
loop the flux noise can also be minimised through designing the magnetometer in such a way that it
keeps the SQUID far enough ( about 100 /-Lm) from any wide films of the pickup loop. They used a
design where the SQUID was separated on three sides (by a 120 /-Lm-widegap) from the wide film of
the pickup loop. They found the noise to be suppressed up to fields of 100 /-LT. At a 100 /-LT field, the
7 noise (at 1Hz) increases again as flux begins to penetrate the 4 /-Lm washer of the SQUID. Flux dams
are not needed, because the large mismatch of the inductances ensures that the flux noise in the pickup
loop is so tightly attenuated that it contributes negligibly to the flux noise in the SQUID. For inductively
coupled pickup loops, however, flux dams will have to be used.

For their wide gap SQUIDs Cho et al [53] observed an abrupt increase in 7 noise when the cooling field is
increased from zero to a few micro-Tesla, after which the noise is more or less unchanged. This unusual
dependence on field strength below 100 /-LT comes from the tapered outer edges of the magnetometer
pickup loop, an artifact of the deposition process. After re-patterning where they removed the thinner
material where the substrate had been clipped to leave a sharp edge, this behaviour disappeared. This can
be taken one step further: if sub-urn patterning technology is used, the onset of magnetic flux penetration
is further increased by one order of magnitude to about 300 /-LTPP' This effect is due to steeper edges in
the superconducting structures which hinder the penetration of flux [87].

A common way to prevent flux noise is to use a heating coil integrated in the SQUID package. This
heater is used to heat the SQUID after cooling to remove the trapped flux caused by movement while
cooling [60].
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4.5.4 Electronic noise reduction by modulation schemes

Once the noise caused by the flux vortices is reduced there is another noise source that starts to dominate.

This is noise due to critical current fluctuations in the Josephson junction.

According to Grundler et al [81], there are at least two separate sources of noise in Josephson junctions:

current fluctuation noise and the motion of flux lines trapped in the body of the SQUID. Critical current

fluctuations is the dominant source of low-frequency noise in high-Tc de SQUIDs [52].

The voltage noise spectral density can be separated into two different parts. The first is a frequency-

dependent contribution that scales with 7 and is most apparent at the lower frequency. The second part

is a frequency-independent part called white noise that dominates at higher frequencies. This part can be

attributed to the nyquist noise of the effective SQUID resistance.

For Low TcSQUIDs the following model is used

s = SlO,! [(V _ 16V)2 (L 6V)2].
v,1 2 lo IoH + IJ 6cp (4.37)

This model gives the power spectral density with both the critical currents Iel and Ie2 assumed to be

independent and equal to Slo'!. The first term represents the voltage noise coming from "in-phase" criti-

cal current fluctuations and the second term represents voltage noise from "out-of-phase" critical current

fluctuations. The "out-of-phase" fluctuations lead to flux noise that develop because of circulating cur-

rents.

It was found that the use of a flux-locked loop results in the suppression of the "in-phase" noise and the

use of the bias current reverse mode suppresses the "out-of-phase" noise contribution (see figure 4.8)

[68,69]. More detail will be given in section 4.7.

~
f
i
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IC" IC' 10:

".Quency f IHzJ
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Figuur 4.8: Flux noise for different measurement techniques: (a) small signal measurement, (b) flux-
locked loop measurement and (c) bais current reverse technique [81].
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4.5.5 Typical noise values

Typical noise values for de SQUIDs are 8 J.LV <1>01H Z-1/2 for the white noise level, 63 J.LV <1>01H Z-1/2

at de bias and 8.4 J.LV <1>01 HZ-1/2 with bias current modulation at 1Hz. This is for SEJ SQUIDs with

a tlh ratio of 0.63. The inductance is 25-35 pH and the junction width 3-6 J.Lm, with transfer functions

between 55 and 102 J.LV <1>01. The noise levels were measured at optimum bias. This means that most

of the noise is attributable to critical current fluctuations of the grain boundary Josephson junctions. All

these measurements were made with the SQUID operating in a flux-locked loop.

4.6 Electronic Compensation

In order to get rid of background fields electronic gradiometry is frequently used. With electronic gra-

diameters longer baselines can be obtained than with hardware gradiometers. The basic electronic gra-

diameter uses two SQUID magnetometers. The one magnetometer is situated close to the subject being

measured and it is called the "signal SQUID". The second magnetometer is placed in the same vertical

axis as the signal SQUID but a distance y above it and it is called the "background SQUID". The back-

ground fields will contribute equally to the signal in both SQUIDs but the field from the subject will

contribute mainly to the signal SQUID. Therefore by subtracting the output of the background SQUID

from the output of the signal SQUID the influence of the background field is attenuated. As a measure

of performance of these devices the balance level is often used. The balance level of a SQUID is de-

fined as the ratio of the amplitudes of a uniform field, measured by the signal SQUID with and without

gradiometry.

There are two factors that limit the balance level in gradiometers: how well matched the amplitudes of

the signals being subtracted are and any time delays between them. In hardware gradiometers the signal

amplitudes depend on geometry, but there is no time delay between the signals. In electronic gradiome-

ters the signal amplitudes can be easily adjusted to very high precision, but the signals may be out of

phase due to time delays caused by the electronics. Both the wire-wound and the electronic gradiometers,

however, must be carefully aligned.

4.6.1 Series and parallel configurations

Two of these electronic gradiometer configurations, parallel and series, were compared by Espy et al

[65].

In parallel gradiometry, the output of both the background and signal SQUID go to a summing amplifier

where the gains are adjusted and the difference taken. In series gradiometry, the output of the background
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SQUID is sent to the amplifier for gain adjustment and then added to the signal SQUID using a feedback

coil. The effect of this is that the background field is suppressed at the signal SQUID while the dynamic

range is preserved.

As already mentioned, the electronic gradiometer requires a finite amount of time for the source magnetic

field (detected by a SQUID) to be converted to a voltage at the output of the SQUID electronics. The

time delay causes a phase difference between the source signal and the SQUID response. The phase

difference is a function of the signal frequency.

In the case of the parallel gradiometer the existence of these time delays is not problematic. The time

delays, however, must be identical for the two SQUIDs so that the signals will be in phase at the amplifier

when they are subtracted. For the series gradiometer any time delays in the electronics degrade the

gradiometer performance, because the output of the background SQUID has to propagate through the

electronics to the signal SQUID in order to cancel the real-time background field. Thus for the parallel

configurations the challenge is to keep the delays identical, and for the series configuration the challenge

is to minimise the delay.

The delay can be estimated by considering the small-signal closed-loop frequency response of the ftux-

locked loop circuit. The loop contains a one-pole integrator. This can be written as

(4.38)

where G I is the open-loop gain defined as a complex number:

(4.39)

V.p is the SQUID transfer function at the point of operation, G I (f) i27T}RG is the gain of an ideal

one-pole integrator where i = yCI and RIb and Mlb is the feedback resistance and inductive coupling

respectively. From this the small signal phase shift can be calculated. This is found to be e ~ Á and it

can be related to the time delay by
o 1

td - -elay - 27r f - 27r Jr
For any time delay in the system there is a corresponding phase difference that increases with increasing

frequency.

(4.40)

Matching the time delays is achieved by matching the small-signal cut-off frequency for both background

SQUID and signal SQUID electronics. To minimise the delays, one has to make the small-signal cutoff

frequency as large as possible.
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If it is possible to measure the time delays, the balance level between two SQUIDs can be determined as

(4.41 )

where a is the scaling variable for the signal levels that do not match exactly and 6tdelay is the difference

between the two time delays for the SQUIDs. The derivation of equation 4.41 can be found in [65].

The parallel and series configurations described above were characterised in an unshielded laboratory.

The noise of both were dominated by 60 Hz and its harmonics, caused by the power lines. The parallel

configuration performed better; the 60 Hz peak was -25 times smaller than when no gradiometry was

used. The series method reduced the 60 Hz peak by -9 times. Even with exceptionally high balance

levels, first- order gradiometry is only effective for unshielded applications where the gradient of the

ambient field noise is small. Usually one cannot assume that power-line noise is uniform; therefore

first-order gradiometry might not always be effective enough.

4.6.2 Vector reference SQUIDs

Still there is the problem of alignment of the magnetometers (mentioned earlier) - the common-mode

rejection ratio (CMRR) (the so-called balance), is not high if the SQUIDS are not orientated sufficiently

in parallel. The balance for a first-order gradiometer cannot be better than 2sin(II/2)' where () is the angle

between the sensitive directions of the two magnetometers. The traditional approach to this problem of

mechanically adjusting the reference SQUID is often impractical and unreliable [46].

An alternative is to use a vector reference, which allows electronic adjustment of the balance. The

reference SQUID in the first-order axial gradiometer is replaced by an arrangement of three SQUIDs

orientated in such a way that they form an orthogonal triplet. The signals of the three reference magne-

tometers are added and the coefficients are adjusted in such a way that their effective sensitive direction

and gain compensates the sensing magnetometer exactly. Borgmann et al [42] as well as He et al [46]

investigated this compensation technique. The focus of both studies were on HTc rf SQUIDs, with a

three-magnetometer reference system.

For comparison Borgmann et al [42] used a normal electronic gradiometer consisting of two sensitive

rf-SQUID magnetometers, connected to create an electronic gradiometer with a baseline of 5 cm. For

compensation they used a less sensitive compensating SQUID. The signal of this SQUID was fed back to

the feedback inductances of the other two magnetometers via a tunable resistor. This was done to com-

pensate for the environmental disturbances and strong changes to background field. The compensating

SQUID was tested at two different axial positions (see figure 4.9 (a) ). The common mode rejection of

homogeneous magnetic fields for the first-order gradiometers was 200 for the first configuration (figure
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4.9 a(i) ) and more than 1500 for the second configuration (figure 4.9 a(ii) ). In the second configuration

superconducting plates were used for balancing [84].

•
IOc

Compensating HTc

'~,

•
2.5 cm t

_B

Scm

igh Resolution HTc
rf-SQUID Magnetometer

(i) (ii)

a)

35 cm

Three axis
magnetometer
reference
system

lOem

-i~/High ResolutionHTc
rr-SQUID Magnetometer

(b)

Figure 4.9: (a) Electronic gradiometer with the compensating SQUID in two different configurations.
(b) Three-SQUID gradiometer with vector reference system configuration.

They proposed an axial three-SQUID gradiometer with a three-axis reference system. This system is

shown in figure 4.9(b). The three SQUIDs are arranged in an asymmetric baseline configuration, in

order to form an electronic second-order gradiometer. This setup was tuned in the axial direction using

a homogeneous AC field of 1Hz generated by a Helmholtz-type coil system (the first-order gradiometer

system was tuned the same way). The reference system consisted of a three-axis fluxgate magnetometer

at a distance of 35cm from the SQUID.

Despite the higher noise level in the second-order gradiometer signal, the spatial filtering allows the

efficient rejection of strong environmental disturbances during measurements in shielded environments.

In an unshielded environment with low disturbance, only the 50 Hz line frequency and its harmonics

show an increase by a factor of 20. By adding the signals of the reference system to the gradiometer, the

line frequency interference peaks were suppressed by a factor of 10, but the overall noise performance

remained the same. In unshielded environments with strong disturbances the spectral noise is strongly

increased in the magnetometers and the unbalanced second-order gradiometer. In this environment the

addition of signals from the reference magnetometers improved the output significantly. The reference

signal and the output of the two lower SQUID magnetometers were added to the second-order gradiome-

ter signal, with fixed coefficients in an averaged adaptive process. This gave an averaged common mode

rejection of up to 76 dB for the 50 Hz and 66 dB for the 150 Hz disturbances. For the lower frequencies

it was 55 dB [84]. This is much better than the first-order magnetometer presented above.
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He et al used only a single sensing SQUID located close to the source with the orthogonal reference
triplet placed at a distance of 8 cm from the sensing SQUID. In this case all the sensors were rf-SQUID
magnetometers. Figure 4.10 shows the electronics that were used to adjust the balance of the gradiome-
ter. The adjustment "potentiometers" were adjusted with the setup inside a uniform magnetic field gener-
ated by Helmholz-like coils. By applying the field in the various axial directions the reference SQUIDs
were aligned exactly to the sensing SQUID. He et al [46] found a common mode rejection of 4000
with a baseline of 8 cm. The field sensitivity can be improved by using flux concentrators or coplanar
resonators.

,.--------, Output
Z l-aZ2-b Y2-C

Zl is the signal SQUID
X2,Y2, Z2 is the reference SQUIDs

Figure 4.10: Schematic of the balance adjustment electronics.

One of the limiting factors in the scheme of He et al [46] may be the low-frequency cross-talk between
the channels of the gradiometer. As the SQUIDs are operated in flux-locked loop configuration, the
field produced by the feedback cable and compensation coil of one SQUID is observed as a signal by
the other SQUIDs. This crosstalk can be minimised by choosing an appropriate sensor configuration,
e.g. by arranging all sensors precisely in line, or by a certain planar arrangement of the reference triple.
Another form of cross-talk is the high-frequency cross-talk generated by the high-frequency pumping of
the tank circuit. This pumping of one SQUID could influence another nearby SQUID. This can reduce
the SQUID amplitude, leading to an apparent increase in the white noise. High frequency cross-talk can
be eliminated by proper matching of the tank circuit [46].

4.7 Readout Electronics

In section 4.5.4 the suppression of the SQUID noise by the use of modulation schemes was discussed. It
was shown that the I noise has two sources. Two modulation schemes were suggested to treat these two
noise sources: the flux-locked loop and bias reversal. These methods will be discussed in more detail in
this section. The flux-locked loop will not be explicitly treated but additional positive feedback (APF)
will be presented. APF is a refinement of the flux-locked loop.
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4.7.1 Additional Positive Feedback Scheme (APF)

For de SQUIDs there are two types of connections between the SQUID and the readout electronics.

They are direct coupling and connection via an impedance transformer. With direct coupling the pre-

amplifier noise dominates the system noise. The pre-amplifier noise is much larger than the SQUID

noise [109]. To enhance the SQUID voltage, a modulation scheme like APF is needed. Drung et al [52]

proposed some refinements to this scheme to overcome some of the noise problems caused by the lack of

modulation in the original scheme. This lack of modulation meant that low-frequency critical current or

resistance fluctuations in the Josephson junctions were not suppressed. The use of a bias current reversal

scheme was suggested to reduce these fluctuations.

The system consists of an APF flux-locked loop with a flip-chip magnetometer. The APF circuit consists

of a resistor (Ra) and a coil (La) in series, connected in parallel with the SQUID as shown in figure 4.11.

A constant bias current h maintains a voltage V across the SQUID, which is equal to the bias voltage

Vb of the SQUID at its operating point. A small increase in the magnetic flux <I> at the SQUID produces

a small change in V. The resulting current change in the APF circuit induces an additional flux in the

SQUID via the mutual inductance Ma between the APF coil and the SQUID, thereby increasing the

flux-to-voltage transfer function to

V~·
V~ = av/a<I> = (1 - ~a)' (4.42)

where V~,i is the transfer function without the APF and

(4.43)

is the APF gain. The spectral density of the total flux noise with APF at frequency f is expressed as

( ) _ () (Ga)2 SV,amp(f) (a<I»2
S~ f - S~,i f + 4kBT Ra V~,i + Vi + SI,amp(f) al ' (4.44)

where S~,i is the intrinsic noise of the SQUID without APF, the second term represents th Nyquist voltage

noise of the APF resistor, the third and fourth term is the voltage and current noise of the pre-amplifier

and -a<I>/ al is the current sensitivity of the SQUID. Equation 4.44 demonstrates that APF reduces the

effects of the pre-amplifier voltage noise by increasing the flux-to-voltage transfer function V~,whereas
the effect of the current noise remains unchanged, since -a<I>/ al is not affected by APF. Ga chosen as

0.9 is a good compromise between low noise and high bandwidth.

For all the magnetometers a 7-tum APF coil and a single-tum feedback coil of 0.05mm diameter vamish-

insulated Copper wire were used. The metal-film APF resistor was selected for each SQUID to make

Ga ~ 0.9. The bias voltage Vb,was generated by passing a bias current h through a cooled metal film re-

sistor Rv. The deviation between the SQUID and bias voltages was amplified, integrated, and fed back
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as a current into the feedback coil. With a static bias current the APF scheme does not suppress the crit-

ical current fluctuations of the two junctions. Therefore the low-frequency noise is higher than with the

flux modulation scheme, which does suppress these fluctuations. To rectify this bias current reversal is

used (discussed in detail in section 4.7.2). With bias reversal both in-phase and out-of-phase fluctuations

are suppressed, and the low-frequency noise is strongly reduced for frequencies below a few kHz. With

bias reversal, the white noise of the flip-chip was 16.2 IT/v'HZ. In the case of a static bias, the white

noise was slightly lower.

4.7.2 rf Bias current reversal

Bias reversal can be implemented both for a directly coupled setup and an inductively coupled setup.

The directly coupled setup requires additional techniques to enhance the SQUID voltage, while the

inductively coupled setup transforms the SQUID voltage in such a way that it is well above the pre-

amplifier noise. This is done through impedance matching. Both techniques with refinements suggested

by Zhang et al [61, 109] will be discussed below.

4.7.2.1 Bias reversal in directly coupled dc-SQUID magnetometers

Bias reversal is implemented by using a square wave to bias the SQUID (see figure 4.12). The square

wave generates two currents, ib and ir; ib flowing as a bias current through a resistance Rb and the

SQUID. The current i; flows through resistor R; and an external coil with an inductance Lr in such a

way that it couples half a flux quantum to the SQUID loop. That is ir x M = ePo/2, where M is the

mutual inductance. Thus, through adding half a flux quantum for the negative bias current, a V - ePe curve
that is in phase with the positive bias current is obtained. Here V is the voltage across the SQUID and

ePe the external magnetic flux. The load seen by the two currents differ, thus the phases will also differ.

This difference in phase will increase with the bias reverse frequency i-. The bias reversal frequency is

therefore limited to a few kHz.

osc.

Lr

Figure 4.12: Bais reversal with additional ~ phase shift for negative bais (redrawn from [61])
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Zhang et al [61] overcame this limitation by proposing a simple design for the bias reversal which can

increase fr to the radio frequency (rf) range. They suggested that, instead of adding half a flux quantum,

one should use a multiplier to obtain the in-phase V - ¢Je curve for the negative and positive bias cur-

rents. The circuit illustrating this principle is shown in figure 4.13. For a negative bias current, the output

voltage of the SQUID, i.e. the input signal for the multiplier, is negative. However, the reference voltage

v;.ef' for the multiplier, which comes directly from the oscillator, is also negative. Therefore the output

voltage from the multiplier is positive, while the voltage amplitude remains unchanged. Thus, identical

V - ¢Je curves should be obtained for the positive and negative bias currents without considering the 7
noise from the SQUID.

This solves the phase problem of the previous circuit so that fr can be increased to the RF range. The

out-of-phase noise from the two junctions produces an apparent flux in the SQUID loop. This flux shifts

the V - ¢Je curve of the SQUID to the left or the right. Over a small time period these phase shifts are in

opposite directions but they have equal amplitude, provided that the reversal frequency fr is much higher

than the corner frequency fc of the SQUID. The corner frequency fc is normally between 100Hz and

many kilohertz. Thus a low-pass filter can be used to get the average of the out-off-phase noises from

the positive and negative bias currents. The higher the t- the better the averaging - a good guideline is

to make [; at least three orders of magnitude higher than fc.

Another advantage of this scheme is that the demodulation of the SQUID signal is independent of the flux

modulation scheme, which makes the readout electronics much simpler.

To decrease the noise temperature of the pre-amplifier, the SQUID and the pre-amplifier are normally

connected via a resonant circuit. For their rf bias reversal scheme, Zhang et al used a quarter wavelength

transmission line, connected on one side to the SQUID and terminating on the other side in a FET. This

has the following advantages:

• No lumped elements are used for the resonant circuit.

• The coaxial cable simultaneously transports the rf signal and serves as the resonant circuit.

• The distribution of the rf current and voltage for the >"14 transmission line is fixed at fo, and the

analysis of the circuit is thus similar to a de circuit.

• The coaxial cable has a very good resistance to the external rf disturbances.

Zhang et al [61] were able to demonstrate that this design does indeed reduce I noise in de SQUIDs.

Note, however, that this is only the case for (3 ::; 1 for sine-wave bias reversal; for a square wave it should

be possible to obtain this for all values of (3. Thus, rf bias reversal using a 50MHz signal can be achieved

and the bandwidth of the SQUID can be greatly increased while the 7 noise is reduced.
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Jl..JL .n.ri
bias current bias flux

II ~

Figure 4.11: Circuit diagram of the APF modulation scheme with bias current feedback [52].

Figure 4.13: Circuit diagram of the rf-bias current reversal scheme using a multiplier (redrawn from
[61]).
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4.7.2.2 Bias reversal in inductively coupled dc-SQUID magnetometers

With the inductively coupled magnetometer one of the big drawbacks is that the bias reversal frequencies

have to be chosen low to prevent the appearance of transient currents caused by the inductance of the

primary side of the transformer. These transients lead to an increase in the SQUID noise. In order to

prevent this, Zhang et al [109] suggested the use of a non-constant bias current that compensates for the

transient. Hereby a perfect square wave current Is through the SQUID can be obtained, which allows the

bias reversal frequency to be raised to several hundreds of kHz without an increase in the SQUID noise.

They obtained the equations for the non-constant compensating current through a simple analysis of a

lumped element circuit for the inductively coupled SQUID loop. This circuit is shown in figure 4.14. In

this circuit the primary coil forms an inductive element that connects in parallel to the SQUID. The bias

current h is usually rectangular, with a period T and an equilibrium amplitude A. At each reversal the

current through the SQUID Is gets a peak A' which is generated by the parallel inductance. Thus, for

a short time r after the reversal, the current through the SQUID is not constant, where r = LI R, with
R the bias resistor and L the inductance of the primary transformer. The magnitude of the additional

noise is determined by the ratio of the times r l'I' and the amplitudes A'iA. Thus, as the frequency is

increased, the noise increases.

A'

~

R. Q _

Figure 4.14: Transformer scheme for dc-SQUID operation. The time transients of the bias currents Is,
h and It are shown as well [109].

The circuit can be written as

(4.45)

Because the current Is must be held constant, the equation can be rewritten as

(4.46)

With the initial condition

(4.47)
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the solution of equation 4.46 is

(4.48)

where lA is the maximum amplitude of the bias current. From this solution it is clear that only the ratio

RN/ (R +RN) has to be adjusted and T is independent of the dynamic resistance RN of the SQUID. This

means that RN is independent of thermal fluctuations of the junctions.

Zhang et al [109] suggests the following circuit (figure 4.15) for the compensation of the bias:

I[

R'

Figure 4.15: Diagram of an electrical circuit for generating the non-constant bias current Ib [109].

1. An oscillator generates a rectangular-shaped ac voltage of variable frequency.

2. This voltage is fed to a voltage divider and a differentiation circuit.

3. The differentiated voltage is subtracted from the original oscillator voltage by an operational am-

plifier.

4. This voltage source forms the bias current source through a large resistor Roo. The divider

R~/(R~ + R') should be adjusted to equal the ratio RNI(Rn + R). The time constant must

be adjusted to match T = Rile = LI R.

4.8 Improving SQUID performance

4.8.1 Ion-beam etching

In the design of SQUID structures the critical current Ie and the normal resistance Rn are the parameters

that have the biggest influence on the performance. This can be related to the (3L parameter according to

(3 - 2IeL
L - <Po ' (4.49)
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where L is the inductance of the SQUID loop. The best performance is seen in SQUIDs where the

junction resistance, Rn, is high and f3L is in the order of 1. One way to adjust these parameters is through

ion-beam etching [47].

The etching changes the electrical parameters of the grain boundary of bicrystal Josephson junctions.

Wunderlich et al [47] investigated this on grain boundary Josephson junctions. Simulations of the pene-

tration depth of the Ar+ ions into the superconducting film show a damaged area of about 2 up to 5 nm

on the surface of the film during ion-beam etching.

For the trimming of the junctions, the whole sensor apart from the region of the Josephson junctions

is covered by a mask of amorphous YBCO. This etching mask prevents the lowering of the mutual in-

ductance between the SQUID and the gradiometer antennas.

This technique trim the gradiometer sensor by lowering the film thickness only in the parasitic part

of the SQUID. Therefore it restricts the increase of the SQUID inductance to the parasitic part. The

parasitic part of the SQUID is seen as the part of the inductance that does not contribute to the galvanical

coupling of the screening current of the gradiometer to the de SQUID (this is for directly coupled pickup

loops). The film thickness in this area was lowered from 130 nm with a parasitic inductance of25 pH, to

a thickness of 50 nm with a parasitic inductance of 41 pH. The increase of the whole SQUID inductance

from 67 pH to 83 pH (a 24% increase) is moderate compared to the reduction of the critical current

which was reduced by one order of magnitude. This decrease of the critical currents from 450 to 40{LA

corresponds to an increase of the normal resistance Rn from 0.84 to 4.200.

The most important parameter, however, is the IeRn product. For good SQUIDs this value must be

as high as possible. The IeRn product was also found to depend strongly on the film thickness. The

lattice mismatch between YBCO and the substrate results in imperfections and stress in the film near the

YBCO-substrate interface. This results in a moderate increase of electrical parameters like IeRn for film

thicknesses above 50nm, as the stress relaxes and the number of imperfections decrease. Although the

IeRn product will decrease with decreasing critical current Ie, the white noise levels will be improved, up

to the level where the SQUID parameter f3L = 2~coL has a value above one. Table 4.1 serves to illustrate

the dependence of the various parameters on the film thickness of a de SQUID on a SrTi03 bicrystal

substrate with a misorientation angle of 24°.

4.8.2 SQUID Baseline

One of the limiting factors in SQUID design is the baseline; this is the distance between two gradiometer

loops and plays an important part in determining the efficiency of common-mode rejection. Some of the

results of Pegrum et al [43] are useful when trying to optimise this factor.

There are two main techniques for forming a long baseline HTS SQUID gradiometer. The first approach

is that of electronic gradiometry; the advantage of these systems is that they can have large baselines
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and a high degree of balance. Still electronic subtraction imposes stringent requirements on the system
linearity, slew rate and the synchronisation of the multichannel electronics [51]. These methods are
discussed under electronic compensation (section 4.6). The second approach for forming a long baseline
HTc SQUID gradiometer is to form a planar gradiometer by coupling two symmetric pickup loops to
a SQUID. The size of such single-layer gradiometers (SLGs) is restricted to lOxl0mm. This limits the
baseline to typically 4mm and the area of the two pickup loops to small values and this leads to low
gradient sensitivities. An additional disadvantage is the SQUID in the centre of the structure that acts
as a sensor of uniform fields. This gives rise to a parasitic effective area of the order ~500J.Lm2. An
alternative to the SLG is to couple a large flip-chip flux transformer to a single-layer magnetometer or
gradiometer. This greatly enhances the gradient sensitivity but requires very accurate manual alignment
[43].

Pegrum et al [43] suggests a device that combines the two approaches mentioned above. In order
to achieve a longer baseline a 30x 10mm2 substrate and a novel two-SQUID coupling scheme is sug-
gested. This design employs simple electronic gradiometry - because of the smaller area of the SQUIDs
(compared to magnetometer SQUIDs) the requirements on the electronics are less demanding. The gra-
diometer consists of two symmetric and approximately rectangular pickup loops to which four identical
SQUIDs are directly coupled. The SQUIDs are arranged in two pairs (the one pair is shown in greater
detail in figure 4.16). The linewidth of the SQUIDs were restricted to 4 J.Lm to prevent magnetic flux pen-
etration when the device is operated unshielded. The width of the junctions was 3 J.Lm and the SQUID
slit had a length of 108 J.Lm and a width of 4 J.Lm giving an estimated SQUID inductance, LSQ ~ 100 pH.

130 446 0.84 375 24 67 14.5 10.5
112 371 1.00 371 25 69 12.4 8.6
94 282 1.22 344 29 71 9.7 6.6
77 209 1.51 316 32 74 7.5 5.9
60 86 2.73 235 36 78 3.2 4.2
51 37 4.20 155 31 83 1.5 5.1

Table 4.1: SQUID parameters as a function of film thickness for a de SQUID.
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Figure 4.16: The arrangement of a pair of SQUIDs with antiparallel coupling to the gradiometer loops
[43].

The arrangement seen in figure 4.16 shows how the SQUIDs are coupled in opposite senses to the pickup

loops. This causes that, for any given combination of uniform and first -order fields, the gradiometric and

magnetometric signals add for one SQUID while they subtract for the other SQUID. This is only for

perfectly symmetric pickup loops - in practice, the effective areas of the two SQUIDs will be slightly

different. These differences can however be compensated for by using electronic balancing. In order to

fabricate the long baselines, the PLD process was modified by focusing the laser to a spot with a hori-

zontal dimension of -10 mm and a vertical dimension of -0.5 mm. This caused a plume that expanded

a little in the horizontal direction but significantly in the vertical direction.

4.9 Summary

This chapter started with a very brief introduction to the theory of SQUIDs. The book by Orlando et

al [10] treats this subject in more detail. However, for the purpose of designing and implementing an

Htc SQUID, this theory is only of limited use. The theory is mainly concerned with low-temperature

SQUIDs and the behaviour of HTc SQUIDs deviates from this theory in many ways.

For the typical SQUID magnetometer and gradiometer we have to consider the pickup loop, the SQUID

structure and the readout electronics. The most important aspect in the design of these SQUID structures

is the noise. Because of the extremely sensitive nature of the SQUID, one must try to reduce the noise

in every part of the system.

For the SQUID structure itself the rf SQUID with a coplanar resonator performs very well and has the

advantage of being much more reproducible than the de SQUID. If more than one SQUID are considered,

the best results are obtained by using two de SQUIDs in series coupled to a washer-type pickup loop.

In modelling SQUIDs the RSJ model is based on an assumption that the magnetic energy per flux quanta

is large compared to the thermal energy. This is not the case for HTc SQUIDs, therefore other models
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must be considered. These models are based on the solution of the Fokker-Planck equation describing

the behaviour of the system. These models describe the rf SQUID adequately, but for the de SQUID

the deviations from the theory are still large. For the dc-SQUID, equivalent-circuit models are a better

option. Parameter extraction is necessary to check the accuracy of the models as well as for refinement

of the equivalent circuit models.

We also investigated various improvements to the physical structure of the SQUID, to reduce the noise.

For the pickup loop we saw that the use of multiple thin lines (4 lim) with the possible inclusions of flux

dams in the loops improves the noise. It is also important to keep the pickup loop at least 100 lim away

from the SQUID. It was also seen that the use of certain readout schemes like the flux-locked loop, bias

feedback and additional positive feedback suppresses certain types of noise.

To overcome the limitation on the baseline of physical gradiometers, the use of electronic gradiometers

was considered and we saw that the use of a vector reference system provides good background field

rejection. We also saw that ion etching can be used to tune the IJ?-rl product of a SQUID. Finally some

ways to overcome hardware gradiometer limitations were presented.
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Chapter 5

Biomagnetism - theory and application

The purpose of this chapter is to provide an overview of the application areas of superconductors in
medicine. After a brief outline of the various applications each of the applications will be discussed along
with the major benefits of and major limitations of SQUID magnetometry. The biomedical application
of superconductivity is mostly in the area of biomagnetism.

5.1 Biomagnetic Measurements

One of the major achievements of superconductivity is the SQUID magnetometer (the theory of oper-
ation of the SQUID device has been discussed in section 4.2). This measurement device is capable of
measuring magnetic fields in the order of femto Tesla. This makes it one of the most sensitive magnetic
measurement devices known. To provide an idea of the sensitivity of the SQUID, figure 5.1 shows the
relative sizes of various magnetic fields.

The human body generates extremely small magnetic fields, but the measurement of these fields is of
great diagnostic value. Because of its sensitivity the main device for measuring these fields is the SQUID
magnetometer. SQUIDs can be used in the fields of magnetoencephalanography, magnetocardiography
and other biomagnetic applications.

5.1.1 Magnetoencephalanography (MEG)

The most common source of biomagnetic signals is intra-cellular current flow. This flow is the result
of muscular or neural excitation. The cells can be represented as a current source and the current flows
outside the cell through a volume conductor (surrounding fluids). This current flow causes electric fields
that can be measured by electroencephalanography (EEG) techniques. The current flow also causes a
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Figure 5.1: The relative sizes of various magnetic fields.
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magnetic field that is measurable, although it is very weak. The advantage of measuring the magnetic
field is that the currents vertical to the body surface are measured. These vertical currents mainly result
from the intra-cellular current flow. Intra-cellular current flow is less distorted than volume current and
this allows MEG to obtain much higher resolutions than EEG. MEG can also be used in conjunction
with EEG methods, because the two measurements are complimentary.

MEG systems usually consist of an array of low-temperature SQUID sensors in a Dewar that surrounds
the whole head (see fig 5.2). The array usually consists of 37 to 255 SQUID sensors, either in a gradiome-

ter configuration or in a magnetometer configuration, with a few sensors dedicated to noise cancellation.
Because of the small signal sizes, MEG measurements are always taken in a magnetically shielded room.

Figure 5.2: A whole-head MEG system.

5.1.1.1 Applications

MEG is used in various clinical and research applications. One example is the task of functional mapping
of cortical areas, for which it is eminently suited. There are also areas in which MEG is a unique
tool, areas like investigating temporal aspects of signal processing in the brain and other, even more
complex brain functions. When used in conjunction with PET, MRI, fMRI and EEG, MEG provides
many other unique research applications. The following is a list of a few recent applications of MEG.
All the examples come from an international conference on biomagnetism [16].

In the field of Neuroscience MEG has applications in various research areas, i.e. research in vision [16,
pp. 72-84], somatosensation, pain and other senses [16, pp. 85-102], motor functions [16, pp. 103-107],
cognition and language [16, pp. 108-123] and auditory research [16, pp. 47- 71].

Some of the main recent advances have been in the study of object representation, where certain brain
signals have been isolated to be specifically related to object representation, irrespective of whether the
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object is from visual information or from memory. In the auditory field the plasticity of the auditory
cortex has been measured by MEG and functional reorganisation has been observed after intense "ear
training" and reversible "functional deafferentation" [16, p. 8].

The main clinical applications of MEG are the localisation of lesions as well as the localisation of
the centre of epileptic discharges. In conjunction with MRI or fMRI this localisation enables accurate
pre-operative planning. Another application is the planning of rehabilitation for stroke patients by deter-
mining the extent of brain damage. MEG is also used for the planning of stereotactic radiation therapy
by precisely localising the primary sensory cortex through functional mapping. Through this process
radiation of the cortex is kept as low as possible [16, pp. 21-24 and 124-138].

5.1.1.2 Comparison with other medical scans

The main advantage of MEG is that its temporal resolution is much higher than other imaging methods

(see fig 5.3). lts main disadvantage is that it provides no anatomical information. For this reason it is
often used in combination with a method like MRI.

c:I·
i:~MEG
(JJ

DSPEeT

CT

E::::Jo~~,~~~o~,~~,--~~--~~r-~,~
Temporal Resolution (sec)

Figure 5.3: MEG vs other imaging technologies

5.1.2 Magnetocardiography (MeG)

The current flow through the heart generates a magnetic field around SOpT. This is well within the
detection range of both low- and high-temperature SQUIDS. It is the first medical field where the use
of high-temperature SQUIDs has become a viable alternative. MeG measures the intra-cellular current
flow, which is much less distorted by the body than the volume current flow measured by EEG.MeG is
also a totally non-invasive method requiring no electrodes. The main obstacle to MeG is the need for
shielding. The few unshielded sensors still have to be improved before clinical application can become
a reality [15].
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While this is the situation at the moment it is in the process of changing. Seidel et al [44] have done MeG
measurements in an unshielded laboratory environment. With these measurements they have shown that
the ischaemie changes measured by a one-channel SQUID system were much plainer than EeG changes.
These measurements were taken during investigations on myocardial ischaemia.

The basic MeG device, like the MEG device, consists of an array of SQUID sensors, often covering the
whole chest area. Sometimes both the front and back areas are covered. The number of sensors varies
from 7 to 64. All operates in a magnetically shielded room, with the exception of a few experimental
models.

5.1.2.1 Applications

MeG is used for the screening of patients since the setup time is much lower than it is for EeG mea-
surements. It has also been used to locate cardiac arrhythmias. MeG is used for the general localisation
of the arrhytmia and then to map the catheter position as a more precise measurement of the area to be
ablated. Research has shown that MeG can predict malignant cardiac arrhythmias with much greater
accuracy then EeG. MeG is also used to predict myocardial ischaemia [16, pp. 25-28 and 139-147].
There is currently also a large amount of development in the field of fetal magnetocardiography. Fetal
EeG is prone to extensive distortion due to an isolation layer called the vernix caseosa. MeG is not
prone to this distortion and therefore has great clinical significance in the analysis of fetal heartbeat in
high-risk pregnancies [15, pp. 176-178], [16, pp. 38-39 and 148-153].

5.1.3 Magnetoneurography

The measurement of peripheral nervous signals by means of magnetic fields is called magnetoneurog-
raphy. The peripheral nervous signals are extremely small (in the order of 15IT). Because of this they
can only be measured in heavily shielded rooms by very sensitive low-temperature SQUIDs. Even then
special noise cancellation is needed since the magnetic disturbance coming from the heart, is almost
1000 times higher [19].

Magnetoneurography is used to locate conduction blocks or "slowing" in peripheral nerves and could
serve as a diagnostic tool. This technique can also be used to locate the focal nerve in the case of acute
nerve root lesion that causes severe back pain and muscle spasm [20].

5.1.4 Gastroenterology

By monitoring the magnetic signal generated by the stomach and intestines, it is possible to discern
the various stages of digestion and to monitor the contractions and movements. Among the parameters
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that can be measured are gastric emptying, orocaecal transit time, esophageal transit time, pharyngeal
transit time and clearance, oroanal transit time and stomach mixing time [15, pp. 430-442], [16, p. 33].
Along with these, magnetically marked materials can be traced through the intestine in the same way
that radioactive material is traced, but with no radiation. A spin-off of this technique enables pharmacists
to study the path and release of solid oral dosages by studying the disintegration of magnetically marked
pills [16, p. 220].

5.1.5 Magnetopneumography

Aweak remnant field measurement can be taken from lungs that have been exposed to ferri-/ferromagnetic
particles. These particles include metal dusts in welding and foundry fumes, grinding dust, asbestos par-
ticles and coal mine dust (among others). Some of the particles can stay in the lungs for longer than
40 years while others are absorbed after a few weeks. Using the knowledge of the remnant moment of
certain particles, the amount of particles in the lung can be determined. In the case of a known amount
of particles, some lung parameters can be determined.

This is done by magnetising the particles in a magnetic field and measuring the remnant magnetic field
as a function of time, with a SQUID magnetometer. Since the fields are rather large, high-temperature
SQUIDs can be used.

5.1.6 Liver iron suspectometry

SQUIDs are also used for non-invasively determining the amount of iron stored in the liver through a
technique called suspectometry. A homogeneous magnetic field is applied to the liver area and the mag-
netic susceptibility is determined by measuring the disturbance in the magnetic field over the area. From
this measurement the iron concentration in the liver can be determined. Due to the type of measurement,
only excess concentration in liver iron can be measured [15].

5.1.7 Conclusion

This section gave a brief overview of the applications of SQUIDs in medicine. Because of noise limi-
tations, high-temperature SQUIDs are not well-suited for magnetoencephalanography and magnetoneu-

. rology. They are, however, suited to magnetocardiography and some of the other applications listed
above.
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5.2 High-temperature SQUID implementation

In practical MCG use -in addition to adequate sensitivity- essential issues include the system's perfor-
mance in the practical environments, its durability and stability over sufficiently long time periods and
the availability of suitable MCG data acquisition and processing software [40].

In the literature only one article has been found where a high-temperature SQUID had been exten-
sively tested in a practical biomedical environment. Zeng et al [40] reported on the characteristics and
performance of their rf-SQUID gradiometer system during a period of more than 10 months of MCG

measurements. They refer to another report by Weidl et al [83] which will also be discussed here.

Zeng et al [40] used YBCO rf SQUIDs with step-edge junctions in an electronic gradiometer configura-
tion with a baseline of 10cm. The SQUIDs are coupled through coplanar resonators similar to the ones
discussed in section 4.2.2. The two resonators had different resonance frequencies, to avoid rf cross-
talk between the two channels. Each SQUID and its concentrator/resonator was assembled in flip-chip
configuration with a small amount of vacuum grease to ensure adhesion between the two chips.

A diagram of the readout electronics is given in figure 5.4. The electronics operated in de lock-in mode
without flux modulation. The SQUID's signal was read out from the coplanar resonator inductively,
via a single-turn matching coil. This coil, providing also the rf supply and the feedback field signal, is
patterned on a printed circuit board. The distance between the resonator and the matching coil, adjustable
via spacers in the range of a few millimetres, was fixed to obtain matching between the resonator and
amplifier. The subtraction of the signals of the two channels with weighting factors was performed by
software. An averaging process based on triggering with one of three electrocardiographic (ECG) leads,
was employed to increase the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) further. For a well-adjusted SQUID a white

noise level of 10 J.L<I>o/v'HZ, corresponding to a magnetic sensitivity of 20 ff/v'HZ, was obtained.

integrator

Figure 5.4: Readout electronics for the coplanar resonator [40].

A study by Seidel et al [44] confirmed these noise levels and sensitivity measurements. They found
that planar high-Tc gradiometers on lOxl0 mm bicrystal substrates with a baseline of about 4 mm can
achieve field sensitivities between 880 ff/cmIHz and 4.2 pT/cmIHz at 1 Hz in a shielded environment.
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In a disturbed environment this noise rises from 880 IT/cmlHz to 2.4 pT/cmlHz at 1Hz. The white noise

of the planar gradiometers varies between 400 and 800 IT/cmlHz for different geometries and is nearly

independent of the environment.

This can be compared to figure 5.1, where a typical MCG signal is shown to be ~ 80pT. The typical

size of an R-wave in fMCG is ~ 2pT, thus, for fetal magnetocardiography the system noise should be

~ 20IT / $z. Although these noise levels have already been demonstrated by a few authors, it remains a

challenging achievement. These low noise levels demonstrate that high-Tc SQUID systems can be used

in magnetically disturbed environments for practical measurements.

5.3 Summary

SQUIDs have many applications in the biomedical field. Their main advantage is that they provide better

accuracy than the EEG techniques that are usually used. This better accuracy enables more accurate and

earlier diagnoses of many medical conditions.

In the area of MCG, HTc SQUIDs have already been proven to work. If such a SQUID could be manu-

factured at the University of Stellenbosch, it would provide many opportunities for further research in the

medical field. It could also increase interest and funding for further research on SQUID magnetometers.
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Chapter 6

The Fabrication process

The fabrication process of a high-quality SQUID consists of a number of sub-processes. The first step
in the process is the deposition of a thin layer of a superconducting material on a substrate. This sub-
strate should contain some kind of crystalline imperfection that could lead to the formation of a grain
boundary junction. This is followed by the patterning of the superconducting thin film to create the a
superconducting loop and some Josephson junctions. These two steps could be repeated for a multilayer
or flip-chip device. Then electrical contacts are sputtered onto the superconductor at the appropriate
places and it is connected to the readout electronics. Finally the device is made passive by the deposition
of a layer of amorphous YBCO on top of everything.

In this chapter the various sub-processes will be discussed in more detail starting with the deposition of
the thin films. In this process we will concentrate on the pulsed laser deposition (PLD) technique. Next
the way in which the pattern is transferred to the thin film will be discussed. This consists of two steps:
photolithography and etching.

6.1 The deposition of YBCO thin films

The most common way of manufacturing a YBCO-coated substrate is by pulsed laser deposition (PLD),
also called laser ablation. This method is preferred because of the good stoichiometry of the transfer
process. The basic PLD system consists of a vacuum chamber, a laser, target material, and a substrate
mounted on a substrate heater. The basic setup is shown in figure 6.1. The target and substrate are placed
inside the vacuum chamber. Then in the presence of a vacuum the target is shot with a laser causing a
plasma plume to be emitted in the direction of the substrate. This plume consists of the ablated material
and causes it to be deposited on the substrate. For the exact PLD procedure see Appendix A.
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Figuur 6.1: Schematic representation of the PLD system.

There are a lot of factors in the manufacturing of a good-quality YBCO film. These are the type of
substrate, the finishing and temperature; the target, the target-substrate distance; the laser energy, spectral
distribution, incidence angle, wavelength, energy distribution, pulse duration and pulse frequency; the
gas mixture and pressure; the post PLD treatment annealing. In order to get a good quality YBCO film
attention must be paid to all of them.

To optimise the deposition process for all these parameters an experiment was designed. This experiment
accounts for a large part of the work done in this thesis and is presented in Chapter 8.1.

In this section the results of a comprehensive literature study done on the manufacturing of YBCO thin-
films will be presented. The first part will discuss the results of other similar processes and will give
an indication of the parameter range and other factors that must be taken into account for the deposition
process. The second part will present various possible improvements to the PLD process to overcome
certain inherent problems.

6.1.1 The PLD process

There are a number of different factors to take into account when the PLD process is considered. To start
off, table 6.1 gives an example of a typical parameter set for the PLD process. In this case the deposition
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was on an MgO substrate. A KrF laser was used with a frequency of 5Hz with a laser ftuence of 1 J/cm2

[24].

Parameter Optimal Range I
Substrate Temperature 780 - 8000e

Oxygen Pressure 400 - 500 mTorr
Target to Substrate distance 50-60mm

Tabel 6.1: Example of a parameter set producing a rough film but a working de SQUID

A lot of research has been done on the effect and interactions of the various parameters and their in-

teraction in producing a high-quality YBCO surface. Below the results of some of these studies have

been sorted according to three general headings; namely energy-related considerations, material-related

considerations and oxygen-related considerations.

6.1.1.1 Energy-related considerations

Relationship between laser-energy density and target-substrate distance The target-substrate dis-

tance has a strong influence on the morphology of the film. One can find an explanation by looking

at the properties of the plume, which consists of atoms, oxide molecules, clusters and ions. In a sim-

ple model the ablated material expands in a luminous plume until the pressure in the plume is equal to

the ambient oxygen pressure [48].

Close to the target the plume species have different velocities and therefore different deposition rates.

As a result, films deposited inside the plume exhibit more Ba and less Cu with respect to the 1:2:3

stoichiometry. The stoichiometry refers to the relative amount of atoms of the different elements. Out-

side the plume the species are thermalised and Cu condensation is preferred. The morphology of Cu

enriched films is dominated by particles. Some researchers obtained the optimal electrical and mor-

phological properties when the substrate was located at the tip of the plume emitted from the target

[24, 21, 48]. Others found that films prepared at distances longer than the plume have a composition

closer to 1:2:3, with the optimum composition at 1.2L (where L is the length of the plume) [62].

When the substrate is situated at the edge of the plume, however, the lateral expansion of the plume is not

sufficient for satisfactory homogeneity of the film thickness over a substrate area of 1cmê. At a distance

of 100 mm the homogeneity is good (a thickness deviation of only 10% over the area), but the increased

particle density is unacceptable. To attain both the optimal properties and the thickness homogeneity,

one should choose a target-substrate distance of 100 mm and decrease the pressure until the substrate

is at the end of the plume again. In order to maintain the position relative to the stability line of YBCO

in the phase diagram, it is necessary to reduce the substrate temperature [48].
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The length of the plume increases nonlinearly with the laser-energy density. According to Xu et al

[21] the relationship between the plume length and the laser energy obeys the empirical equation (E -
Eth)D-2 = 0.14Jcm-4, where E is the laser-energy density, Eth is the threshold laser-energy density

which is estimated at 0.l1Jcm-2 for YBeO [22]. Gareia et al [62] found that for a fluence of 1.1Jjcm2

the length of the visible luminous plume L, generated with the YBeO target, is a function of the oxygen

pressure P02. This length was experimentally estimated to be L = 65,53,61 and 57 mm for P02 = 0.2,

0.3, 0.4 and 0.5 mbar respectively.

Relationship between deposition rate and film quality An orthorombic target gives an optimal film

with a pulse frequency of 10Hz, while a tetragonal target gives an underdoped film for the same fre-

quency. Lowering the repetition rate to 1Hz, gives a optimally doped film for the tetragonal target.

This might be the result of better oxygenation of the YBeO on the substrate because of a longer nucleus

ripening time. Nucleus ripening is strongly related to the oxygen saturation of the crystal structure. With

the lower repetition rate another kind of outgrowth appears, elongated outgrowths that are 0.2 J.Lm wide

and between 0.5 and 4 J.Lm long. This might be the result of surface modifications that occur on the

MgD substrate at high temperatures. The lower repetition rate allows longer formation time before the

substrate surface is covered by incoming ablated material [23].

Film thickness and laser ftuence The target morphology depends on the laser fluence and the tech-

nique through which the laser beam is moved relatively to the target during ablation. The columnar

structures frequently observed on laser deposited substrates are directed towards the laser beam; thus

their formation can be suppressed by the scanning of the laser beam.

Except for the first few shots, the composition within the entire volume of the plume is the same as that

of the target. One therefore averages out the spatial compositional inhomogeneity at the substrate by

moving the plume relative to the substrate. To achieve this, the laser spot (demagnified by lenses to a

slightly defocused circular spot of diameter of 0.3 cm at the target) was circularly scanned around the en-

tire front surface of the target by repeating a path consisting of three concentric circles, the largest circle

having a diameter close to that of the target [55].

Proyer et al [56] investigated the particulates on YBeO thin-films and their relationship to film thickness

and laser fluence. They found spherically shaped particulates with sizes typically between 0.4 and a

few J.Lm. These particulates are believed to originate from a thin molten layer formed during laser-light

irradiation. The number density of these droplets increased with the number of laser pulses. All droplets

were found to be Y-rich and Cu-deficient.

On thicker films different types of spherically shaped particulates with pronounced surface structures

were observed. They are believed to originate from misoriented growth of YBeO on droplets. Pyramidal
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outgrowths also appear on thick films -they have typical sizes smaller than Irzm and a stoichiometry

similar to the surrounding film. Because they can be avoided by the reduction of the film thickness the

pyramidal outgrowths seem to be due to loss of epitaxy with thick films.

There were also rod-like features that have a length of up to several 100 nm and a width of less than

200nm. They appear typically on thicker films and can be suppressed by the reduction of film thick-

ness. Their size and their tendency for 45° orientation increase with increasing film thickness. Because

of this it is believed that the rods are a-axis orientated grains nucleating at a certain film thickness.

Besides droplets and rods, a variety of Cu-enriched outgrowths with different shapes were observed. The

appearance of Cu-rich outgrowths depends on deposition parameters in a complex way and cannot be

attributed to a single mechanism. A statistical DOE can be used to try and isolate this dependency.

Temperature dependence While for droplets no significant temperature dependence of number den-

sity is observed, the overall number density of particulates with an average diameter larger than O.lJ.Lm

shows a slight variation. At low substrate temperatures (690-740°C) mainly droplets are observed. With

increasing temperature however, irregularly shaped, Cu-rich outgrowths appear and they grow in size and

number density. Their average diameter increases with T s. but their number density shows a maximum

around Ts = 770°C [56].

6.1.1.2 Material-related considerations

Influence of target and substrate type and finishing on the quality of the thin film The surface

morphology of the substrate depends strongly on the target used but not on the substrate type. All the

surfaces deposited from the soft orthorombic target were covered with large boulders (d = O.5J.Lm) of

number density O.3J.Lm-2• In comparison the surface of films deposited from harder tetragonal targets

is almost free of boulders. The harder targets also give better results when used with higher-quality

polished MgO substrates. The softer target gives better morphology with the rougher substrates. For all

target-substrate combinations Tc ~ 86K [23].

The quality of the film is determined in a similar way, not by the substrate type, but by the finishing

of the substrate. It was determined by King et al [63] that the YBCO deposited on the as-received

substrate exhibits a rough surface morphology, containing a high concentration of outgrowths. The film

quality after deposition on annealed substrates (annealed for 40 min) represents a dramatic improvement.

In the second case outgrowths have nearly been eliminated. This is because annealing of the MgO

substrates reduces the number density of surface steps (i.e. it coarsens the microstructure), providing

longer diffusion paths across terraces. Surface steps on MgO are known to act as nucleation sites for

YBCO island growth. Therefore it seems logical that the density of outgrowths will be dependent on the

number of available nucleation sites.
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The annealing treatment was done as follows:

• The substrates were mechanically re-polished (using diamond polishing compound) to a lJ.Lmfin-

ish and then either subjected to an acid wash, or rinsed in acetone followed by methanol.

• The specimens were annealed individually in air for 40 min (full anneal) at an approximate tem-

perature of l340°C.

• The specimens were protected from the furnace environment by encasing them within a single-

crystal MgO holder, which was surrounded by high-purity MgO powder inside an alumina boat. [63]

6.1.1.3 Oxygen-related considerations

Correlation between surface resistance and oxygen pressure during the deposition process. For

the applications of high-temperature superconducting (HTS) thin films, it is essential to be able to repro-

ducibly deposit epitaxial thin-films with low surface resistance. For the deposition process it has been

found that oxygen pressure has a great influence on the surface resistance Rs and critical temperature

Tc. With the increase of oxygen pressure the Rs values first decrease and then increase, giving an op-

timum oxygen pressure which is substrate dependent. The surface resistance Rs reaches its minimum

after Tc reaches its maximum. The increase of Teat high oxygen pressures can be explained by oxygen

over-doping [41].

Oxygen pressure dependence At low pressures the film surface is rough with mainly droplets but

also hollows. With increasing pressure, the surface becomes smoother, but small irregularly shaped Cu-

rich outgrowths occur. These cause an increase in the number of particles which has a maximum after

which it decreases along with further increasing oxygen pressure. A minimum in the overall number

density and the fraction of the total area covered with particulates is observed around the same pressures

where optimum superconducting properties are achieved. With pressures higher than 1 mbar, irregularly

shaped outgrowths occur. The occurrence of these outgrowths at high pressures is correlated to a slight

Cu-enrichment within the films and a shrinkage of the length of the visible plasma plume.

It is believed that Cu-rich deposition causes segregation of a Cu-rich phase, which becomes apparent in

outgrowths. Compared to Y and Ba, Cu has a smaller size, a higher initial velocity, and less stable oxides.

Thus, the probability of oxide formation in the plume is bigger for Y and Ba than for Cu. This might

favour the propagation of Cu atoms and ions during plume expansion, which is governed by collisions.

Therefore high pressures lead to Cu-enriched deposits because there is a higher probability that Cu

atoms and ions can reach the substrate. No Cu-enriched outgrowths are observed with low energies

[56].
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The observations above suggests that, because low pressures are required during deposition, the only way
for YBCO thin films to obtain sufficient oxygenation to be superconducting is through post-annealing in
an oxygen atmosphere. According to Gareia et al [62] this model disregards the presence of atomic and
ionic oxygen formed by laser ablation.

They investigated the oxygenation of YBCO films during PLD as a function of the target-substrate
distance at different oxygen pressures. Using a quenching process, they found that superconducting
YBCO films can indeed be formed without any post-oxygenation procedure. In figure 6.2 the results
for quenched films are shown. Oxygenation is higher due to the presence of active oxygen species in
the laser-induced plasma, whose chemical reactivity is higher than that of molecular oxygen. While the
reason for the increase of Tc with distance is still not clear, it is possibly a result of the spatial distribution
of the atomic oxygen produced during the collision of O2 atoms.
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Figuur 6.2: The critical temperature dependence on pressure and distance for quenched films [62].

The decrease of Tc with the laser repetition rate can be understood if we consider the decay of the atomic
oxygen density after the plasma has been switched off. With each new pulse, new ablated material and
anatomic oxygen reach the film which increase the oxygen content of the film, but then it decreases again
due to recombination. The two dominant loss mechanisms for the oxygen atoms are wall recombination
and volume recombination.

Particulates on pulsed-laser deposited Y-Ba-Cu-O films There are two types of irregularities for
pulsed-laser deposited Y-Ba-Cu-O films. The first is "droplets" with typical sizes of O.2j.Lm to 3j.Lm
and the other is big irregularly shaped particulates with diameters of around lOj.Lm.The big irregularly
shaped particulates are directly transferred from the target to the substrate. The ejection of droplets from
the target can be related to hydrodynamic instabilities [57], columnar structures at the target surface
[58, 73, 59], and subsurface superheating [74].
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There are a number of techniques to avoid particulates originating from the target. Among these are

modifications of the physical properties of the target [74], special techniques for scanning the laser

beam across the target, changes in deposition geometry [75, 76], mechanical masks [77] or shutters

[78] between target and substrate, fractionation of particulates by means of a laser beam, deflection of

particulates by means of a supersonic oxygen jet [56]. Some of the more popular methods are discussed

in section 6.1.2.

6.1.2 Improvements to the PLD process

A number of efforts have been made to improve the quality and the reproducibility of YBCO films.

Usually certain changes were made to the normal PLO process in an attempt to obtain better results.

6.1.2.1 Off-axis deposition

One of the preferred ways to improve the PLO process (especially the film smoothness) is by using

so-called off-axis deposition.

There are two kinds of particulates that occur on the surface of a YBCO film. The first is an outgrowth,

which is caused by various factors integral to the deposition process; the growth process (island vs

2D growth) and surface modification of the substrate are just two of the factors that account for the

outgrowths. These particulates can be controlled by careful optimisation of the deposition process.

The other particulates are caused by laser droplets from the target. These particulates are near-spherical

precipitates (diameterse 1 J.Lm) that are only slightly influenced by the deposition parameters because they

are an intrinsic characteristic of the PLO process. The aim of the off-axis deposition method is to remove

these droplets.

The lighter particles ejected from the target by evaporation show a different behaviour than the droplets

(1010 times more mass than the Y atoms). The droplets have a rectilinear motion with their trajectory

perpendicular to the target surface; but the lighter particles have a component parallel to the target sur-

face. Thus, if the substrate is placed perpendicular to the target, most of the droplets will not be deposited

because they have no velocity component perpendicular to the substrate surface; the lighter particles, on

the other hand, will be deposited [27].

Boffa et al [27] did an extensive study on off-axis deposition. For their experiment they used a 308 nm

XeCllaser with an energy of 80-150 mj at a repetition rate of 10 Hz. The substrate was placed perpen-

dicular to the target,S cm from the target in a quartz tubular furnace, heated by radiation. The substrate

and the target were rotated at 25 RPM. At the end of the deposition the chamber filled with O2 up to
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750 mbar and cooled at a rate of 0.15°0.8-1 to room temperature, with a 30 min dwell time at 450°C.
The energy density at the target was 4 J/cm2•

Optimal results were achieved at a substrate temperature of 890°0, an oxygen pressure of 250 mTorr

and a laser-energy density of 3 J/cm2. The high substrate temperature is claimed to be the result of the

low kinetic energy of the particles in the off-axis deposition geometry, two orders of magnitude lower

than for the on-axis geometry. To compensate for this a higher substrate temperature is necessary (this

could cause a problem with a MgO substrate, causing the kind of outgrowths observed by Farnan et al

[23])

A typical on-axis deposited film has droplets with a number density of n ::::::::5 * 106 cm ? and some voids

with a number density n ::::::::103 cm-2. The off-axis deposited films showed no outgrowths or voids and

they had a much lower number of droplets. The films showed a Tc of 89.5K and a Jc of 2 * 106 A/cm2 at

77K.

6.1.2.2 Angled Deposition

Related to off-axis deposition is deposition at an angle. Schmauder et al [94] related this angle to the

other deposition parameters as well as the electrical characteristics. They also studied the influence of

the angle on SEJ SQUIDs.

The following table (6.2), gives an idea of the qualitative influence of the various angles.

Studied parameter I Fixed parameter I Changing parameter

Film thickness Angle Decrease with increasing angle (weaker than cos a dependency)
Film thickness Pressure Increase for 30-50 Pa, constant for 50-70 Pa
Film thickness Pulse energy Increase strongly with increasing energy

Droplet density(Area) Angle Decrease with increasing angle (cos a dependency)
Droplet density(Volume) Pressure Decrease with increasing pressure
Droplet density(Volume) Pulse energy Decrease with increasing energy

Tabel 6.2: Various effects of changing the deposition angle

With step-edge junctions the growth of the YBCO film over the step edge could cause problems. An

investigation of growth as a function of deposition angle showed that deposition angles of Cl: = 30 - 400

give equal conditions for the slope and the substrate. It was also found that the film surrounding the step

shows outgrowths at high angles, while at low angles the step itself shows outgrowths. For Cl: = 360,450

there are no outgrowths. While the normal resistance Rn is independent of the deposition angle, the

critical current I, shows a strong dependence, peaking at Cl: = 30 - 450. For SQUIDs fabricated from

these step-edge junctions the lowest white noise measured was for Cl: = 20 - 400.
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6.1.2.3 Oxygen activation

The growth mode of the YBCO thin film depends on the oxygen pressure: the lower the oxygen pressure,

the higher the surface quality. It would be preferable to have the oxygen pressure as low as possible while

still maintaining a high enough oxygenation of the substrate to achieve good superconducting properties.

There are more than one way to achieve this. Marré el al [28] used a pulsed oxygen flow and excited the

oxygen with a split part of the laser used for ablation.

The laser was split in two parts; the main part focused on a Imm" area on the target, the second part

crossed the gas flow in front of the substrate to excite the oxygen. A mirror on a stepper motor was used

to draw concentric circles on the target under PC control. This ensured a homogeneous deposition over

the substrate. The oxygen entered the chamber through a pulsed valve. The opening of the valve pulse

was centred on the arrival of the plume. The plume arrival was determined by a homemade ionisation

gauge showing current spikes at the arrival of ionised particles. The substrate was annealed at 10000e
to optimise its smoothness.

At an oxygen pressure of 10-2 mbar the growth mode is tri-dimensional and it showed a large amount

of particulates (107 - 108 particulates per ern"), At pressures below 5 * 10-3 mbar the growth is bi-

dimensional, at least for the first 15 layers - after that tri-dimensional growth appears. Still the surface

shows a better smoothness with a lower particulate growth (lOs particulates per cmê), X-ray diffraction

shows a well-oxygenated film with Tc = 88 K and Jc = 107 Ncm2 at 4.2 K.

Another approach (by Craciun et al [30]) uses UV radiation to increase the reactivity of the oxygen.

They achieved this through the use of a Hg lamp.

The Hg lamp is a low-pressure lamp with a fused silica envelope. The lamp was situated 7 cm in front of

the substrate, below the target. This lamp can also be used to clean the substrate of organic contaminants

if it is switched on before the deposition.

The final outcome was that there is an optimum substrate temperature at which the UV radiation during

PLD resulted in improvements in the film properties. If the temperature is too low, the film is amorphous

and showed no improvement; if the temperature is too high, however, the extra energy provided to the

oxygen by thermal energy becomes much bigger than that provided by the UV energy. In this case the

UV radiation caused little improvement.

6.1.2.4 Shadow masking

Another approach to improve the surface quality is the shadow-mask method. By placing a mask between

the substrate and the target the maeroparticles are mostly scattered or stopped by the mask. The other

particles diffuse around the mask and are deposited on the substrate.
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Marcu et al [29] used this approach with the target substrate distance at 45mm and the substrate at room
temperature. They inserted a mask 0.5 - 2 cm from the target surface. Two types of masks were used,
plane masks of different sizes and a helical mask.

In the case of the plane mask - the bigger the mask, the lower the RMS roughness of the surface. There
was, however, a radial dependence of thickness, which was most pronounced for the larger mask. To
achieve a more uniform surface, a helical mask was used.

In the design of the helical mask the considerations were:

• The base of the heliod should be the same size as the substrate. This ensures that the shadowed
region overlaps the substrate area.

• The transverse steps should be smaller than the wire diameter so that the helical mask is opaque
for the plume.

• The longitudinal steps should increase gradually from the tip to the base of the helical mask. This
is a compromise between getting a high-quality surface and keeping the surface uniform; short
longitudinal steps give a high surface quality but cause a non-uniformity, while long steps give
better uniformity but a poorer surface. The increase on the step lengths work because the further
the plume is away from the target, the more difficult it becomes for the light particles to drive the
maeroparticles towards the centre.

• The target to tip-of-the-heliod distance should be optimised for stopping the macro-particles.

Using these considerations the optimal mask was designed with a wire thickness of 2mm, a transverse
spacing of 1.5mm and the longitudinal spacing of 4, 5, 6.5 and Il mm. A tip-to-target distance of 5 mm
was determined to be the optimal distance.

Using this setup a YBCO film was deposited with a RMS roughness of 4nm, at a deposition rate of
0.0045 nm/pulse.

6.2 Photolithography

The most common method of pattern definition is optical photolithography; usually UV lithography is
preferred because the higher wavelenghts of the light allows for the definition of finer structures.

During lithography a substrate is coated with a light-sensitive material called the photoresist. This ma-
terial is usually sensitive to light of a certain range of wavelengths. The exposure of the photoresist to
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light (UV wavelength) either causes the resist to soften (positive photoresist) or to harden (negative pho-

toresist). The coating is usually done by applying the photoresist and then spinning the sample at a high

speed. The photoresist dries on contact with air. The viscosity of the photoresist and the spinning speed

determine the thickness of the layer left on the sample. The sample is covered by a mask containing the

pattern that has to be transferred to the photoresist and exposed to UV radiation (contact lithography).

The mask is removed and the sample is developed using a chemical that removes the part of the photore-

sist that has been softened. Then the etching process follows where the area exposed by the process is

removed. Finally the photoresist is removed through the use of a special chemical solution. This method

can be used for structures in the micrometer range.

For sub-micrometer structures, projection lithography is used. Instead of placing the mask on top of the

photoresist, the image of the mask is projected unto the sample through an optical microscope which

reduces the size of the image.

The entire process must be done in a clean working area since dust particles and other contaminants will

hinder the process. It is also important that the process continue uninterrupted because the photoresist

deteriorates after being exposed to air and must be developed shortly after the film is coated.

Another method that can be used for pattern definition is electron-beam lithography. In this method the

pattern is defined by scribing with an electron beam on a photoresist sensitive to this beam. This method

has two advantages: very fine structures can be etched, and the need for a mask is eliminated. This

method requires a high-voltage electron source that can be accurately controlled. This method has been

successfully used in the fabrication of Josephson junctions between O.5J.lm to 2J.lm [96].

6.3 Etching

6.3.1 WetEtching

Wet etching has been a common tool for the etching of SQUID structures. It has been extensively used

at the University of Stellenbosch. Although it is mostly replaced by argon milling, it is still used in some

cases. The most common etchants are nonaqueous bromine in ethanol, ethylenediaminetetracetic acid

(EDTA), as well as various mineral acids: sulphuric, hydrochloric, nitric and acetic.

Wet etching has the advantage of being chemically selective, that is being able to dissolve just the YBCO

without causing damage to either the photoresist or the substrate. It can be used for structures down

to the micron range. The disadvantage of wet etching is the high etching rates and the occurence of

under-etching. Under-etching occurs when the etchant removes some of the material underneath the

photolithography mask; this is especially problematic in the etching of small structures. Other problems
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with wet etching are the temperature sensitivity of the etching processes and the degradation of the
superconducting properties of the YBCO (due to a chemical reaction between the YBCO and water
during aqueous acid etching) [91, 90].

The most suitable wet etchant was found to be citric acid. It shows a vertical etching profile (90 0 ± 5)
and a small increase in the surface resistance of the thin film. This small increase indicates that there is
only a small amount of damage caused by the etchant [116]. There is another etchant, a di-sodium salt
of EDTA called Trilon-B that has a much lower etching rate than the others. It also has a much lower
undercut, 0-6% compared to the 12-27% of H3P04. Therefore it could be considered for structures like
the flux transformers [91].

6.3.2 Ar-ion milling

6.3.2.1 Patterning of YBCO

Ar-ion milling is the preferred method for the patterning of YBCO. This method uses a stream of acceler-
ator argon atoms to remove material. Ar-ion milling is a non-preferential method that can etch extremely
small structures. We also believe that it is easier to control than chemical etching and therefore it is
easier to obtain reproducible patterns. The disadvantage of this method is that it can cause damage to the
YBCO by local heating, allowing the diffusion of oxygen from the thin film. This leads to a lowering
of the transition temperature and an increase in the surface resistance. Furthermore, the fact that it is a
non-preferential etching technique causes the photoresist to be etched away along with the YBCO, and
this leads to a lower etching profile.

Both these problems can be overcome; the first by cooling the YBCO with liquid nitrogen during etching.
The extremely low temperature is needed because of the poor thermal conductance of the substrate
material in a vacuum [90]. The second problem can be overcome by using a two-stage reactive etching
process where the photoresist mask is first transferred to a carbon mask through the use of reactive-ion
etching with oxygen. In reactive-ion etching the material is bombarded with an ion with which the
material reacts, leading to a much higher etching rate than usual. The carbon then forms the mask used
for etching of the YBCO. Because carbon is much harder than the photoresist, this leads to a vertical
etching profile. This second technique is only necessary in sub-micrometer etching - for the lower
resolutions the etching profile obtained with normal photoresist is sufficient.

The etching rate can be varied by adjusting the incident angle of the beam. Schneidewind et al found an
etching rate of ~ 22 mnlmin for a normal incident beam, which rises to ~ 30 mn/min for a 20° angle
(measured from the axis perpendicular to the substrate) [90]. These values are valid for a typical beam
voltage of 500 Vand a beam current of I ma/cm".
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6.3.2.2 Defining step edges

Ar-ion milling is also used for the definition of the substrate steps that are used for step edges. In this

section we will briefly discuss the mechanics of the etching process related to the definition of steps in

the substrate.

Foley et al[37] reasoned that the ideal lowest noise step edge has a single misorientated grain boundary

at the top of the step and a rounded step base that may contain some dislocation, but an insufficient

number to create another grain boundary. They experimented with the various milling parameters in

order to obtain such a low-noise single-grain boundary. Their work gives an indication of the mechanics

of etching - the results can be used to understand the milling process better.

The experiments were done on an MgO substrate. Because the YBCO growths on MgO grow in such a

way that the c-axis is always perpendicular to the MgO surface, the Jc can be controlled over 3 orders of

magnitude through the variation of the step-edge angle.

The step edge was defined by using a 1.3 /Lm photoresist mask. They optimised the resist profile to

obtain side wall angles that were as close to 90° as possible. It is possible through controlling the curing

temperature, the exposure time, the ultra-violet light intensity and the development time to obtain side

wall angles of 80°-85°.

The step angle and morphology can be controlled by using different !BE orientations and the step height

can be controlled by the etching time. An argon-ion beam from a Kaufman ion gun was used with a

beam voltage of SOOV and a neutralised beam current of 22 mA/cm2. The substrate holder was water

cooled.

Various parameters were used to define the angle and morphology of the step. Referring to figure 6.3;

ex and f3 define the orientation of the substrate to the ion beam with the direction of the ion beam taken

as the perpendicular axis; 'Y is the off-normal angle of the ion beam with the resist side wall; 4> is the

resultant step-edge angle and X is the angle of the resist side wall with respect to the MgO substrate.

Effect of the ex angle The etching rate varies with the ex angle, increasing from perpendicular to a

maximum at ex = 50 - 60° and decreasing as the glancing angles are approached. The substrate was

orientated with the resist edges in such a way that the angle 'Y stays constant with changing ex. For this

orientation the etching rate of the side wall is very slow. The step angle 4> increases with ex up to 60-70°.
For ex at 50° and 60° a trench was observed and material buildup at the top for ex at 60° and 70°. If the
substrate is oriented in such a way that the 'Y angle changes with the ex angle, step edges with a moderate

angle 4> = 30 - 45° can be obtained.

Effect of the f3 angle. Varying the f3 angle can be used to vary the -y angle: this gives a step edge angle

of 4> = 35 - 40°.
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Final results The etching process of a single step with 1> = 35° and a rounded bottom was finished

by doing a final etch with a = 0°. This removes back-sputtered material and softens trenches. It also

improves the surface roughness of the substrate.

6.3.2.3 Ar-ion milling for SQUID tuning

A related issue is the thinning of SQUID structures by ion milling, done to tune the SQUID devices.

Amorphous YBCO (YBCO deposited at room temperature) is suggested as a milling mask. It was found

that it is possible to thin the structures without damage - microbridges could be thinned down to 80nm

without effecting the critical temperature [90].

It was also shown that it is possible through this thinning process to treat a step-edge junction in such

a way that the tIh ratio is increased, so that the junction moves from flux-flow behaviour to RSJ-like

behaviour [90].

6.4 Summary

In this chapter the various fabrication steps were discussed in detail. For the PLD process the influence

of the various parameters have been discussed. The important parameters in this discussion are:

• The oxygen pressure

• The substrate temperature

• The target-substrate distance

• The laser fluence

• The target and substrate quality and finishing

• The deposition rate

• Various interactions of the above-mentioned parameters

It was seen that the surface quality of the YBCO thin-film can be improved through off-axis deposi-

tion and shadow masking. The superconducting properties can be improved through annealing, oxygen

activation and angled deposition.

For the photolithography the most common method is UV-lithography, although e-beam lithography has

also been used successfully.
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There are two types of etching: chemical etching and ion milling. Both of them have positive and

negative aspects but ion milling is the preferred method. Ion milling has the added advantage that it can

be used for defining step edges and for the tuning of SQUIDs.
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Figuur 6.3: Definition of the various orientation angles for ion milling [37].
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Chapter 7

Design of Experiment

In this chapter design of experiment is introduced, which is the method that will be used for the charac-
terisation and optimisation of the various fabrication sub-processes. The applicability of these principles
are not isolated to anyone field - it could easily be extended to other fields and other areas of supercon-
ductive research. The principles of experimental design are mainly applied to analysing and optimising
processes where no qualitative model of the process exists. It is also used where operator error, measure-
ment error and random error make it difficult to distinguish between an effect for a specific input and
random effects.

The field of experimental design is too great to be totally covered in this chapter. Experimental design
has a foundation of statistical principles which are beyond the scope of this thesis. Therefore only the
basic principles required to explain the methods used in the following chapters will be introduced at a
conceptual level in this chapter.

First the author will motivate the use of experimental design. This specific approach will be compared
with commonly used experimental methods and the advantages of experimental design methods pointed
out. Then some of the basic concepts will be introduced. This will be followed by a discussion of the
specific methods used in the rest of the research process.

7.1 Motivation

7.1.1 Terminology

Before the motivation some terminology needs to be introduced. The process on which the experiment is
being performed can be seen as a "black box" This box has certain inputs, called parameters. Parameters
are those values on a system that can be changed -controllable parameters; or if not changed, at least

99
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measured -uncontrolled parameters. Changes in these inputs could lead to changes in the outputs of the

system, these outputs are called responses. A response (for our purposes) can be defined as an output

that provides some kind of information about the quality of the final product of the process.

7.1.2 Comparison of experimental design with the previously used method

The most common method of optimising a process is known as the one-parameter-at-a-time optimisa-

tion. In this process the parameters are each set at a certain value, which are usually determined by

knowledge about the system concerned. A certain range over which each parameter will be varied is also

chosen. Then a single parameter is varied in its range and the response is measured. The value of the

parameter that corresponds to the optimal response is then chosen and the parameter is fixed at this value.

Then the next parameter is optimised in the same way, until all the parameters have been optimised. The

whole process is then either repeated or the system is considered as optimised.

The method described above is also the method used here at Stellenbosch during the previous efforts

at optimising the PLD process [26, 25]. It is also used in most of the literature associated with the

optimisation of the PLD process [76,48,21,63,56].

One-parameter-at-a-time optimisation methods can achieve good results, but they have certain inherent

problems. The first is their inability to optimise for two-parameter interactions. A second problem is

the fact that these methods provide relatively little information for the amount of experiments. There are

also no proper mathematical tools to extract information about the relative importance of the parameters.

Experimental design on the other hand, has a solid foundation in statistical theory and supply the max-

imum amount of information per experiment (it also has the ability to model two- and even higher

parameter interactions). Experimental design can be used both to characterise a system -providing a

mathematical model through regression analysis- and to optimise the system.

These advantages show that experimental design is extremely well suited for a complex process like

pulsed laser deposition (PLD) and even other less complex fabrication sub-processes like photo-lithography

and Ar-ion milling. It has already been shown to give good results for the optimisation and characterisa-

tion of the PLD process. Two researchers recently used experimental design for the optimisation of the

PLD process [111, 110].

At the University of Stellenbosch the high noise rejection, thanks to the statistical nature of the experi-

mental design, compensates for some of the noise caused by poor maintenance of the equipment. The

high material cost also favours the use of a more efficient method, like experimental design.
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7.2 Designing experiments

This section explains functioning of and the philosophy of experimental design. A very good book on
the subject was written by Douglas Montgomery [112]. In this section only a quick overview of the
design process will be given. In the following sections the more advanced concepts and the methods
used in the rest of the research process will be discussed. These method are: factorial design, fractional
factorial design and the Taguchi method.

7.2.1 Basic concepts

There are three concepts central to experimental design; that of replication, randomisation and blocking.

Replication refers to the repetition of the basic experiment, which enables an estimate of the experimental
error. The experimental error allows one to determine whether observed differences in the data are
significant or whether it could be the result of random factors.

Randomisation is the cornerstone of statistical methods in experimental design. Both the allocation of
experimental material and the order in which the individual runs are performed must be random. This
is because statistical methods require that the observations must be independent, random distributed
variables.

Blocking is used to make a comparison between various factors more precise. There are factors (nuisance
factors) which cannot be measured or which are of no interest, but which might cause differences in the
response. The effect of these factors can be reduced by dividing the experiment into a block of relatively
homogeneous conditions.

7.2.2 Statistical foundation

Since experimental design is based on statistical methods, a few important concepts need to be revised.
This will be done by using an example.

In the UV lithography process we used a UV light through a chrome mask to expose photoresist. The
photoresist is developed in a developer and then rinsed in deionised water. Let us, for the moment,
assume that the quality of the SQUID is determined by the steepness of the photoresist edges after UV
lithography. The parameters are chosen as the UV exposure time A and the development time B. The
response is the steepness of the photoresist edge. We use three different values for both parameters. For
one of the parameters (ignoring the other one for the moment) we can construct a experiment table (table
7.1).
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Exposure time (A) I Edge steepness IRun no. I
1

I

20 s

I

Yl

I
2 30 S Y2
3 40 S Y3

Table 7.1: Example design table for an experiment on UV lithography

We write the responses (the edge steepness) as Yi where i denotes the run. There is a certain amount
of random error present, due to intensity variation of the UV light and inaccuracies of the timer among
others things. If we therefore observe a difference between the response Yi and Yk for i f. k, this
difference could either be the result of the change in the input parameter or of random error. To determine
the likelihood that the difference is the result of random error we need an estimate of the random error.
This can be done if we have more than one measurement for a certain parameter value. The second
measurement is usually achieved by repeating the experiment. Ifwe suspect measurement errors as well,
we could also take repeated measurements to obtain an estimate of the measurement error.

The random error is in all cases assumed to be a Gaussian distribution with a mean Jl and a variance
a. The mean and variance can be estimated from repeated experiments by calculating the mean and
variance of the set of values. For example: assume that we repeat the experiment in table 7.1 j times,
then the mean is

(7.1)

and the variance is

(7.2)

The moment we have an estimate of the random error it is possible to calculate the probability that the
difference between two responses could be due to random error. If this probability is small enough
(typically < 5%) we assume that the difference is due to the change in the input parameters.

Experimental design is based on these principles and is therefor extremely useful in providing informa-
tion on which parameter changes have a significant influence on the response. In experimental design we
change multiple parameter values between runs and in the end do an analysis similar to the one above to
determine the effect of each parameter on the response. In section 7.4.1 we explain analysis of variance,
this is the technique used in experimental design to analyse the experiment.

7.2.3 The design process

According to Montgomery[112] the process can be divided into the following steps:
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1. RECOGNITION OF AND STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM. A clear statement of the problem gives

a better understanding of the phenomenon being studied and of the final solution to the problem.

A list should be prepared of the specific questions and problems that should be addressed by the

experiment.

2. CHOICE OF FACTORS, LEVELS AND RANGE. Looking at the various parameters that may influ-

ence the performance of the system, the researcher must decide which of these are potential design

parameters and which are nuisance parameters. The design parameters are those that will be used

in the experiment; the nuisance parameter are other parameters that could influence the response

but are not included in the experiment. The effect of the nuisance parameters will manifest as

noise in the experimental results. Together with the parameters the researcher must also choose

the range over which these factors will be allowed to vary. To be able to do this a good knowledge

of the process is required.

3. SELECTION OF THE RESPONSE VARIABLE. The response variable should provide useful informa-

tion about the process being studied. More than one response variable can be used. An important

consideration is the gauge capability (measurement error) of the response; if this is inadequate,

only large parameter-effects can be distinguished. For a large spread in the measurements it is

recommended to repeat some measurements several times and then take the average of these mea-

surements.

4. CHOICE OF EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN. This choice involves choosing the experimental design, the

sample size, the run order, whether blocking will be used and whether randomisation restrictions

apply. During this part of the process the objectives of the experiment is very important.

5. PERFORMING THE EXPERIMENT. The execution of the experiment itself must be carefully planned,

since any errors in performing the experiment will destroy the validity of the results. Montgomery

also suggested that a few pilot or trial runs of the experiment should be done. This enables the

researcher to obtain an estimate on the consistency of the material and the measurement- and ex-

perimental error. It might be necessary to revisit the decision made in step 1-4, based on the results

of a pilot run.

6. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE DATA. The advantage of statistical analysis is that the results

will be objective rather than subjective. Here the use of statistical software is a necessity for

all experiments except the most simple. U sing this software, the result can be presented in an

empirical model through the use of equations based on the data. It also provides residual analysis

and model adequacy checking. The statistical method does not provide an absolute measure of the

optimal point or the characteristics of the system, but allows us to select the most probable results.

7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS. "Once the data has been analysed, the researcher

must draw practical conclusions about the results and recommend a course of action"[112]. The

conclusions must be validated with further experimentation.
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These guidelines will be followed to a certain extent in the research process. The next section will

describe the experimental design method without the reasons for the selection of this specific method.

The reasons will be treated in section 8.1.

7.3 Factorial designs

For experiments involving two or more factors factorial designs are often the most efficient method. With

a factorial design, each complete trial of the experiment contains all possible combinations of the factors

investigated.

It has already been mentioned that experimental design gives much more information per experiment

than one-parameter-at-a-time experiments. In the case of factorial designs, this can be illustrated in the

following way. Returning to the example in section 7.2.2, we have two factors: exposure time A and

development time B. We assume each of them has two levels denoted as A+ and A-and B+ and B-.
Now suppose we vary the factors one at a time to obtain information on both factors (one-parameter-at-

a-time optimisation). Then the effect of changing A can be written as A+B- - A- B- where A+B-
and A- B- represents the response at the respective parameter values. The same can be written for the

changing of the B parameter, A- B+ - A- B-. We then have three observations, A- B-, A+B- and

A - B+. To estimate the experimental error, we need at least two estimates of the response for changing

each parameter. To achieve this we need to do a second run of the experiment, which gives a total of six

observations.

For a factorial design one more observation would be added to the original experiment -the response at

A+B+- which gives four observations. But using this extra measurement, two estimates can be obtained

for the A effect, A+B- - A- B- and A+B+ - A- B+. The same can be done for the B effect. Thus

we have two estimates of each parameter, but now using only four observations instead of the original

six. These effects are just as precise as those from the one-parameter-at-a-time experiment, but with a

relative efficiency of ~ = 1.5. The efficiency is obtained by looking at the amount of runs needed in

each experiment to obtain a certain amount of information, this efficiency will increase as the number of

factors increase [112, pp. 170-175].

This increased efficiency is useful when the raw materials are expensive or the process is time-consuming

(like with PLD). One of the most common types of factorial designs is the 2k factorial design. This design

will be discussed in the next section.

7.3.1 The 2k factorial design

"The 2k design is particularly useful in the early stages of experimental work, when there are likely to

be many factors to be investigated. It provides the smallest number of runs with which k factors can be
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studied in a complete factorial design." [112, pp. 218]

The 2k factorial design is a special factorial design where there are k parameters, each with only two

levels. The example in section 7.3 will be a 22 factorial design, because it has two parameters each at

two levels. The parameters can be quantitative or qualitative. Because there are only two levels the

response is assumed to be linear over the range of the factors chosen. This is a reasonable assumption

when initially studying a system. If this assumption is of potential concern centre points can be added to

the design. The number of runs in each experiment is 2k runs if centre points are added this increase the

number of runs by the amount of centre points. For a 22 design this gives 4 runs.

The levels of the factors can be arbitrarily called "low" and "high" -these can be represented as -1 and

1 values. The table giving the parameter values for each run of the experiment is called a design table.

This design table typically contains only the levels 1 or -1. A separate table shows which physical value

the level refers to. An example is shown in table 7.2.

I Run I A I B I C Labels I
1 -1 -1 -1 (1)
2 1 -1 -1 a
3 -1 1 -1 b
4 1 1 -1 ab
5 -1 -1 1 c
6 1 -1 1 ac
7 -1 1 1 bc
8 1 1 1 abc

Table 7.2: The 23 full factorial design

From the observation of one complete run, the main effects as well as all the interaction effects can be

determined. More on the analysis of the results will be said in section 7.4.

7.3.2 Fractional factorial designs

As the number of factors increase, the amount of total runs necessary for a full factorial design quickly

becomes prohibitive. For example a complete or full factorial design with 6 parameters gives 26 = 64

runs to completely characterise all main and interaction effects. But of these 63 degrees of freedom only

6 correspond to main effects and only 15 to two-parameter interactions. The remaining 42 degrees of

freedom correspond to three-parameter and higher interactions. Usually these higher order interactions

are negligible. Thus, the information on all the important effects can be obtained by only running a

fraction of the original experiment.
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Like the full factorial design, this method is most appropriate for screening experiments. After screening

a more thorough investigation of the important effect could be done, using more than two levels.

In order to generate a fractional factorial design it is necessary to eliminate a fraction of the runs. A

way must be found to decide which experimental runs to do and which to leave out. One would like to

eliminate the higher order interactions but keep the main effect and the two-parameter interactions. Two

ways of achieving this will be discussed: the first is the use of a generator and the second is called the

Taguchi method. The generator will be discussed in the next section and the Taguchi method in section

7.3.3.

Because we are eliminating runs from the experiment, there is a loss of information. This loss is reflected

in the fact that some of the effects become aliased with each other. This aliasing is discussed in section

7.3.2.2.

7.3.2.1 The generator

It is possible to construct a table that shows all the factorial effects in a full factorial experiment. The

way in which this table is constructed will not be discussed, but most statistical packages are able to

construct these tables. An example of such a table for a 23 factorial design is shown in table 7.3.

I Treatment Combination I I I A I B I AB I C I AC I BC I ABC I
(1) + - - + - + + -
a + + - - - - + +
b + - + - - + - +
ab + + + + - - - -
c + - - + + - - +
ac + + - - + + - -
bc + - + - + - + -
abc + + + + + + + +

Table 7.3: The Algebraic signs for calculating effects in a 23 design

This type of table can be constructed for any factorial design; every possible combination of factors is

shown in the table. All columns contain an equal number of positive and negative signs.

To eliminate the higher-order interactions, only the rows for which the higher order column has either

a positive or negative value are included in the experiment. The generator denotes the combination of

parameters which are used. In a 23 experiment, which has the factors A, Band C, the generator will

probably be ABC. The use of a single generator give a one-half fraction of the original experiment or

a 2k-l fraction. For each higher fraction another generator is added. For instance, for a one-quarter

fraction or a 2k-2 experiment, two generators will be used.
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7.3.2.2 Aliasing

Aliasing means that it is not possible to differentiate between some of the effects. For example: if A is

aliased with BG, it will be impossible to tell whether a certain response is the effect of the A parameter

or the BG parameter interaction. When estimating the A effect we are really estimating A + BG. As

long as the effects (e.g. BG) which are aliased with the effect one wants to measure (e.g. A) can be

assumed to be negligible this aliasing is not a problem.

To determine the alias structure the generator is multiplied with each of the factors. The result together

with the knowledge that any squared parameter simply reduces to 1 gives the alias structure. For a large

number of factors this can be done using statistical software packages.

7.3.2.3 Design resolution

The resolution of a design is determined by the aliasing. The resolution is indicated by a subscript, e.g.

2~Ï} donates a resolution III design. The following resolutions are of importance:

Resolution-III designs These are designs where no main effect is aliased with any other main effect,

but main effects are aliased with two-parameter interactions and two-parameter interactions may

be aliased with each other. Resolution-III designs will only be used if one is sure that there are

two-parameters interactions.

Resolution-IV designs These are designs where no main effect is aliased with any other main effect or

any two-parameter interaction, but two-parameter interactions are aliased with each other. This

design can be used if one knows that there are only a few known two-parameter interactions. The

experiment must then be designed in such a way (by choosing the right generators) that the signif-

icant two-parameter interactions are aliased only with insignificant two-parameter interactions.

Resolution V designs These are designs where no main effect is aliased with any other main effect or

any two-parameter interaction. Also no two-parameter interactions are aliased with each other but

two-parameter interactions are aliased with third-order interactions. This design is used when one

does not know which parameters interact.

7.3.3 Taguchi method

The Taguchi method use orthogonal arrays to enable the selection of certain important main parameters

and two-parameter interactions in such a way that they are not aliased. Especially in situations where
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resolution-IV designs are used, this enables the researcher to select the important second-order inter-

action so that they are not aliased with other important second-order interactions. I used the Taguchi

method in my experimental design for the characterisation of the PLD process.

The Taguchi method contains many pitfalls; the generators that it produces could lower the resolution of

the design and as such lead to a loss of information for instance and it is also possible for main effects to

be aliased with two-parameter interactions. This can cause problems when analysing the design, these

problems will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 11.

7.4 Analysis

Experimental designs are analysed by statistical methods. The principles of the statistical theory behind

these methods were already discussed in section 7.2.2. As mentioned before, the response to a parameter

at a certain value can be expressed as a random variable with a mean and a variance. The variance is

a consequence of human error as well as the inherent variability of the process. To know whether a

certain change in the response (corresponding to a change in parameters) is significant, one has to obtain

an estimate of the variance of the response for identical parameters. This can then be compared to the

change in the response associated with a change in the value of a parameter. From this comparison the

probability that the parameter change is significant can be computed. One of the important tools for

doing this is the analysis of variance treated in section 7.4.1.

Analysis of the results also involves the generation of models. Model parameters can be computed

from the measurements. These models can be used to extra- and interpolate the data to obtain estimates

for other data points as well as for optimising the system. An important subset of these models is the

checking of the adequacy of the model.

7.4.1 The analysis of variance (ANOVA)

From the analysis of variance one can extract the variance of the noise in the system as well as the

variance associated with a change in the parameter values. Comparing these two variances enables us to

determine whether the parameter has a significant effect on the response.

Let us use the example in section 7.2.2 again. First consider only the exposure time A. Take the response

for i levels of A and repeat the experiment j times. Each of the observation points in the experiment can

be expressed as

Yij = /-Li + €ij, (7.3)
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where /-Li is the mean and Eij is the error associated with the ijth observation. The same can be done the
for development time B. The observation Yij can also be written as

Yij = /-L+ Ti + Eij, (7.4)

where /-L is the overall mean for the specific parameter and Ti is a variable unique to the ith treatment,
/-Li = /-L + Ti· This can be used in hypothesis testing to determine the significance of any parameter.
The null hypothesis will be Tl = T2 = ... = Ti for all i, this means that there is no difference between
the means for the various levels of the parameter A and therefore that parameter A has no effect on the
response. If parameter A does have an effect on the response one would be able to, by comparing the
variance of Tand E, determine how significant the effect is.

The analysis of variance is derived from a partitioning of the total variability into its component parts.
The total corrected sum of squares is an indication of overall variability of the data. This can be parti-
tioned into a sum of squares of the differences between the treatment averages and the overall mean (the
variance of T) and the difference within treatments from the treatment average (the variance of E). The
difference between the treatment averages and the overall mean is a measure of the differences between
treatment means. The difference within the treatments from the treatment averages is due to random er-
ror. Thus we can obtain two estimates of (12 the one based on variability within treatments and the one on
variability between treatments. If there is no difference between the treatments (the null hypothesis) we
expect the two estimates to be similar. If they differ it is an indication that there is a difference between
the treatment means.

A statistical software package is usually used for the analysis of variance. One such a package used in
this thesis is Design-Expert [115].

7.4.2 Models

There are three basic models used in the analysis of the experimental data. Two of these models have
already been discussed in section 7.4.1: the means model (7.3) and the effects model (7.4). In this section
the regression model and the concept of model adequacy checking will be introduced.

All of these models can be reduced to contain only the parameters that have a significant effect on
the response. In a fractional factorial design one cannot obtain an estimate of the error if one does
not eliminate some parameters from the model. One has less runs than necessary to fully describe the
system. Thus if all the possible parameters and combinations are included in the model, one is left with
no degrees of freedom for the use of estimating the error. One way to solve this problem is to replicate
the experiment. But another more practical, solution is to eliminate some of the insignificant parameters
from the model. These parameters can then be used to provide an estimate of the error in the process.
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The parameters to be included in the model are usually selected using a half-normal plot of the estimated

parameter effects. Those effects that deviated from the straight line are selected as important responses.

The output of the ANOVA gives an good indication of whether these parameters are sufficient or not.

7.4.2.1 Regression model

Quantitative and qualitative data are treated in exactly the same way during the initial design and analysis

of the experiment. However, for the purpose of further analysis, the researcher might be interested in the

quantitative data over the entire range of data, although only a few points have been considered for the

purpose of the experiment. In this case an interpolation equation would be useful. Regression analysis is

a general approach for fitting such empirical models. In the case of factorial analysis this would involve

fitting a linear model to the data, or a quadratic model in cases where the centre point data is available.

7.4.2.2 Model adequacy checking

For all three models considered it is necessary to check the adequacy of the model, since there are certain

assumptions that has to be valid for an accurate model.

One of these assumptions is that the observations are adequately described by the model, whether it is

a means, effect or regression model. It is also assumed that the errors are normal and independently

distributed with a mean of zero and a constant but unknown variance.

To determine the adequacy of the model used for the analysis of variance, it is useful to look at the output

of the ANOVA. Below is a report produced by Design-Expert (PLD analysis of the c-axis length). We

will briefly discuss some of the measures which can be used for checking the adequacy.

Use your mouse to right click on individual cells for definitions.
Response: C-axis length

ANOVA for Selected Factorial Model

Analysis of variance table [Partial sum of squares]
Sum of Mean

Source Squares DF Square Value Prob > F
Model 0.97 D,24 8,52 D.0022 significant
A 0,18 0.18 6.25 0.0295
B 0,28 0,28 9,75 0,0097

0,27 0.27 9,55 0,0103
BE 0,24 0.24 8.53 0.0139
Residual 0,31 11 0.028
Cor Total 1. 28 15

The Model F-value of 8.52 implies the model is significant. There is only
a 0.22% chance that a "Model E"-Value" this large could occur due to noise.

Values of "Prob> roo less than 0.0500 indicate model terms are significant.
In this case A, B, E, BE are significant model terms.

Values greater than 0 .1000 indicate the model terms are not significant.

If there are many insignificant model terms (not counting those required to support hierarchy),
model reduction may improve your model.

Std. Dev O. l7 R-Squared 0.7560

Mean 11.86 Adj R-Squared 0.6673
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e.v. 1.42 Pred R-Squared 0.4838

PRESS 0.66 Adeq Precision 7.794

The "Pred a-ëque red" of 0.4838 is in reasonable agreement with the "Adj R-Squared" of 0.6673.

"Adeq precision" measures the signal to noise ratio. A ratio greater than 4 is desirable. Your
ratio of 7.794 indicates an adequate signal. This model can be used to navigate the design space.

The F value is an indication of the significance of the model as well as the various effects. The R2

measures the portion of the full variability of the data that is explained by the model, this gives an
indication of the accuracy of the model. The problem with this value is that it will always increase if
parameters are added to the model, even if they are not significant. To compensate for this, the adjusted
R2 measure is defined as R~d,j. R~d,j is adjusted for the size of the model, this measure decreases if
non-significant terms are added to the model. Thus we see from the ANOVA that the model accounts for
66% of the variability of the data.

The PRESS statistic is a measure of how well the model will predict new data -the smaller the PRESS
value, the more likely that the model is a good predictor of new data. Related to this is the R;red or
prediction-R2 statistic. This indicates how much of the variability in new data we expect the model to
be able to predict. The ANOVA shown above indicates that the model is expected to explain about 48%
of the variability in new data.

A power tool for checking the assumptions is the examination of the residuals. The residual for observa-
tion j in treatment i is defined as

eij = Yij - Yij (7.5)

where Yij is the observation and Yij is an estimate of the corresponding observation. The estimate is the
value predicted by the regression model. For an adequate model the residuals should be structureless
-they should have no obvious patterns. There are many graphical techniques for examining the residuals
of which a few will be briefly discussed below.

The Normality assumption A check of the normality assumption is made by a normal probability plot
of the residuals. The plot should resemble a straight line. For small sample sizes, however, moder-
ate deviation is acceptable. Sometimes this plot will show a residual that is significantly larger then
the others. This could severely distort the analysis of variance and must be investigated. Figure
7.1 is an example of such a plot, generated by Design-Expert.

Plot of Residuals in Time Sequence This plot is helpful in detecting correlation between the residuals.
If there is a tendency for runs of positive or negative residuals, it could imply that the error is not
independent. Another common problem that can be detected is a tendency for the data to drift or
become more erratic. This is an indication of a change of error variance over time and could be
the result of a change in the skill of the operator as the experiment progresses. Figure 7.2 shows
an example of this plot.
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Normal Plot of Residuals
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Figure 7.1: Normal probability plot of the residuals (C-axis length PLD)

Residuals vs. Run
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Figure 7.2: Plot of residuals versus run (Surface roughness PLD)
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Plot of Residuals Versus Fitted Values For a correct model and the correct assumptions, the residuals
should be structureless. If the size of the variance increases with larger observations, it could be an
indications of problems with the measuring equipment. Sometimes problems in this domain can
be solved using transformations of the original data. Figure 7.3 shows an example of this plot.

Residuals vs. Predicted
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Figure 7.3: Residuals versus predicted(fitted) values (Surface roughness PLD)

7.5 Summary

This was just a basic introduction to the field of experimental design. Most of the tools that were used,
were presented in this section. In the following chapter the way in which these methods were applied to
the research process will be presented.
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Chapter 8

Characterisation of the manufacturing process

In this chapter the various subparts of the SQUID fabrication process -with a description of the work
done in the development, improvement, re-definition and characterisation of the various processes will be
presented. Most of the work has been done on the pulsed laser deposition (PLD) process but substantial
effort has also been put into the other two processes. The patterning and etching processes.

The work done on the design of the physical SQUID structure will be presented separately in chapter 9.

8.1 The PLD process

The basic principles of operation have already been described in section 6.1. In this section the specific
PLD device used at the University of Stellenbosch will be described, as well as some of the adjustments
and improvements made to the device. Then the characterisation of the process will be described, starting
with the identification of the important parameters and finally a description of the DOE, the experiments,
the measurements and the analysis will be given.

8.1.1 The PLD setup

The PLD system we used at the University of Stellenbosch was originally designed and built in 1995 at
the National accelerator centre (NAC) -now renamed to iThemba Labs- by Maritz et al [26, pp. 46]. The
system is schematically similar to the PLD device discussed in section 6.1. The schematic is reproduced
here together with a photo of the actual system (figure 8.1).

The laser is a Lambda Physic EMG 203 MSC XeCI excimer laser, with a 30 ns pulse duration and
a wavelength of 308 nm. The laser power is varied by adjusting the voltage on the laser electrodes
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between 18-25kY. The laser frequency can also be varied between I-100Hz. The laser is reflected at an
angle of ±60° before it enters the PLD chamber where it is focused to a spot of 1.2 x 0.7 mm on the
target.

The target is mounted on a steel holder which is attached to a carousel that allows lateral displacement
and rotation of the target. The target is rotated in order to prevent that a hole is burned into the target,
which could pull the plume off centre by as much as 20% [26, p. 47]. Furthermore the target is displaced
laterally to get more efficient use of the target material. After each run the target must be resurfaced.
This is done through the use of various degrees of sanding and finishing with a I J.Lm diamond polish.
There is also a pre-ablation run of ±1min to remove any large loose particles. During this pre-ablation
the substrate is covered by a shutter to prevent deposition.

The substrate holder is heated by radiation. The assembly consists of a water-cooled reflector and a
heat shield. The reflector focuses the energy on a stainless steel substrate-holder to which the substrate is
attached with silver paint, to ensure good thermal contact. A overhead-projector lamp from Philips (DZJ-
7804, 240V, 900W) is used to radiatively heat the substrate holder. The heat shield prevents unnecessary
heating to the rest of the chamber. The photo in figure 8.2 show the substrate heating assembly.

The temperature of the substrate is determined by a K-type thermocouple attached to the substrate holder.
The temperature is adjusted by a variac which adjusts the voltage on the lamp. This rather crude setup
used at the moment is shown in figure 8.3.

The PLD chamber is equipped with two vacuum pumps used in conjunction with a rotary vane pump
allowing a base pressure of ±2 x 10-6 to be reached. The pumping-down time to the base pressure
depends on the many factors but varies between 6 hours and 24 hours.

The oxygen is passed through a commercial ozone generator before entering the chamber. The oxygen
flow is controlled by a needle valve which is adjusted for a constant pressure inside the chamber. The
flow is obtained by operating one turbo-molecular pump through a bypass during deposition. The ozone
generator is either switched off or operated at maximum voltage.

8.1.2 Improvements to the system

8.1.2.1 The heating element

The first improvement, already described above, was the construction of a radiative heating element.
A cheaper heating element was necessary after the first element failed and it became apparent that the
replacement would cost in the order of R 7000. The experiment of radiatively heating the substrate
holder started off with smaller Osram bulbs encased in a stainless steel cylinder. The lifetime of these
bulbs were rather short due to the high temperatures (800 0C). We decided to replace these bulbs with a
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Figure 8.1: The schematic and photo of the NAC PLD system

Figure 8.2: The back-plate (left) with a close up of the substrate-heater assembly (right)

Figure 8.3: The setup to control the substrate-heater.
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larger bulb capable of higher power, because the previous bulbs were being operated close to their limit
of200W.

This new bulb has proven to be much more durable and capable of reaching the required temperatures
with ease. The new bulb has been operating for 3 months now, without needing replacement.

8.1.2.2 The laser beam profile

The second improvement has been to the laser beam profile. The beam profile of the excimer laser has

deteriorated due to worn electrodes. It has deteriorated to such an extend that some of the main power in
the beam has spread to the sidelobes. When focused on the target, the energy in the sidelobes does not

provide enough energy to vaporise the surface layer of the YBCO, but could heat it up enough to make
the formation of droplets energetically favourable. This could increase the surface roughness of the thin
film on the substrate.

To solve this problem the laser beam was characterised using a slit scanner consisting of a metal plate

with a thin slit attached to a translation stage. The slit was scanned across the laser beam and the
energy coming through the slit was measured by an energy detector. This was done in the horizontal and
vertical direction, so that the most homogeneous part of the beam could be found. We then constructed
a rectangular aperture to filter out this part of the beam. Figure 8.4 shows the profile of the laser beam
measured by the use of a vertical and horizontal slit. The red lines indicate the part that was filtered
through the aperture.

Vertical sl~ scan (0.5 mm Sl~)

3

123
Vertical ,hlance

Horizontal slit sean (1 mm sJil)

16

14

2 '--.l....L-----''---'---'-+--1
o 2 4 6

HorIzontal <i.lance
10

Figure 8.4: Cross-section of the laser beam
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8.1.3 Experimental setup

As a substrate single crystalline MgO of 10 x 10 x 0.5 mm with a lattice orientation of <100> was used

[113]. The lattice orientation refers to the alignment of the a-, b- and c-axes of the cubic unit cell, it is

written as <abc>. The a- and b-axes of the YBCO unit cell will tend to line up with the a- and b-axes

of the MgO unit cell. The tendency of this alignment is determined by the lattice mismatch between the

YBCO and MgO crystals -in this case it is 9%. This is larger than that of SrTiO (which is 2%) but it still

gives good alignment as long as the deposition conditions are optimal. Thus the MgO substrate acts as a

template for the growth of he YBCO crystal.

We used <100> MgO because of the high anisotropy of superconductivity in YBCO, the coherence

length (~ab = 3.1 nm and ~c = 0.51 nm) and the critical current density is much higher in c-axis

orientated crystals than in a-axis orientated crystals [26, p. 25]. In c-axis oriented crystals the long

axis of the unit cell is perpendicular to the plane of the substrate onto which it was deposited. The

MgO crystal is epitaxially polished by the supplier [113]. It was cleaned with acetone or ethanol before

attaching it to the heater assembly.

The target was a pressed, tetragonal YBa2Cu307-x (99.995%) target of I" by 1/4". It was mounted on

the target carousel and prepared according to the procedure described in the previous section. The target

rotation speed was adjusted according to the laser pulse frequency.

The distance between the target and substrate is adjustable between ±20 mm and ±70 mm. The distance

was adjusted to the required distance and checked using a calipher. The accuracy was estimated at ±5

mm.

The substrate temperature was held at the required temperature ±10 °c during the deposition. After

deposition and annealing a process was followed where the substrate was cooled down in the presence

of 1 atm of O2. It was first cooled down at a maximum speed to 450 ± 30 aC where it was kept for 1

hour before switching off the heater to allow cooling of the substrate to room temperature.

As previously mentioned both the laser power and pulse frequency were adjusted. The deposition time

was arbitrarily set to a time sufficient to have a thick YBCO layer. The PLD procedure is included in

Appendix A.

8.1.4 Design of Experiment for the PLD process

The purpose of this experiment was to characterise the PLD process so that it can be optimised for both

robustness and quality. To do this the important parameters must be determined as well as the effect of

each of these parameters on the quality of the YBCO thin-film. To do this the researcher decided on a

factorial experiment. The parameters are each set at two levels, which are their upper and lower limit.
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There are six parameters of interest; for a full factorial design this would require 26 = 64 runs. With
expensive materials and a time requirement of ±1 day per experiment these are too much runs. Since
only the main effects and a few of the second-order effects are considered to be important, a 2k-2 (quarter
fraction) experiment was decided upon. This gave a resolution IV design, which means no main effect is
aliased with any other main effect or any two-parameter interaction, but two-parameter interactions are
aliased with each other. The design requires 26-4 = 16 runs, two centre point runs were added to allow
the modelling of quadratic effects. This gave a total of 18 runs.

8.1.4.1 Parameters

In this section the parameters and ranges over which they were chosen is presented. The parameters,
ranges and motivation for these choices are given without references since these were discussed in section
6.1.

Laser energy The first important parameter is the laser energy -this must be above a certain threshold
level for stiometric deposition. It is expected to have an influence on the surface roughness of the
substrate and the oxygenation of the YBCO layer. The range over which it can be varied is partly
determined by the available laser power, the system loses and the spot size. The energy is given in
J/cm2 and is determined by dividing the total incoming laser energy by the area on which the laser is
focused, the energy loss through the system is also taken into account. An effective maximum energy
of 3.5 J/cm2 was determined through measurement. This is with a spot size of 0.8 x 2.7 mm. A lower
boundary of 2.5 J/cm2 was chosen.

Oxygen pressure The second parameter was chosen to be the oxygen pressure. This parameter to-
gether with the laser energy determine the length of the plasma plume. The oxygen pressure could
influence the amount of oxygenation of the YBCO layer and the critical temperature. A wide range of
optimal values for the oxygen pressure is described in the literature. The lower boundary of the exper-
iment was chosen to coincide with the lower extreme value reported in the literature. The upper bound
was determined by the amount of pressure that the turbo-molecular pump could handle. From these
considerations a lower bound of 5 x 10-2 mbar and an upper bound of 2 x 10-1mbar was chosen.

Target to Substrate distance According to the literature the target-substrate distance is optimal when
the substrate is located at the tip of the plume. The ratio of the plume length and this distance play an
important role in the roughness and stiometry of the YBCO layer. Depositions made inside the plume
are reported to be yttruim rich, while depositions made outside the plume are copper rich. This played a
role in selecting the distance range. The upper bound was chosen just beyond the tip of the plume when
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at its longest and the lower bound was chosen just inside the plume when at its shortest. This gave a
range of 40 - 60 mm.

Laser pulse frequency The laser frequency could have an influence on the oxygenation of the YBCO
layer because of a phenomenon known as nucleus ripening. Nucleus ripening refers to a interaction
between the oxygen and the deposited layer. This interaction takes place between laser pulses. The laser
frequency was chosen from the literature as the upper and lower bound reported to give optimal results.
This gave a range of 4 - 10Hz.

Ozone generator Because of the interaction of the oxygen and the YBCO layer the researcher wanted
to investigate whether increasing the reactivity of the oxygen could have any positive effect on the sys-
tem. It would be particularly useful if the oxygen pressure could be lowered without disturbing the
level of oxygenation. This would improve the surface quality of the YBCO layer. Experiments using
anatomic oxygen instead of molecular oxygen were reported in the literature but these experiments failed
to consider some of the interactions that might be important. Because of the cost of anatomic oxygen the
researcher decided to use ozone (03), which has a much higher reactivity than oxygen. The ozone was
generated using a commercial ozone generator adapted to my purpose (see figure 8.5). As parameter we

used 03 = on or 03 = off.

Figure 8.5: A photo of the ozone generator
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Substrate temperature The last parameter is the substrate temperature. For the YBCO to be in the
superconducting tetragonal state, the temperature of the substrate has to be above 680 0c. Below this
point the YBCO will tend to be amorphous and non-superconducting. The temperature also has an influ-
ence on the critical temperature and the oxygenation of the YBCO layer. It is furthermore possible that
high temperatures could worsen the surface quality of the substrate due to the formation of outgrowths.

As lower boundary a temperature of 720 oe was chosen. This is slightly below the optimal values
reported in the literature but will allow a better observation of the effect of the oxygen activation. As
upper boundary 800 oe was chosen. This is close to the maximum obtainable temperature.

8.1.4.2 Selection of interactions

A table containing all the experiments with the value for each of the parameters was created. Because we
have a resolution-IV design the second-order effects will be aliased with other second-order effects. If,
however, the second-order effects can be manipulated in such a way that the important effects are aliased
with effects that are assumed to be negligible, the important effects can be modelled. This selection was
done using the Taguchi method.

The Taguchi method (discussed in section 7.3.3) uses a set of figures like the one shown in figure 8.6. The
numbers on the figures correspond to a table of orthogonal arrays. This table can be found in appendix
B, the appendix also contains a complete set of the L16 linear graphs. To enable the modelling of certain
interactions the parameters must be chosen in such a way that the important interactions are connected
by a line.

Figure 8.6: A Taguchi linear graph of L16

The following interactions are considered to be important:
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Oxygen pressureee-Laser energyee-Target-Substrate distance These three parameters interact, each
in a separate two-parameter interaction and all together in a three-parameter interaction. It is
impossible to model three-parameter interactions with a resolution-IV design; therefore only the
two parameter interactions will be characterised.

Oxygen pressureee-Ozone As mentioned above part of the experiment is to investigate this interaction,
it will be the first time that this is done. This will show if the activation of the oxygen will allow
the lowering of the oxygen pressure.

Oxygen pressure-ee-Pulse frequencyee-Substrate temperature The pulse frequency determines the nu-
cleus ripening time and the oxygen pressure determines the amount of oxygen present during the
ripening time. The heat from the substrate thermally activates the oxygen close to the substrate.
It is possible that a higher oxygen pressure or higher temperature will allow for higher pulse fre-
quencies. An increase in substrate temperature could lead to a lower required oxygen pressure.

The six parameters from section 8.1.4.1 are assigned to points on the linear graph (as show in figure 8.6).
The values can then be read from the corresponding columns in the orthogonal table. The run order is
then randomised and this gives the experimental procedure shown in Appendix C.

8.1.4.3 Responses

In order to determine the influence of the parameters on the quality of the YBCO thin film, certain
responses must be selected. These responses must correspond to the quality of the film in some way.

The researcher chose three responses: the surface roughness of the thin film, the level of oxygenation
and the superconducting transition temperature.

Surface roughness The surface roughness is important for device fabrication and intrinsic noise of the
Josephson junctions. If the surface roughness is too high the patterning resolution falls and it is unlikely
that good junction behaviour will be observed. The surface roughness also has an effect on the intrinsic
noise of the junctions, because rougher surfaces allow for easier penetration of flux vortices. The best
surface reported in the literature is a boulder- and outgrowth-free surface with an rms-roughness of 4
nm. The lower the surface roughness is, the better.

The roughness is determined by anatomic force microscopy (AFM). With this method the surface of the
thin film is raster-scanned using an extremely fine tip that comes into physical contact with the surface.
The tip is attached to a cantilever which is attached to a piezo-electric actuator. A laser beam is reflected
off the back of the tip, this allows position of the tip is determined by a photo-detector. The tip is
deflected by the differing heights on the surface this gives a deflection of the laser beam. The output of
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the photo-detector is fed back to the piezo-electric actuator to maintain a constant force on the tip. This
output which is used to maintain the constant force gives the height data with a nanometer resolution.

The output from the AFM is processed through the use of special software, which allows three di-
mensional visualisation of the surface as well as determination of factors like the rms-roughness and

maximum deflection height. The area that can be scanned varies from 130 x 130 Jl.m down to 5 x 5 Jl.m.

AFM is a non-destructive technique since the force on the tip is in the order of nanonewtons [26, p. 55].
A typical AFM picture is shown in figure 8.7.

Figure 8.7: AFM measurement of sample 10 at a 20 Jl.m resolution

In determining the surface roughness, a measurement was taken at three places on the substrate in order to

get an idea of the average surface roughness. The measurements were taken at 100 x 100 Jl.m, 20 x 20 Jl.m

and 5 x 5 Jl.m, which allow both the larger and smaller surface defects to be investigated. Software [114]
was used to analyse the images. From the topography map the following were determined: average
roughness, root mean square roughness, the ten point height, the summit density and the 5-10% height
intervals. The average roughness is given by

1 M-lN-l

Sa = MN L L IZ(Xk,YI) - Jl.1,
k=O 1=0

(8.1)

where the figure is an M x N matrix, z(xk, Yl) is the height at the specific (x, y) coordinate and Jl. is the
mean height. The root mean square average is defined as

M-lN-l

s, = ~N L L [Z(Xk,YI) - Jl.]2.
k=O 1=0

(8.2)

The ten point height S, refers to the average height of the 5 highest local maximums plus the average
height of the 5 lowest local minimums. The summit density Sds is an indication of the number of local
maximums per unit area

S
_ Number of local maximums

ds - (M - l)(N - l)<5x<5y
(8.3)
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The 5-10% height interval Sdc is related to the bearing curve. Sa, Sq, Sds and Soc were multiplied to-

gether to give a figure of merit shown in equation 8.4.

Figure of merit = Sa X Sds + ~z + Soc (8.4)

This figure of merit shows a fair agreement between the size of the figure and the roughness of the

substrate. The higher this figure, the worse the quality of the substrate.

Level of oxygenation The level of oxygenation is the second response and it is important both in

determining the critical temperature of the thin film and the quality of the deposition.

The level of oxygenation of the thin film was determined through X-ray diffraction (XRD) measure-

ments. XRD provides information on the crystal structure of the sample which is measured. From this

information the orientation of the crystals as well as the length of the various axes can be determined.

Because the amount of oxygen has an influence on the length of the c-axis of the YBCO crystal, this

information allows determination of the amount of oxygenation of the thin film.

During XRD the sample is radiated with x-rays. These rays reflect from the various crystalline planes in

the sample and undergo constructive and destructive interference with each other. This provides infor-

mation on the crystalline structure of the sample. In order to explain this phenomenon more thoroughly

diffraction and Braggs law will be discussed.

The atoms in crystalline solids form a regular array that acts as a diffraction grating for electromagnetic

waves if the wavelength is of the same order as the space between the atoms. The wavelength of x-rays

are of the same order as the space between atoms (::::::1 nm). In a crystal many sets of parallel planes can

be drawn through the positions of the atoms and the planes of every set are separated by characteristic

distances. Each family of parallel planes can be seen as a set of slit-type diffraction gratings for x-rays.

For every family the rays will scatter from a given plane for which the reflection angle equals the incident

angle, because at that reflection angle the wavelets emitted by each atom add constructively. Because

the x-rays penetrate the crystal, this reflection will occur at different planes. If the path length between

two planes are a integer multiple of the wavelength the reflections will also experience constructive

interference. The difference between two path lengths can be written as 2d sin (J, where d is the separation

between the planes. Thus

2dsin(J = n'xwhere n = 1,2,3, ... ,. (8.5)

This expression is known as Bragg's law. If this condition is satisfied, constructive interference will

occur. The spacing between the maxima in the interference pattern is correlated to d, the separation.

By rotation of the x-ray beam and the detector around the sample, various crystal plane separations

can be determined. From the intensity of the reflection a deduction can be made about the amount of

atoms in the crystalline plane. This information can be correlated to a database containing standard x-ray
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diffraction angles in order to determine the crystalline structure of the specific sample. Figure 8.8 shows

a typical XRD plot, the blue lines are data from the database for YBa2Cu307'
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Figure 8.8: A XRD measurement of YBCO thin film

From the position of the peaks in the XRD plot the c-axis length can be calculated (using equation 8.5)
for peaks of which the Miller index is <DOn>,this indicates that the measurement is in the c-direction.
The shorter the c-axis the better the oxygenation of the sample.

Critical Temperature The critical temperature is the third response and it gives a good indication of
the quality of the YBCO thin film. The higher the temperature at which the superconducting transition
takes, place the better the quality of the thin film. A critical temperature transition point above 88 K is
preferable. The critical temperature, Tc can be measured in two ways. The first is a four-poi nt-probe
measurement, the second is a susceptibility measurement. The four-poi nt-probe measurement is more
widely used, but we were not able to get the four point probe measurement to work. We therefore used
the susceptibility measurement.
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The susceptibility measurement gives a good overall picture of the quality of the film, since it uses the
Meissner effect to determine Tc. It also causes no damage to the substrate, compared to moderate dam-
age caused by the four-poi nt-probe method. The susceptibility measurement measures the ac magnetic
susceptibility of the thin film. The test apparatus consist of two coils; a planar coil and a cylindrical coil,
attached to a cold finger. The whole assembly is placed inside a vacuum to provide thermal isolation.
The cold finger is cooled down using a liquid helium cryo-cooler. This whole assembly is shown in
figure 8.9.

Figure 8.9: Magnetic susceptibility measurement setup

The sample is placed between the two coils. The cylindrical coil is driven by a 1 MHz sinusoid to
generate a magnetic field perpendicular to the surface of the sample -the magnetic field is picked up using
the planar coil. After amplification and filtering the voltage is plotted as a function of the temperature
of the cold finger. As the sample passes through Tc and become superconducting, the magnetic field
penetrating the sample is expelled according to Meissner's theory. This causes a drop in the voltage
measured over the sensing coil. From this measurement the transition point can be determined. Figure
8.10 shows a typical susceptibility measurement. The drawback of this measurement is that the position
of the transition point is affected by the film thickness as well as the strength of the magnetic field.
This measurement is taken by using the cryo-cooler to cool down the sample while the susceptibility is
monitored via a computer. The cryo-cooler can achieve temperatures down to 20K after about 3 hours.
For more information on the susceptibiliy meter please refer to the operating manual [125].
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8.2 The patterningprocess

The current patterning facility at the university of Stellenbosch is a UV-lithography setup. The setup
consists of a resist spinner, a forced air convection oven, a digitally controllable hot plate and a Karl
SUssMJB3 mask aligner. As photoresist we used Shipley S18l8 and Shipley MF3l9 as developer.

The patterning of microstructure, using this setup, has already been characterised by several researchers
[25, 26, 116]. It is believed that the results they achieved show that it is possible to define a pattern at
the required resolution. For the purpose of this thesis the method developed by Knox-Davies [26] is
preferred with a few adaptions to ensure better repeatability.

Knox-Davies proposed use of professionally manufactured chrome contact masks; he has proven these
masks to give a superior quality pattern definition. Using these masks he was able to define patterns
down to lJLm, although there are doubts about the repeatability. Using these techniques, however, it
is definitely possible to define patterns down to 4 JLm without problems. Knox-Davies points out the
importance of fresh photoresist and developer.

Wemade certain adjustments to try and improve the quality and repeatability of the patterning process.
The first was the manufacturing of a temperature bath to keep the temperature of the developer at a
constant 21 =c. This was done because of the sensitivity of the development speed to the temperature.
This temperature bath is shown in figure 8.11. The developer was put inside a water bath, the temperature
of this bath was regulated using a controllable heating element. The room was kept at a temperature of
18 °C, the water bath was isolated from the room using polystyrene plates.

The flow diagram of the UV-lithography process is shown in figure 8.12. The detailed method for
executing each one of the steps is compiled in instruction manuals available at the micro-fabrication lab.
The last few steps in this diagram refer to the chemical etching of the thin film. The etching will be
discussed in the next section (section 8.3).

For every new batch of photoresist and developers the pattern definition process needs to be tuned to
maintain the process at its optimal point. This can be done using a one-parameter-at-a-time optimisation
or a fractional factorial design. The important parameters in this process are firstly the development and
exposure times and secondly (perhaps less important) the soft-bake type and the temperature. The soft-
bake type refers to the way of baking. There are two ways of baking: baking in a forced air convection
oven and baking on a hotplate. The hard bake is seen as part of the etching process and is therefore not
important at this time. If all four factors are tuned at the same time, this will give a 24-k experiment with
a maximum of 16 runs for a full characterisation. However, for the purpose of tuning the process only
the soft-bake time, development time and exposure time is considered. The soft-bake temperature was
fixed at the manufacturer's recommended temperature of 90 0c. This gives a 23 factorial experiment
which consists of 8 runs. The table of factors and levels will be given in Appendix D. These experiments
were not executed, but this is the suggested method for tuning the process at the start of every new batch.
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Figure 8.10: The susceptibility measurement, plotted as % susceptibility against critical temperature.

Figure 8.11: Isolated temperature bath
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Figure 8.12: Flow diagram of the UV lithography process
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8.3 The etching process

There are two types of etching: wet etching and dry etching. Wet etching or chemical etching uses
a chemical substance that dissolves the YBCO thin film in the places where it is not covered by the
photolithography mask described in the previous section. Dry etching or ion milling uses a stream of
particles to physically remove the YBCO, by bombardment, in places not covered by the photoresist.

Itwas decided to use Ar-ion milling for the etching process, all the considerations leading to this decision
were covered in section 6.3.2. However, at the present there is only one ion-milling facility in South
Africa and the researchers were unable to obtain permission to use this commercial facility. Therefore it
was decided to develop an Ar-ion mill.

8.3.1 Principles of ion milling

An ion mill consists of a discharge chamber where the ions are produced and an ion-extraction system
that extracts and accelerates these ions. Ions are produced when electrically neutral atoms loose or gain
electrons, giving them a positive or negative charge. These charged ions can now be manipulated using
electric and magnetic fields. There are many ways in which atoms can be ionised, which lead to a large

variety of ion sources. The ion source we decided to build is called an rf multicusp ion source.

RF ion sources use a radio-frequency energy source to ionise the chosen gas. In these sources the RF
energy is coupled to the gas in an inductive manner using a coil. The energy causes the induced electron
flow to ionise the gas molecules. Through individual electron-gas molecule collisions kinetic energy is
transferred, leading to the dissociation of the atoms into positively charged atoms and free electrons.
Such a charged gas is called a plasma. In a multi cusp source, permanent magnets are attached on the
outside of the discharge chamber in such a way that a longitudinal line-cusp field is formed (see figure
8.13).

Figure 8.13: The radial magnetic flux lines of a line cusp, calculated by D. Wutte et al [117] using
Poisson.
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As this figure indicates, the multicusp magnets generates a strong field close to the chamber walls but the

centre of the chamber is virtually field free. This field confines the electrons and enhances the plasma

density and uniformity. This provides a large uniform beam for the etching of the substrate. Other

advantages of RF multicusp sources include: the rf discharge can be operated with all gasses, including

reactive gasses; there is no short-lived components in the source; the plasma is free from contamination

and the rf power supplies can be operated at ground level [118, 119].

The extraction of the positive ionised atoms is achieved by electric fields. This is done using extraction

electrodes. There are three electrodes in this system: the first, which encloses the chamber at the bottom,

is called the plasma electrode, the second is the extraction electrode and the third the ground electrode.

The electrodes consist of metallic conductors containing one or more apertures. The plasma electrode is

either connected to the chamber or left floating, depending on the gas used. The extraction electrode is

at a negative potential compared to the chamber and the last electrode is grounded. The charged ions are

pulled towards the extraction electrode by the applied electric field. As they travel towards this electrode

these ions are accelerated, gaining kinetic energy. They are projected through the apertures onto the

substrate where they collide with the surface atoms, causing them to be removed from the surface.

8.3.2 Ion-mill design

For the patterning of YBCO the following ion mill characteristics are required:

• An ion current of 2 - 3 mA

• Ion acceleration of 500 eV

• A beam diameter larger than 1 cm

• A homogeneous beam profile

The reasons it was decided to use an rf multi cusp ion source include its high beam homogeneity, high

current capability and the fact that we already had a 400 W rf source operating at 13.56 MHz available.

The researcher contacted D. Boonyawan from Chiang Mai University, Thailand, to obtain the designs

used in their construction of an ion source [119].

The ion source was constructed according to their design at the central mechanical services (SMD) of

Stellenbosch University. The source consists of a cylindrical discharge chamber, an rf antenna coil,

permanent magnets and an ion-extraction system. A schematical representation of the system is given in

figure 8.14. The discharge chamber is made from stainless steel, with an inner diameter of 10 cm and

a length of 9 cm. The inner wall is surrounded by 16 columns of Sm-C05 magnets arranged alternately
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with Nand S facing the inner wall, producing the cusp fields. The magnets are enclosed by an outer
cylinder, with cooling water circulating between the magnets and the inner wall. There are also 4 bars
of Sm-Co5 magnets on the top flange.

Figure 8.14: Schematic diagram of the rf multicusp ion source

The antenna, 6 em in diameter, is made from copper tubing coated with a thin layer of glass. This coating
is done, firstly to reduce the degree of sputtering of the antenna material, and secondly to double the
efficiency of the source (the reason for this is unknown). The antenna is also cooled by water circulating
through the tubing. The rf source delivers up to 400 W of rf energy at 13.56 MHz into a 50 n load. The
rfmatching is done through an isolation transformer and two adjustable capacitors (see figure 8.15). The
extraction system consists of three electrodes with a single 4 mm diameter beam aperture. The electrodes
are separated by 4 mm. The complete design of the mill is included in Appendix E.
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The ion source is mounted on an old Technics argon mill stand containing a diffusion pump as well as two
variable high-voltage (HV) sources (0-6 kV). On order to obtain a higher ion current, a turbo-molecular
pump was added to the setup. The ion current is partly the result of the volume flow of argon through
the system, a higher pumping rate increases the available current. The milling stage and the Faraday
cup of the old ion mill was re-used with the new ion source going on top of the sample chamber. The
Faraday cup is a device for measuring ion current. It consists of a conduction metal cup that is connected
to ground via a resistor. By measuring the voltage across the resistor we are able to determine the ion
current. It works because the positive ions, when they collide with the metal, combine with electrons
to form neutral atoms. This recombination causes a flow of electrons through the resistor generating a
potential. Figure 8.16 show a photo of the base on which the ion source is mounted.

The water cooling is done in a closed-loop system using deionised water. Deionised water is used to
prevent leaking from the high voltage to ground. Argon is used as etching gas, it is inert and easy to
ionise and accelerate. After pumping the chamber down to a base pressure of 5 x 10-6 Torr, argon gas
is introduced to a pressure of 4 x 10-5 Torr. These pressures are measured in the vacuum chamber. The
gas is ionised using an rf power of 200 W. To ignite the gas the argon pressure is raised to 4 x 10-4

TOITfor a few seconds. After ionisation the impedance of the plasma changes and the matching must
be readjusted. The chamber is connected to the positive side of one of the variable HV sources set at
~ 4 kV, the plasma electrode is connected to the chamber, the extraction electrode is connected to the
ground and the ground terminal is left floating. Figure 8.17 shows the complete ion mill setup. The
structure on top of the source chamber is the matching network.

Using this setup we were able to obtain an ion current of 1.1 mA for a gun current of 1.6 mA and an
extraction voltage of 5500 V. The ion current can be adjusted by varying the rf power and the extraction
voltage. An ion current of 1.1 mA is slightly on the low side for the etching of the YBCO, but it just
means that the etching rate would be slower. The etching of test pieces show that the ion beam is of a
sufficient diameter (27-34 mm) and voltage to be used for the etching of structures.

This process has not yet been optimised. optimisation of this process would involve the use of software
to simulate the behaviour of the ions in the presence of the electric and magnetic fields. This will enable

RF Source
300W

Figure 8.15: The rf matching network
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Figure 8.16: The base on which the ion mill was mounted: the base with the turbo-pump attached (left)
and a close-up of the base showing the substrate holder and the Faraday cup (right).

Figure 8.17: Complete Ar-ion milling setup
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the optimisation of the extraction system in terms of voltages, aperture sizes and electrode separation.
For possible software, see Zaim et al [120].

The final additions to the system is a liquid nitrogen cooling stage, (to cool the sample during etching)
and some device to measure the beam acceleration. These must still be constructed.
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Chapter 9

Improvements to existing SQUID designs

At the time of this research, two SQUID structures have already been designed and simulated at the

University of Stellenbosch [25, 26]. In this chapter these designs will be critically discussed, some of

the deficiencies will be pointed out and improvements will be suggested.

This thesis focuses on the establishment of an entire process for fabricating a high-quality SQUID. The

design of the SQUID as such should also be discussed. To do this by designing a SQUID structure

is, however, beyond the scope of this thesis. Therefore, instead of designing another structure, the

knowledge gained from the extensive literature study done on the subject (Chapter 4) is applied to the

evaluation of the SQUID structures already designed by previous researchers. Because of the deficiencies

in the fabrication process the manufacturing of these SQUID structures has not yet been realised.

Before evaluating these designs, a overview of some of the important requirements of SQUIDs operating

in unshielded conditions will be given.

9.1 Requirements

For unshielded applications, highly balanced large-baseline systems, which can be positioned at differ-

ent measurement locations are required [42, 46]. They must be highly sensitivity but still be able to

operate in magnetically unshielded environments for a long time and they need to be simple in handling

(including cooling) [44]. If any type of electronic compensation is used, this compensation must provide

low levels of noise even at very low frequencies. High system dynamics and linearity are also required

[51].

Another important requirement for the unshielded SQUID operation is a large flux-to-voltage transfer

function. This is not only necessary for obtaining low flux-noise, but is especially important to ensure

stable operation of SQUID electronics without flux modulation in strongly disturbed environments [49].

136
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Other than these requirements which are specific to operation in unshielded environments there is also

the the general requirements of a high [eRn product and a (3 in the order of 1 as well as ease of fabrication

and reproducibility.

9.2 Evaluation of previous designs

The two SQUID designs done at the University of Stellenbosch both followed similar design procedures.

These design are shown in figure

6

Figure 9.1: The SQUID designs by Knox-Davies [26] (left) and Conradie [25] (right).

9.2.1 Pickup loop design

The pickup loop was designed to provide the maximum effective area and to carry enough current to

effectively screen the earth's magnetic field [26, pp. 28-29]. This approach fails to consider the noise ef-

fects and hysteresis caused by the screening current as it drives flux vortices into the conductor. Because

the two halves of the loop are never completely balanced, part of this screening current is also coupled

into the SQUID loop. This causes loss of sensitivity and added noise. The principle behind having such

a large screening current capability is to enable the gradiometer to screen out the earth's magnetic field.

If the magnetic field is larger than the capability of the loop, superconductivity will be lost.

An alternative to the thick lines is to have a number of thinner lines each containing a flux dam. These

can be designed to have enough capability to shield out variations in the static magnetic field but, let

through the largest part of the magnetic field. Lower screening currents means less noise and the thinner

lines has less hysteresis.
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9.2.2 SQUID loop design

This design was approached by the determination of the required SQUID inductance. This was deter-

mined from the literature and empirical formulas. The square washer design was used in both cases and

the dimensions were adjusted to give the required inductance [25, 26]. Other considerations was increas-

ing the length of the legs to simplify manufacturing as well as simplifying the washer structure [26]. In

both cases the f3L was found to be above optimal. This was mainly a result of the width of the Josephson

junctions, that was limited to sizes above IJLm by the fabrication process. A possible problem with both

designs is the width of the lines in the SQUID loop -lines wider than 4 JLm allow the penetration of flux

vortices, leading to high noise in unshielded operation.

To find a solution to the other problem, the large f3 L we need to investigate the equation

f3 - 2Llc
L - CPo . (9.1)

To decrease f3L either the inductance L or the critical current Ie must be lowered. The inductance can be

lowered by using inductive coupling between the pickup loop and the SQUID loop or introducing slots

and holes in the SQUID body. The critical current can be lowered by using step-edge junctions, where it

is possible to lower I,by adjusting the tJh ratio of the step.

9.2.3 Simulation

A large amount of numerical simulations has been done on these SQUIDs. The models used in these

simulations were, however, low-temperature SQUID models. In section 4.3 some possibilities for equiv-

alent circuit models and analytical models were introduced. The use of these models would allow more

accurate modelling and prediction of the behaviour of the SQUIDs. U sing these models would also make

it easier to diagnose problems with the final device.

9.3 Possible alternatives

One alternative to the de SQUIDs designed above would be to rather use rf SQUIDs. Advantages are

the simplification of the SQUID design and improved chances of success as well as reproducibility (only

one junction instead of two). The modelling of rf SQUIDs is also easier and much more accurate. An

rf-SQUID design is currently used in a very successful unshielded MeG probe, recently demonstrate the

IEEE conference on Applied superconductivity [121].

With rf SQUIDs the readout becomes more problematic. The readout must be done inductively using an

rf-tank circuit. However, this moves the problem to an area where we are better equipped to solve it-rf
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electronics. In the case of an rf SQUID we are also required to use an inductively coupled pickup loop.

This can be patterned on a separate substrate and flip-chip joined to the SQUID.

Another issue that must be addressed is the use of electronic compensation. Because of the lack of ap-

propriate HTS wire, hardware gradiometers are restricted to planar ones which have small baselines and

often suffer from poor balance. A possible solution is the formation of highly balanced electronic or

software gradiometers via additional reference-SQUID channels [51]. In section 4.6 electronic compen-

sation and the necessary background for developing software gradiometry are presented. Again, while

the precise patterning of a gradiometer loop is a new challenge, the use of electronic balancing is old

territory. Therefore it might be simpler to design a magnetometer and to use electronic compensation for

balancing the uniform magnetic field.
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Chapter 10

Experimental Results

The results of my experiments will be presented in three sections, which will be the PLD results, the
patterning results and the etching results. The analysis and interpretation will be included. In the next
chapter my conclusions will be presented as well as a critical discussion based on these results.

10.1 PLD results

10.1.1 The experiment, parameters and responses

The DOE was presented in section 8.1. The following table (10.1) gives a summary of the parameters
used:

Parameters +1 Values I -1 Values
Oxygen pressure 0.4 mbar 0.05 mbar

Substrate temperature 800°C 720°C
Target-Substrate distance 60mrn 40mm

Laser energy 3.5 J/cm:.! 2.5 J/cm:.!
Ozone generator on off

Laser pulse frequency 10 Hz 4Hz

Table 10.1: The DOE parameters and values

The responses were discussed in detail in section 8.1, they are:

• The oxygenation, determined by the c-axis length from the x-ray diffraction measurements.

140
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• The critical temperature Tc, determined by susceptibility measurements.

• The surface roughness, determined by AFM measurements.

The 18run experiment was executed over a time of 6-8 months. Over this period a number of components
associated with the PLD system failed. These had to be replaced and sometimes redesigned. All this led
to a large amount of random error in the experiment. At the completion of the experiment the samples
were measured.

10.1.2 Results

The measurements are presented at the end of the chapter. For each sample there were a x-ray measure-
ment, a susceptibility measurement and 9 atomic force microscope(AFM) measurements. This gives a
total of 198 measurements. Some of the measurement had to be executed more than once and some
samples had to be redeposited when the measurements showed that there has been some error in the
process. The real amount of samples processed was in the order of 30 samples with approximately 300
measurements.

Since this is an enormous amount of data only a selection of the results will be given. Three AFM mea-
surements, the susceptibility measurement and the x-ray diffraction measurement of 17 of the samples
will be given. These 17 samples are the ones that were used in the final analysis of the PLD process.

10.1.3 Analysis of the results

The measurements were analysed using Design-Expert [115], using the following steps:

• For each response the data were first plotted in a normal plot of the estimated parameters. Then,
from this plot, the significant parameters were selected. These are the parameters that deviate from
the straight line plotted through the data points.

• After selecting these parameters an analysis of variance (ANOVA) was done. The output of the
ANOVA gave an indication of whether a model based on the selected parameters accounts for a
sufficient amount of the variation of the data to be considered adequate.

• The first step was repeated until an adequate model was obtained. The model was considered
adequate if the model F value indicated the model to be significant (less than a 5% chance that the
model occurs due to noise) and the adjusted R2 was larger than 50 %. The researcher also tried to
obtain the highest possible R'i,red.
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• Finally the diagnostic graphs were checked to see whether the assumptions of independence, ade-
quacy and randomisation were satisfied. These graphs also indicate some possible problem areas,
for instance outliers. Outliers are responses that differ a lot from the average and could decrease
the accuracy of the model.

• When the diagnostics graphs indicated that the model was adequate the interaction graphs were
obtained.

10.1.3.1 Analysis of variance (ANOVA)

The ANOVA showed that the most important parameters and interactions are:

• the oxygen pressure, substrate temperature, ozone and the substrate-temperatureee-ozone interac-
tion for the c-axis length.

• the substrate temperature and target-substrate-distance{=}laser-energy interaction for the RMS rough-
ness.

• the oxygen pressure, target-substrate distance, ozone, oxygen-pressureee-ozone interaction and the
laser-frequencyee-laser-energy interaction.

10.1.3.2 Diagnostic graphs

The diagnostic graphs of the c-axis length measurements showed that samples 2, 3, 10 and Il have ex-
cessive values. For the other responses the values of all the measurements were within the acceptable
range. The problem probably lies with the x-ray diffraction measurements. As soon as the x-ray diffrac-
tion apparatus is repaired it is advisable to do these measurements again. At the moment, although it
might reduce the accuracy of the analysis slightly, the samples do not lie far enough from the median to
have a serious effect.

10.1.3.3 Interaction diagram

From the interaction graphs an interaction diagram was constructed. This diagram, shown in figure
10.1, shows the final results of the statistical analysis. The diagram shows the effect of every parameter
on the response variables. The lines show the effects; the multiplication boxes denote the interactions.
The graphs indicate the type of interaction, whether it has a positive or negative effect on the particular
response variable. The graphs with two lines denote the interactions, the red-and-black line signifies
the high and low levels of the one parameter, and the other parameter is plotted against the response
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variable. From this graph one can see the way in which the changing of the parameter effects the

response. Those parameters that have no line connecting it to the response have no -or a very small-

effect on the response. The red lines indicate the three-parameter interaction referred to earlier. This

interaction cannot be modelled by the DOE, but does exist, and could by aliasing make some other

effects seem larger they actually are.

There are several points of interest in this diagram:

1. C-axis length

• The use of ozone improves the oxygenation and reduces the temperature sensitivity.

• The other important factors are the oxygen pressure and the laser energy.

2. Tc

• The use of ozone also improves Tc and reduces its sensitivity to the oxygen pressure

• The model predicts some strange, counter-intuitive effects, like a laser frequencyee-laser en-

ergy interaction and a Tc which decreases with increasing temperature.

3. RMS Roughness

• The use of ozone also seems to improve the surface quality of the thin film.

• We find the strange laser frequencyee-laser energy interaction occurring again.

The obvious deduction is that ozone certainly has a very positive effect on the PLD process. The strange

interaction effects are possibly a result of some noise in the DOE, this will be discussed in Chapter Il.

10.1.3.4 Optimisation of the process

The final step in the analysis was to find a possible optimum deposition condition. Since the various re-

sponses have different optimum points, the final optimisation consists of finding a compromise between

the various points that delivers the thin film of the best quality.

From the experiment a regression model was derived for each response and using iterative search the

best combination was found. To verify the accuracy of the model a sample was prepared using the

parameter set suggested by the optimisation. This sample was measured and the results were compared

with the predicted results. The optimal parameter set is shown in table 10.2. The responses, predicted

and measured, are shown in table 10.3.
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The x-ray diffraction apparatus was not available for measuring the oxygen content of the final sam-
ple. The surface roughness, although it appears to be low in the analysis, was on looking at the AFM
plot, quite rough containing a lot of boulders. This indicates that although the model for the roughness
figure is reasonably accurate, the figure does not accurately represent the true surface roughness. This
indicates that, to truly characterise the surface roughness, the equation for the roughness figure must be
reconsidered. The susceptibiliy graph and AFM pictures are shown in figure 10.22.

10.2 Patterning results

Preliminary experiments were done through the method described by Knox-Davies [26], with the im-
provements described in section 8.2.

The preliminary experiment consisted of 8 runs done at various levels of the important parameters. For
etching the chrome test mask, developed by Knox-Davies and manufactured by Pico systems, was used.
The mask design is shown in figure 10.2. After the development of the photoresist the surfaces were
analysed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The results of this analysis are shown in figure 10.3.
Clearly the results were far from optimal and this process must be tuned using the method suggested in
section 8.2.

Parameter Value
Oxygen pressure 0.4 mbar

Substrate Temperature 720uC
Ozone generator on

Target-Substrate distance 40mm
Laser pulse frequency 10Hz

Laser energy 3.4 J/cm2

Table 10.2: The optimal parameter set
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Response I Predicted Value I Measured Value I
Critical Temperature 91.4K 91 K
Surface Roughness 374.55 305

Table 10.3: Predicted and measured responses for the optimal parameter set

Figure 10.2: The test mask used for the patterning and etching of test structures
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Figure 10.3: SEM pictures of the various runs of UV lithography

The DOE described in section 8.2 was designed for this purpose, but due to time constraints and logistical
problems with the installation of a new SEM apparatus at the University, this could not be completed.

The DOE is presented in Appendix D and should be used for this purpose. The simplicity of this DOE
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would make it a good starting point for somebody interested in applying and learning about the technique
and it has a much lower cost per experiment than for instance the PLD DOE.

10.3 Etching results

To prove the success of the newly build ion mill the best of the photoresist masks from the previous
characterisation was used it for Ar-ion milling of the substrate. The milling conditions is shown in table
10.4, the ion current has to be kept very low due to the absence of the cooling stage. The SEM photo of
the milled substrate is shown in figure 10.4 -clearly the definition of the thin film is very good.

Parameter I Setting I
rfPower 200W

Extraction voltage 3500V
Gun current 0.9mA
Ion current 300J.1-A

Substrate angle lOu

Table 10.4: Milling conditions for the first experimental etch.

Figure 10.4: SEM picture of initial Ar-ion milling result

The superconductivity of the thin film is destroyed due to the absence of a cooling stage, but the result
shows that Ar-ion milling does indeed work much better than wet etching. For comparison a SEM picture
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of a wet etched YBCO thin film is shown (figure 10.5). The same test mask (shown in figure 10.2) was
used in both cases.

Figure 10.5: A wet-etched YBCO thin film
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Figure 10.6: Measurements on Sample 1 with (a) X-ray diffraction, (b) magnetic
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Figure 10.7: Measurements on Sample 2 with (a) X-ray diffraction, (b) magnetic
susceptibility and (c) Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM).
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Measurements on Sample 3 with (a) X-ray diffraction, (b) magnetic
susceptibility and (c) Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM).
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Figure 10.9: Measurements on Sample 4 with (a) X-ray diffraction, (b) magnetic
susceptibility and (c) Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM).
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Measurements on Sample 5 with (a) X-ray diffraction, (b) magnetic
susceptibility and (c) Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM).
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Figure 10.11: Measurements on Sample 6 with (a) X-ray diffraction, (b) magnetic
susceptibility and (c) Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM).
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Figure 10.12: Measurements on Sample 7 with (a) X-ray diffraction, (b) magnetic
susceptibility and (c) Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM).
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Figure 10.13: Measurements on Sample 8 with (a) X-ray diffraction, (b) magnetic
susceptibility and (c) Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM).
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Figure 10.14: Measurements on Sample 9 with (a) X-ray diffraction, (b) magnetic
susceptibility and (c) Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM).
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Figure 10.15: Measurements on Sample 10 with (a) X-ray diffraction, (b) magnetic
susceptibility and (c) Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM).
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Figure 10.16: Measurements on Sample 11 with (a) X-ray diffraction, (b) magnetic
susceptibility and (c) Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM).
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Figure 10.17: Measurements on Sample 12 with (a) X-ray diffraction, (b) magnetic
susceptibility and (c) Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM).
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Figure 10.18: Measurements on Sample 13 with (a) X-ray diffraction, (b) magnetic
susceptibility and (c)Atornic Force Microscopy (AFM).
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Figure 10.19: Measurements on Sample 14 with (a) X-ray diffraction, (b) magnetic
susceptibility and (c) Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM).
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Figure 10.20: Measurements on Sample 15 with (a) X-ray diffraction, (b) magnetic
susceptibility and (c) Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM).
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Figure 10.21: Measurements on Sample 16 with (a) X-ray diffraction, (b) magnetic
susceptibility and (c) Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM).
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Figure 10.22: Measurements on Sample 18 with (a) X-ray diffraction, (b) magnetic
susceptibility and (c).Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM).
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Figure 10.23: Measurements on optimum sample with (a) magnetic susceptibility
and (b) Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM).
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Chapter 11

Conclusions

In this thesis the successful development, re-definition, improvement and characterisation of a process

for the fabrication of high-quality HTc SQUIDs was described. The most important achievements during

my work have been the following:

• A literature review summarising the most important work done in the field of the fabrication,

design and modelling of HTc SQUIDs in recent years. Additionally, a review of the application

of SQUID technology in the field of Biomagneties is presented. This information is a good guide

and a starting point for advanced research (PhD).

• The establishment of the use of experimental design in the re-engineering of the HTc SQUID

fabrication process. This has important implications, both for the understanding of processes like

PLD and for the continuous optimisation of other processes that are difficult to model. DOE has

proven itself as an extremely useful tool.

• The characterisation of the PLD process. The characterisation has been successful in pointing out

the important interactions, showing weaknesses in the process and indicating the areas of optimal

deposition. This will allow future use and tuning of this process to proceed rapidly and cost-

effectively.

• It is the first time that the influence of ozone during the PLD process on the quality of YBCO

superconductors has been systematically investigated. This research is new and it adds useful

knowledge to the field of YBCO fabrication. The positive effect ozone has on increasing the

robustness of the PLD process was received with great interest at the IEEE conference on Applied

Superconductivity (2002).

• During the process of characterisation several permanent improvements was made to the PLD

system that improved the reliability, the efficiency and quality of the process.

168
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• The development of the ion mill enables easy high-quality patterning of HTc SQUIDs. The devel-

opment also increased the scope for research and development at the university beyond the area of

superconductivity. Through the ion mill, new areas of research, like nano-technology will become

viable.

• As a direct result of the work and research in this thesis the researcher also started development

of a electron-beam lithography facility. In the first place this will enable the fast prototyping of

different SQUID structures, but this facility will also be useful in a wide variety of other fields,

like the nano-technology field mentioned above. The road-map for the continuing development of

this facility will be given in Chapter 12.

• Except for its academic value in terms of knowledge gained and the physical value of improve-

ment to the various systems and development of new systems, this thesis also had the effect of

establishing an amount of expertise in the technical staff of the university. Forgotten methods and

equipment have been repaired and improved and their use were studied. Perhaps the most useful of

all this is that somebody on the permanent technical staff now knows how to operate the equipment

to produce high-quality results.

• Finally, this thesis -due to its broad scope and the fact that some of the important problems as-

sociated with the fabrication process have finally been overcome or properly characterised- has

opened up several avenues for further research in the field of high-temperature superconductivity.

The most important of these fields are perhaps that of high-temperature logic.

Except for these main conclusions there were several other aspects which must be concluded.

11.1 The Literature review

11.1.1 Josephson junctions and SQUIDs

For both high-temperature Josephson junctions and SQUIDs there has been a lot of development in recent

years Although the basic phenomenon is not yet understood, the mathematical models are approaching

usefulness. There are also numerous practical developments, especially in the fields of rf SQUIDs and

electronic compensations. These developments place practical HTc magnetocardiographs well within

reach.

The literature review contains a lot of information on all aspects of SQUID design and should be a

useful source of information for somebody who wants to develop a high-quality SQUID. Because of the

vastness of the field everything could not be covered, therefore the focus was on the practical aspects and

the theory that had practical application. The focus was also more on new research than on work that

had already been compiled in a textbook.
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11.1.2 Biomedical applications of SQUIDs

It has been shown that the field of biomagnetism presents great challenges, and some of these challenges

can be met only through the use of SQUID technology. In our own country this is a field that is very

underdeveloped. The benefits of being able to develop and understand this technology are significant.

11.2 Design of experiment

The use of experimental design can make a great difference in the characterisation of processes. It

is superior to the one-parameter-at-a-time experiments frequently used for this purpose. The correct

application of experimental design requires a good understanding of the underlying statistical principles.

If these principles are fully understood and applied, DOE becomes a powerful tool for characterising and

optimising processes.

Another area where DOE is frequently used in the industry is the improvement of the robustness of a

process. In the fabrication of YBCO superconductors this is of extreme interest since it is very important

to have a reproducible process. The greater the robustness of the process towards parameter variations,

the easier it is to obtain reproducible results. This application of DOE could not be done within the

allocated time but must be considered for future optimisations.

11.3 The PLD process

During the characterisation of the PLO process several improvements were made to the system and some

interesting lessons were learned on the behaviour of the system and the application of DOE.

11.3.1 The improvements

Both the improvements to the substrate heater and the laser beam have been proven to work reliably

with good results. The ozone generator also performed well. The first improvements to the heater failed

frequently because the bulbs were being operated too close to their limits. After being replaced with a

much stronger bulb, the system stabilised.
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11.3.2 The application of DOE

The DOE provided a large amount of new and useful information on the influence of the various pa-
rameters in the PLD process. These were discussed in section 10.1. The strength of this method was its
high rejection of noise. By enabling us to compare variance of the noise with the responses to parameter
changes it allowed us to be sure that the parameters we identified as significant are truly significant.

Due to several factors the noise has been higher than it might have been. This would have invalidated
the results of a one-parameter-at-a-time experiment, but with DOE we simply lost some of the weaker
effects, while the strong effects remained evident.

If the various constraints are considered it becomes obvious that the use of a DOE achieved good results
in circumstances where it would have been impossible to do so otherwise. In the following sections a
few of the factors and constraints that could have had a influence on the noise are considered and ways
to lower them are proposed.

11.3.3 Dealing with equipment failures

One of the problem that frequently occurred was the failure of equipment. A related issue, the continuous
redesigning of the equipment has already been mentioned. These issues gives rise to extra variability in
the process, since factors that were considered fixed in the original design could possibly change. In
these kind of circumstances blocking is a good method to use.

The concept of blocking allows a big experiment to be divided into sub-blocks that can be done under
homogeneous circumstances. It also allows the verification of results before the whole experiment is
complete and this could allow certain problems to be fixed without the need to repeat a large experiment.
Blocking requires a slightly larger amount of samples. The exact amount depend on the number of
blocks.

In uncertain circumstances, especially with equipment that has been irregularly used the extra samples
required for blocking is justified by the increased noise resistance. At the start of the characterisation of
a complex system it is a good idea to allow for the possibility that certain parameter ranges and perhaps
even parameters might have to be changed. Blocking in these cases is advisable.

11.3.4 Measurements conditions

With characterisation measurements one must remember that the operator and the measurement appa-
ratus have a definite effect on the result. This was the case for the AFM measurements, done by three
different operators on two different microscopes.
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It was found by visual inspection of the results that both the operator and the microscope play a large

role in the final result. This is probably due to the large number of measurement parameters set by the

operator and the sensitive nature of the microscope. In this type of circumstances it would be good to

record the operator and measurement apparatus of each sample. This could be used to generate a plot of

the residual sorted by operator and microscope that would show any pattern in the measurements.

As a whole, the roughness results contain a large amount of noise, due to poor measurement accuracy

and large spreads of measured values. The poor accuracy leads to uncertainty about whether the mean

of the measurements is at the correct place. The large spread in measurements give a large variance,

making it difficult to determine whether any effect is significant.

11.3.5 Parameter interactions

In the Taguchi method none of the specified interactions are aliased to one another or to main parameters,

but main parameters could be aliased with non-specified two-parameter interactions. This is seldom a

good idea since a main effect could then look like a two-parameter interaction and the other way around.

However, it is reasonably easy to check the aliasing table after using the Taguchi method to make sure

that this is not the case.

A better approach would be to avoid the Taguchi method entirely and rather use an ordinary fractional

factorial design. Usually there are quite a few possible combinations of higher-order generators that will

not cause this problem. The generators can be used and alias tables can be calculated until a suitable

combination of two-parameter interactions is found.

In cases where the main effect is already aliased with the two-parameter interaction the main effect must

be separated from the interaction. This is done by conducting a separate mini-experiment.

11.3.6 Optimisation with fractional-factorial experiments

2k Factorial analysis is originally intended for screening experiments. As a consequence of the lack of

resources one is sometimes forced to use the results of the factorial analysis for optimisations as well.

As was seen in section 10.1 this does give good results. Still, this is not the recommended way to do it.

A better approach is to use the initial 2k factorial experiments for screening and perhaps indicating the

direction of the optimal. For optimising a second experiment is recommended. In this experiment the 2k

analysis could be mixed with a 3k analysis in cases where sharp peaks are suspected. 3k refers to having

k factors at three levels each. The factors for this second experiment will be the ones pointed out in the

initial 2k fractional factorial experiment to be the significant parameters. This new experiment can also
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be reduced to a fractional factorial experiment and all the statistic tools can still be used. The advantage

is that this new experiment allows higher resolution of the selected effect because all other parameters

are fixed or truly random. The use of allowing some parameters to have 3 values is that higher order

surfaces can be fitted to the data.These surfaces have the ability to clearly indicate the maxima as well as

the robustness of the process. The robustness is determined by the slope of the surface near the maximum

point.

In Chapter 12 we will propose a way in which this approach can be applied to the current optimisation

of the PLD process.

11.3.7 Treatment of other noise sources.

The following aspect also added noise to the outcome of the experiment, the reason for the noise will be

explained and a solution suggested.

Critical parameters Even after an extensive literature study one is not able to be absolutely sure of the

importance of the various parameters. Because it is not possible to include all parameters in the

experiment the situation arises where an important parameter is allowed to vary randomly, thereby

introducing extra noise in the system. In the PLD process the researcher suspect the number of

shots to be such a parameter. The number of shots are suspected to influence both the responses Tc

and surface roughness. The deposition time was, however, included in the results, from this and

the laser frequency it is possible to estimate the number of shots with a reasonable accuracy. Thus

the number of shots can be included in the model as a nuisance parameter. Doing this will allow

some of the noise to be reduced.

Precision in executing experiments One of the determining factors in a DOE is the precision with

which the experiment is executed. All possible factors that can be controlled must be held as

constant as possible to reduce the noise in the experiment. Lack of control over things like substrate

and target cleanness caused unnecessary noise. Some of the substrates has not been properly

cleaned and it was found that finger marks led to severe degradation of the thin film in certain

places. These experiments had to be repeated.

11.4 The development of the ion mill

The broad area of application of the ion mill has already been emphasised at the beginning of the chapter.

We saw that the results from a sample etched with the ion mill is superior to the sample etched using wet

etching. The resolution of the ion mill is much higher than that of wet etching. At the moment the UV
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lithography is the limiting factor in the fabrication and not the milling anymore. Once the electron beam

lithography unit has been fully develop it will be possible to pattern sub-micron junctions on the YBCO.

The mill can also be used -as mentioned in section 4.8.1- for the tuning and improvement of SQUIDs. It

also enables the fabrication of step edges using the fabrication method described in section 3.3.2. Step-

edge junctions are superior to bi-crystal junctions because the junctions are freely positionable and it is

possible to achieve f3L values in the order of 1 with junction widths of 4 /Lm. Junction widths of 4 /Lm is

easily achievable by a well optimised UV lithography process.

The development of the ion mill has vastly increased the number opportunities for the fabrication of

SQUIDs as well as other research areas.

11.5 Final remarks

This thesis was successful in achieving the development, re-definition and characterisation ofthe SQUID

fabrication process. I believe that the work begun in this thesis should be continued upon, to establish

a fully functional SQUID development facility. I also believe that the development of an MeG should

be continued, based on the foundation established in this work. To enable the continuation of this work

the issues that still need to be addressed as well as suggestions on how it could be addressed will be

presented in the next chapter. The researcher should still be able to complete a number of these issues

before the end of the year. The rest will have to be resolved in a separate project.

Just before the finalisation of this thesis the researcher attended the IEEE conference on Applied Su-

perconductivity (2002), where he presented his work. From the response of the scientific community

it is clear that the issues addressed in this thesis also present problems for other researchers even in

technologically more advanced countries. While enormous progress has been made in developing mass

fabrication techniques for HTc superconducting wires and magnets, a lot of opportunities in the fab-

rication of HTc devices still remain. There are technologies that are better suited to mass fabrication

than PLD. As a research tool, however, PLO is still preferred. From this conference it became clear

that superconductivity is entering the marketplace and will prove to be a strong competitor in areas like

telecommunication, satellites, information processing and medicine.

This thesis has achieved a lot in establishing a research facility and opportunities that is unique in South

Africa. Because of the work presented in this thesis as well as the work of the other researchers at this

university, the University of Stellenbosch is in a good position to gain from these global trends. It is

vital that the University of Stellenbosch continues to maintain and enhance these facilities and continue

to add new expertise in the field of superconductivity.
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The way forward

As seen in the previous chapter a lot was achieved in terms of the final fabrication of a SQUID for the
use in magnetocardiography (MeG). In this chapter the a road-map for the continuing development and
improvement of several of the aspects started in this thesis will be presented.

The first part of this chapter will address the outstanding issues in the fabrication process. These include
the optimisation and robustness analysis of the PLD process and the characterisation of the lithography
and ion milling process.

The second part will address additional improvements and developments as well as research stemming
from the work presented in this thesis. Some of the proposals for future research include research on
step-edge junctions, the development and testing of rf SQUIDs, research on high-temperature logic and
development of a sub-urn etching capability.

12.1 Finalising the fabrication process

12.1.1 Optimising the PLD process

After the important parameters of the PLD process have been identified and an intial optimisation has
been done, a final experimental design still remains.

Experimental design is an iterative process -using one big experiment for both the characterisation and
optimisation is a dangerous principle. The parameter screening has been successful, but having deter-
mined the important parameters, the next step is to design a separated experiment in the smaller design
space specified by the interaction diagram and optimise the process using this experiment.

175
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The important parameters from the results are shown in table 12.1. There are two parameters present as

interactions but not as main parameters. This means that although changing the individual parameters

has little effect on the system, changing them together does have a significant effect on the system.

Main parameters Interactions
oxygen pressure substrate-temperatureee-ozone

target-substrate distance target -subs trate-dis tanceee- laser-energy
substrate temperature oxygen-pressureee-ozone

ozone laser -frequencyee-laser-energy

Table 12.1: The important parameters and interactions

For a uniform thickness of the thin film, the target-substrate distance has to be fixed at a range of 70-1 00

mm. This eliminates one parameter from the final optimisation. From the distanceee-laser-energy inter-

action in the interaction diagram the laser energy should be as high as possible for the longer distance.

This makes sense in terms of the plume length as well. The plume should be longer so that the substrate

is located near the tip of the plume. For the remaining parameters two values should be chosen around

the value lying at the optimum point. The optimum point is determined from the results of the PLD

characterisation.

It is debatable whether it is necessary to include the laser frequency parameter in the optimisation exper-

iment. Itmight be possible to resolve the counter-intuitive laser-frequencyee-laser-energy interaction by

including it. My suggestion is that it is included in the experiment.

These parameters gives a 24 full factorial experiment. In this case, however, only a half fraction is re-

quired. This gives 8 runs. The results of these experiments can be combined with the previous fractional

factorial experiment by generating a mixed factorial design.

12.1.2 Robust design of the PLD process

It is possible to optimise a process in such a way that the process is robust to noise or small para-

meter variations. This means that the output remains relatively stable in the presence of noise or small

parameter variations.

To optimise a process to be robust, the noise factors must be controlled for the purpose of the experiment,

although they are assumed to be random for the actual process. The experiment is then separated in noise

parameters and control parameters.

For the PLD process the size of this experiment would be roughly similar to the original experiment.

In this case it would be advisable to introduce the robustness analysis as part of the routine fabrication
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process. To do another separate large run would consume too much time and too many resources. The
robustness analysis could be included in the regular process by setting aside a separate day per week in
between the normal production process. The design itself can be generated using software like Design-
Expert [115]. The theoretical background can be found in the book by Montgomery [112, pp. 488-500].

12.1.3 Monitoring and improving the PLD process

The process will tend to drift from the optimal values because of variations in the operator, raw ma-
terial, age of the component and environmental changes. One method of continuous monitoring and
improvement is called Evolutionary Operation (EVOP).

With EVOP small variations in the levels of the operating parameters under consideration are systemati-
cally introduced. These variations are determined by an ordinary 2k design. The changes must be large
enough that improvement will be noticeable but not so large that it causes serious disturbances in the
yield or quality of the process.

The responses should be easy to measure and non-destructive. AFM and susceptibility measurements
might be best suited to this purpose. For the theory and application of the process the reader is again
referred to Mongomery [112, pp. 484-488].

12.1.4 Characterisation of the UV lithography and Ar-ion milling process

The argon mill has been built and tested but the parameter setting for optimum patterning of the YBCO
still has to be determined. It is also suggested that the UV lithography should be optimised along with
the argon milling process after the initial tuning. This is because aspects like the resist thickness and
baking time will have an influence on the argon milling process.

The tuning of the UV lithography process is treated in appendix D. This process will definitely be com-
pleted before the end of the year. However, the characterisation of the Ar-ion milling process still has to
be considered.

The milling current is easily measured but the electron voltage still has to be considered. This voltage
determine the velocity of the electrons and thus the force with which it impacts on the YBCO surface.
The literature (see section 6.3.2) suggests a very low electron voltage of ~ 500 V. To obtain a precise
measure of the voltage some type of energy meter is necessary. These measurements can be done at
iTemba Labs.

In the meantime the acceleration voltage can be used as an estimate of the electron voltage. The ac-
celeration voltage is the voltage applied between the extraction electrode and the ground electrode. To
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accurately estimate the ion energy a simulation will have to be used. An overview of possible simulation

packages is given by Zai m et al [120].

Once these have been determined the following parameters need to be included in the experimental

design:

• The ion current.

• The ion voltage.

• The angle of the substrate relative to the ion beam.

• The chamber pressure

As an initial experiment a resolution-III design can be used. The response variables will be:

• The percentage of degradation of the YBCO, determined by four-point-probe measurements before

and after milling.

• The resolution of the milling, determined by SEM measurements.

• The milling rate.

Once the ion milling process has been characterised separately it would be useful to determine the effect

of the photoresist thickness and hard-baking time on the final result. A DOE combining the two processes

can be used for this purpose.

The optimum will be the parameter set producing the steepest edges with the least degradation of the

YBCO surface in the shortest time.

12.2 New developments and research

12.2.1 Electron-beam lithography

Electron-beam lithography uses an electron beam to expose an electron-sensitive photoresist in the same

way UV light exposes the photoresist in the UV lithography process. While UV lithography utilises a

mask through which the pattern is exposed on the photoresist, e-beam lithography scribes directly on

the photoresist with a thin bundle of electrons. The bundle is typically in the order of a few nanometers

and this allows e-beam lithography to obtain much higher resolutions than UV lithography. E-beam
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lithography also allows for rapid prototyping because a design can be written directly onto the photoresist

without having to make a mask first. While the scribing process is too slow (in the order of a hour) to

be of use in a production environment, it is ideal for a research environment like the University of

Stellenbosch.

During the development of the ion mill the researcher became aware of a retired transmission electron

microscope. The idea originated to modify this device to obtain an e-beam lithograph. The necessary

modifications are quite simple. There is a company that sells kits for converting old electron microscopes

into e-beam lithographs, but the kits are very expensive (in the order of 35 000 USD) [126]. Therefore it

was decided to attempt the conversion ourselves.

With the basic conversion one replaces the module that scans the electron beam over the surface of the

sample with a computer controlled module that allows the beam to be steered. The computer analyses

the design and determine a scan pattern to reproduce the design on the photoresist. The beam is then

scanned at a speed determined by the sensitivity of the photoresist. The photoresist is developed in a

process similar to the UV lithography process and the sample is ion-milled.

The electron microscope was obtained and in the process of being converted to an e-beam lithograph.

This device will vastly expand the research possibilities at the University of Stellenbosch.

12.2.2 Future research proposals

12.2.2.1 Step-edge junction

Step-edge junctions can be easily manufactured using the newly developed Ar-ion mill. The steps are

defined by milling away part of the substrate before deposition of the YBCO layer. UV lithography

and conventional photoresist can be used for transferring the step patterns. Alternatively there are more

elaborate processes which gives steeper step edges or variable step profiles. These were described in
section 3.3.2.

It is suggested that more research should be done on this aspect of SQUID manufacture; the newly

developed facilities are sufficient for research of this kind. The SQUID obtained with step-edge junctions

are just as good as the much more rare and expensive bi-crystal junction.

12.2.2.2 rf-SQUIDs

As was mentioned in the Chapter 9, the rf SQUID should be seriously considered as an alternative to the

de SQUID (the design and readout electronics of the rf SQUID was described in detail in chapter 4).
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Research on rf-SQUID magnetometers would benefit from a good background in rf-electronics. The

design of the magnetometer itself is less problematical than that of a de SQUID but the readout and

coupling of the pickup coil would present an interesting rf-design challenge.

12.2.2.3 High-temperature superconducting logic

The area of expertise at Stellenbosch is superconducting logic. A lot of work has been done on the design

and simulation of RFSQ logic as well as improving the robustness of the circuits to parameter variations.

The parameter variations in high-temperature Josephson junctions is one of the factors limiting the im-

plementation of superconducting logic. This improved robustness together with a well characterised

fabrication process could provide a way of implementing high-temperature logic.

Research involving the patterning of a few highly optimised gates on YBCO thin film would be relatively

simple once the e-beam lithograph is operational. The design of the readout electronics might be more

problematic due to the lower voltages of HTc junctions compared to low-temperature junctions.

12.2.2.4 Sub-micrometer patterning

For high-temperature superconducting logic to be truly viable, sub-urn patterning is necessary. This

requires a multi-layer etching technique where the photoresist pattern is first transferred to a carbon

mask using reactive ion etching and then the carbon mask is used to etch the YBCO thin film.

The multilayer technique has already been developed [87], but the implementation and optimising of the

process would take at least 6 months.
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PLD deposition instructions

Appendix A

A.I Preperation Procedure for YBCO thin film Deposition

When working inside the PLD chamber wear gloves at all times !

1. Clean the substrate holder with acetone to remove all old silver paste.

2. Remove the target holder with the target.

3. Use sanding paper (l20G) to sand YBCO surface until no indication of grooves remain. Finish
with 180G and 500G sanding paper.

4. Then polish on diamond polish machine, until smooth.

5. Replace target holder.

6. Replace MgO substrate using silver paint to attach to substrate heater.

7. Replace heat shield and make sure substrate is centered in the opening.

8. Observe main O-ring gasket for dust particles or hair. If present remove using lintless cloth and
acetone.

9. Replace lid and start roughing pump.

10. Open roughing pump side valve until pressure reaches 10-2 mbar. Close side valve.

Il. If no pumping down required switch off roughing pump otherwise start pumping down procedure.

192
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APPENDIX A. PLD DEPOSITION INSTRUCTIONS 193

A.2 Depostion Procedure for YBCO thin film deposition

1. Note the vacuum pressure as the base pressure in the experiment sheet, this value should be below

10-5. Also note the pumping time on the experiment sheet.

2. Heat the substrate up to the desired temperature using the following procedure:

(a) Switch on the multimeters

(b) Check that the variac is set to 0

(c) Switch on the temperature controller

(d) Switch on the controller box next to the variac

(e) Adjust the variac until the voltage is around 60V

(f) The actual temperature depend on the voltage, this varies with the age of the bulb.

(g) DO NOT EXCEED 70V

3. Switch on the laser and measure the note the laser counter setting and your name in the laser

logbook.

4. Measure the laser power between the laser and the mirror with the laser voltage set at 25KV.

(a) If the power is lower than 450mV reload the HCI gas following the reloading procedure

published.

(b) After refilling measure the power again.

(c) This measurement should be noted in the experiment sheet as well as the laser logbook - also

indicate whether the laser has been refilled or not.

5. Set the laser frequency to the value specified on the parameter sheet using the occiloscope to

determine the frequency.

6. Measure the laser power between the mask and the lens of the PLD chamber. This value must be

set to the value specified in the parameter set follow the procedure below:

(a) Read the required laser voltage from the value sheet.

(b) Adjust the laser voltage until the required voltage on the occiloscope is reached.

(c) Note the value on the experiment sheet.

7. Make sure the substrate is covered by the cover plate, switch on the stepper motor and do a pre-

ablation run for 2 minutes. Note the pre-ablation time as well as the rotation speed on the eperiment

sheet.
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8. Check that the temperature is stabale at the desired value and note it on the experimental sheet.

9. Open the oxygen cylinder and ajust the pressure control that the pressure gauge shows 300kPa.

10. Open the oxygen valve and set the pressure to the value specified by the parameter set using the
flow control valve.

11. Note the value on the experiment sheet.

12. Uncover the substrate by moving the cover plate.

13. CHECK the TARGET ROTATOR, the OXYGEN pressure and the SUBSTRATE TEMPERA-
TURE. Check that all values pertaining to the deposition run are filled in on the experiment sheet.

14. Note the number on the laser pulse counter, add the number of shots to it.

15. Switch on the laser and watch the laser pulse counter, when the required number of shots is
reached. Switch the laser off, now proceed with the post-annealment procedure

Á.3 Post deposition annealing procedure.

l. Switch off the laser.

2. Switch off the target rotator.

3. Start lowerint the temperature to 500aC by lowering the voltage to about 27Y.

4. Close side and bottom valve. Switch of both turbo-pumps. Slowly open the roughing pump side
valve, taking care not to overload the turbo-pumps. Wait 5 minutes.

5. Increase the Oxygen pressure to 1000mbar.

6. Increase the voltage until the temperature stabilises at 500aC.

7. Make sure the temperature is stable, let the system run at this setting for 1 hour.

8. Note the post deposition settings in the experiment sheet.

9. After the annealing time is over shut the heater of.

10. When the temperature reaches 30aC the sample can be removed. _

Il. Close main oxygen valve - wait until regulator pressure drops to zero, close the flow control valve
on PLO chamber.

12. Open nitrogen main valve, open PLO chamber valve.
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13. Switch off the roughing pump and close roughing pump side valve.

14. Wait until nitrogen starts escaping through lid gasket.

15. Close nitrogen main valve, wait until regulator pressure drops to zero. Close PLO nitrogen valve.

16. Put on gloves.

17. Remove lid, remove temperature shield from substrate holder.

18. Remove substrate carefully.

19. Attach number to back of substrate and put in correct place in numbered container.

20. Mark experiment as done on parameter sheet.

21. Make sure experiment sheet is completed and numbered.

22. File experiment sheet in correct envelope.
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Appendix B

Taguchi method

The Taguchi method uses the linear graphs on page 197 together with the orthogonal array on page 198

to produce the DOE. The numbers on the nodes of the linear graphs correspond to the colums in the

orthogonal array that gives the parameter levels. These graphs are taken from Taguchi et al [127].
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Appendix C

DOE for the PLD process

From the DOE of the PLD process the design table on page 200 was generated to give the parameter

levels. The actual parameter values corresponding to these levels are shown on page 201, the run order

is randomised for statistical purposes. The calculations of the amount of laser energy lost through the

system and an estimation of the required number of shots to give a thin film of the required thickness is

also shown. For each experiment an experiment sheet is completed recording all relevant information to

double-check the accuracy of each experiment. An example experiment sheet is shown on page 202.
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PLD Design of Experiment: Design Table
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Eksperiment Number Substrate Temperature Laser Fluence Oxygen Pressure Target-Substrate Distance Pulse Frequency UV
17 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1
4 1 1 1 -1 -1 1

6 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1

14 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1
11 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1

3 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1
9 1 -1 -1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1

16 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 1
2 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1
7 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1

13 -1 1 -1 1 1 1
5 -1 -1 1 1 1 1

15 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1
12 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1
8 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 1

18 0 0 0 0 0 0
- -----

tvoo
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APPENDIX C. DOE FOR THE PLD PROCESS 201

Supplementary information for PLD DOE

Parameter value
Parameter -1 value +1 value Center point

Substrate Temperature 720 CC 800 CC 760 CC

Laser Fluence 2.5 J/cm2 3.5 J/cm2 3 J/cm2

Oxygen Pressure 0.05mbar O.4mbar 0.225mbar

Target -Substrate distance 40mm 60mm 50mm

Laser Frequency 4 Hz 10 Hz 7 Hz

Energy loss Calculations
Without lens With lens Energy difference (%)

0.21 0.15 40

0.24 0.18 29.!2

0.27 0.2 34

34.37

Required Laser voltage
Required Fluence Laser Voltage (mV)

2.5 J/cm2 159.63

3.5 J/cm2 223.48

3 J/cm2 191.56

Number of shots depend on the parameter set (use this table as a guide)
Laser Fluence (Lf) Oxygen Pressure Target-Substrate distance Number of Shots

1 1 1 6000-9000

-1 1 1 8000-10000

1 -1 1 5000-8000

-1 -1 1 6000-9000

1 1 -1 4000-6000

-1 1 -1 5000-7000

1 -1 -1 2000-4000

-1 -1 -1 3000-5000
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Results Sheet for YBCO depostition by PLO
EXPERIMENT NUMBER: J_L,

Preperatien parameters
Target material ~C()

Target preparation <pc" i ï -<jl, ~c1 O'C(c* S á c.td<" ~,

Target density , o.,-r«. <Irq /':;"
Target - Substrate distance 60.4-< 41

Substrate material rn: o
Substrate finishing v .,-»: • p~~c..A,

Depoistion parameters
Base pressure 3~((} ~
Pumping time 3 '-'10 :A. ..- ..s
Laser power (at laser) _6 ...2_C7 _m V
Hel reloaded ? (Yes/No) No
Laser power (at laser after reload)
Laser power (at lens) _:2 1 S _ti._ _.V
Laser power (in chamber) -
Pulse frequency Ic H "Z.

Laser fluence '"'1 <; Th- v4'1 -z_

Spot size
-'? "

r 0 R' O.025cmA2
Laser voltage 22tV
Pre-ablation time ,~ ,'..-1

Rotation speed i- s
Temperature ~,,/\0..c::

.7_IÓ " (_~ _c---_- -
Heater current 1.0_l_55_ .A 7 ~ e V
UV - Radiation 0"'1
Oxygen pressure 5{'(O-Z i0"l {,.,q ,..-

Deposition time W j.N\''1
Number of Shots 'f~ooo

Post depostion
Laser power (after deposition) z: J 2_ 5' M--I LI
Annealing time J £..t"cA..Y
Oxygen pressure IA t-vc,
Temperature ~_£d" c:
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Appendix D

DOE for the UV Lithography process

The design sheet and parameter values is shown below. The values were chosen from the datasheets for

the various chemicals. The soft-bake type, whether a hotplate or forced air convection oven also used as

a parameter. It is used to invesigate the claim by Knox-Davies [26] that the hotplate produces superior

results. The experiment is divided into two blocks. The idea is that each block should be completed on

a single day with a fresh batch of developer used each day.

DOE for UV-Lithography

Design Sheet
Experiment nr. Blocks Bake type Bake temp Ekspose time Develop time

2 1 -1 1 -1 1

4 1 -1 1 1 -1

1 1 1 -1 -1 1

3 1 1 -1 1 -1

8 2 1 1 1 1

6 2 1 1 -1 -1

5 2 -1 -1 -1 -1

7 2 -1 -1 1 1

Parameter values
Parameter -1 Value +1 Value

Bake type Hotplate Oven

Bake temperature 90 'C 100 'C
Exposure time 20 s 40 s

Development time 45 s 60 s

203
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Appendix E

Design of rf multicusp ion mill

Over the next few pages the blueprint of the rf multi cusp ion mill as designed by Boonyawan et al [119]

will be given.

204
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12) Surfcce: Coo ted with AI2 OJ,
250 Micro meter thjckness
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